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BY THE NUMBERS

A LOOK AT THE RICE UNIVERSITY

CLASS OF 2000

NUMBER % OF CLASS

ARCHITECTURE 28 4

MALE 10 1

FEMALE 18 3

ENGINEERING 207 31

MALE 147 22

FEMALE 60 9

HUMANITIES &

SOCIAL SCIENCES 211 31

MALE 98 14

FEMALE 113 17

MUSIC 20 3

MALE 8 1

FEMALE 12 2

NATURAL SCIENCES 209 3 1

MALE 98 15

FEMALE 1 1 1 16

TOTAL 675 100%

MALE 361 53%

FEMALE 314 47%
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4: HALL rpowr IS PRINTED ON RECYCLED P

In this issue of Sallyport, we invite you to join us on a cruise that will take you from

the intriguing vaults of the newest building on campus, to the Orion Nebula and

beyond, then back to campus—to Lovett coordinator Kelly Harp's desk drawer.

Anne and Charles Duncan Hall, the new home for computational engineer-

ing, is like a gift whose colorful wrapping is on the inside. Certainly, no other

building on the Rice campus has quite as bright and diverse an interior, but the

analogy goes deeper. It implies that the world is a gift that will be opened from

within by those who struggle to understand its workings. Who knows what worlds

of surprise and wonder await discovery inside Anne and Charles Duncan Hall?

Stockholm, Sweden, is another significant stop on our itinerary. There you

will experience the stately splendor of the Nobel Prize awards ceremony and join

in congratulating our Nobel laureates Robert Curl and Richard Smalley as they

are honored for their contribution to knowledge and human potential.

Then it's off to the far-flung reaches of space as Rice astronomers escort us

on a Hubble-eye view of the cosmos. Robert O'Dell, Patrick Hartigan, and

Reginald Dufour have been studying nebulae and the incredible starbirthing and

planet-building phenomena that occur in these immense and fascinating cosmic

clouds of dust and gas. Our journey continues with Edison Liang, who takes us

even farther out in his search to understand the origin and mechanism of gamma

ray bursts that seem to emanate from beyond our galaxy. Before our spaceship

returns to Earth, we pass Mars for a look at alumnus David McKay and his

momentous announcement that he and his team have discovered evidence that

life once existed on the red planet.

Back on Earth, we pause just blocks from Rice to meet alumnus Phillip

Arnold, who studies phenomena that are, perhaps, more perplexing than those

found in outer space. Arnold explores the inner space of apocalyptic theologies

and the ethics of religious freedom, and he has developed an understanding of

these groups that may positively affect the ways that law enforcement officials

approach potentially explosive situations like the Montana Freemen standoff.

Please remember as you disembark on the Rice campus that extensions arc

available as we explore some of the latest research from Rice faculty and visit other

news of interest. Oh, yes, and what's in Kelly Harp's desk drawer?

You'll have to read "Unusual Lies the Crown" to find that out.

C)/644-e
Usually, editors are pleased when real-world events validate articles that

appear in their publications. But not always. Our cover story this issue is on

Phillip Arnold and his study of cult behavior, and, as we were going to press,

news spread that thirty-nine members of Heaven's Gate, a religious cult, had

taken their own lives in California. This sad incident once again focuses

national attention on aspects of human behavior that many of us find not only

puzzling but a bit frightening. It also makes us grateful for the diligence and

compassion of scholars like Phillip Arnold.
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WE MOSSED UP

Upon browsing through your publica-
tion, Sallyport, Fall 1996, I noticed an
incredible erroneous statement presented
as fact. The article "The Birds and the
Teas (and Black Jack Pershing)" de-
scribed Spanish moss as a lichen. Spanish
moss (Tillandsia usneoides) is one of
Texas's two native bromeliads, ball moss
being the other species. They are not
even closely related to lichens. Addition-
ally, they are epiphytic, not parasitic.

I did not have the privilege to attend
Rice, but that doesn't mean non-Rice
alumni cannot read.

DAVID W. WARREN

Houston, Texas

LEARNING EXPERIENCE

The importance of Rice's enthusiasm
for including undergraduates in faculty
research projects is not overstated in the
Pall 1996 issue. I, too, benefited from
being included in faculty research, al-
though in a different way than the stu-
dents mentioned in your article.
When I entered Rice, I was interested

In becoming a physicist. I had the op-
portunity to work with Dr. Marjorie
Corcoran and other faculty on a high-
energy physics project one summer and
With Dr. Richard Smalley in chemical
Physics another summer. The faculty
were supportive and the work reward-
ing. However, I learned that I didn't
really enjoy research as much as class
Work. At another university, I would
have graduated and gone on to graduate
school in physics, where I would have
learned that I didn't want to be a physi-
cist. At Rice, however, I was able to

MORE ON GARSIDE

I would like to commend Daniel Sullivan on his terrific article "And with Him, the
Empire" (Summer 1996), which was particularly meaningful for me. As a teenager,
I had two history teachers who are permanently linked in my mind because they
were outstanding and also had similar names. Charles Garwood was my seventh-
grade American history teacher at St. John's School in Houston from 1965 to
1966. His love of history and sense of humor are still memorable over thirty years
later. Mr. Garwood is still teaching at St. John's. My daughter was privileged also
to be in his classes in the seventh grade and, just last semester, for tenth-grade civics.
When I began Rice as a freshman in 1971 and enrolled in world history, I was

amazed to have a professor with a similar name, Charles Garside, whose love of
history and sense ofhumor are equally memorable twenty-five years later. Contrary
to Mr. Sullivan's portrayal of fifteen years later when Dr. Garside was ill, during
1971-72 he was vigorous physically and intellectually and brought a sense of
excitement to each lecture. He was always available outside the classroom for
discussions. His was my favorite class at Rice.
One day in late 1986, I was making the rounds at St. Luke's hospital and

accidentally came upon Dr. Garside's chart. Since I had not seen him in over twelve
years, I intruded upon his privacy, knocked on his hospital door, and walked in. I
was startled by his bearded, gaunt figure, which was a contrast to the clean-shaven,
overweight person I remembered. As I started to apologize for the visit and before
I could introduce myself, his face brightened as he said, "Randy, how nice to see
you." I couldn't believe that he remembered the name ofone ofhis many freshman
students so many years later. We had a wonderful visit. I told him how much his

-aLteaching meant to me and also about Mr. Garwood. This was our last visit.
W Although the new buildings over the last twenty-five years are nice, it is the

human factor—teachers such as Mr. Garwood and Dr. Garside—that make St.
John's School and Rice University among the best anywhere.

RANDOLPH W. EVANS, M.D., "74

Houston, 7'exas

realize this by my senior year and
change directions. I am now happily
pursuing a career in environmental
public policy.
My mentors in the physics depart-

ment were astonished when I asked
them to recommend me to public
policy graduate schools. I hope they
know that students who learn that
research is NOT for them benefit as
much as those who go on to successful
careers in their field of research.

JOHN D. WILSON '90

Tallahassee, Florida

SALL l'PORT ENCOURAGES READERS TO SEND

IN THEIR COMMENTS. To BE CONSIDERED FOR

PUBLICATION, LETTERS MUST CONCERN TOPICS

COVERED IN A RECENT ISSUE OF THE

MAGAZINE, BE ADDRESSED TO SALLYPORT

OR THE EDITOR, AND BE SIGNED. LETTERS

MAY BE EDITED FOR CLARITY AND LENGTH.

THANKS

The fall issue of Sallyport arrived this week,
and I've just finished reading. I am most
impressed! It compares favorably with many
highly respected national magazines. First
of all, a marvelous front cover. Inside the
layout and photography are excellent. From
the standpoint of subject matter, this is a
very coherent issue. As Rice has grown in
stature over the years, so has the magazine.
Your "Forward" (is that really the word
you wanted?) emphasizes how far Sallyport
has come, but it downplays what you've
now produced.
From a somewhat different point ofview,

every high school student considering Rice
should see this issue; if it doesn't motivate
them to send in their application, then they
probably belong somewhere else.

Congratulations. I look forward to the
same quality in future issues.

ROBERT C. SMYTHE '52

Orlando, Florida

WINTER '97 3



THROUGH THE SALLYPORT

First Stop, Rice

United States Secretary of State Madeleine Albright selected
Rice University as the site for her first major foreign policy
address outside Washington, D.C. "This is my first official
trip as secretary of state," Albright said, "and I can't imagine
a better destination or more distinguished company."
The secretary's speech, given on February 7 in the Grand

Hall of the Rice Memorial Center, was presented under the
auspices of Rice's James A. Baker III Institute for Public

Policy. Albright's Houston visit
also included bilateral talks with
Mexico's minister of foreign re-
lations Jose Angel Gurria.

Taking the Grand Hall stage
with Albright were James A.
Baker, III, the sixty-first secre-

AKER NSTITUTE

OR PUBLIC POLICY

"This is my first official trip as secretary of

state, and I can't imagine a better destination or

more distinguished company."

—Madeleine Albright

tary of state; Edward P. Djerejian, director of Rice's Baker
Institute for Public Policy; and Rice president Malcolm
Gillis. Opening the event, Djerejian said, "We can see that
Rice University, Houston, and Texas are also, as Newsweek's
cover story put it this week, 'Mad about Madeleine." Baker
continued the introduction, describing the accomplishments
of the new secretary of state. "Over her career, she has
assumed ever-more-responsible foreign policy positions, both
inside and outside the government, including service as
America's ambassador to the United Nations for four years."

Baker then turned the spotlight to Albright, who quickly
got to the point of her visit. "As secretary, I will do my best
to talk about foreign policy not in abstract terms, but in
human terms—and in bipartisan terms," she said. "I consider
this vital because in our democracy we cannot pursue policies

abroad that are not understood and supported here at
home." She also stressed the need to prepare America for the
twenty-first century and to keep American leadership strong
and sure.

After her speech, Albright responded to questions from
students, then Gillis took the podium to offer his remarks
regarding the secretary of state's campus visit. "Today's visit
by the secretary of state stands as another signal honor in the
life of Rice University," Gillis said. "Few of our peers in
higher education can boast of both two Nobel laureates and
a major address by the secretary of state within the same
academic year." Gillis then presented Albright with a crystal
owl as a token of the university's appreciation.
An audio replay of Albright's speech and remarks from

Djerejian, Baker, and Gillis may be found on the World Wide
Web at <http://realaudio.rice.edu/>.

—LISA NUTTING
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SUMMIT BEGINS BRIDGE-BUILDING PROCESS

Strained relations between police departments and African
American communities are nothing new. The 0. J. Simpson
case only served to highlight the rift that many individuals
Perceive is widening as the century draws to a close.
To address the problem, a

summit titled "Police and the
African American Community:
Building Bridges for the Fu-
ture" was held last fall at the
university. Organized by Rice's
James A. Baker III Institute for
Public Policy and funded by a
grant from AT&T, the summit
brought together police chiefs
from many of the nation's ma-
jor cities and representatives of

African American organizations,
including the National Urban
League and the National Coali-
tion of 100 Black Women.
"We came together to de-

velop a strategy to close that
gap that has been emerging be-
tween the police and the Afri-
can American community for
Years," said Lee P. Brown,
Radoslav A. Tsanoff Professor
of Public Affairs and senior
scholar at the Baker Institute and moderator of the summit
discussions. "The recommendations we produced will be
Carried back to each person's community to begin the process
of building bridges between police and African Americans
across the country."

David Walchak, president of the International Association
of Chiefs of Police and police chief of the Concord, New
Hampshire, police department, said he plans to use informa-
tion from the summit as the basic research on the issue by his
association. "What we are really talking about is changing a

culture or a subculture, however one defines it," he said.
"And that is along, arduous, and difficult process. We cannot
spend our way out of the crime problem in this country. We
have to change the way we deal with each other."

The major recommenda-
tion to emerge from the sum-
mit was a call for a national
commission to address the is-

BAKER INSTITUTE
FOR PUBLIC POLICY

LEE P. BROWN, SENIOR SCHOLAR AT THE BAKER INSTI-

TUTE, OUTLINES RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVING RE-

LATIONS BETWEEN POLICE AND AFRICAN AMERICANS

DURING A NEWS CONFERENCE. JOINING BROWN, CENTER,

ARE JOHN D. COHEN, LEFT, SENIOR PROJECT MANAGER AT

AT&T, AND DAVID WALCHAK, PRESIDENT OF THE INTER-

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CHIEFS OF POLICE.

sue of race, including race and
the nation's police depart-
ments. Other recommenda-
tions were:
• Improve the image of the

police and African Americans
in the media, particularly with
respect to the television news
media.
• Involve more young people

by developing programs such
as a youth citizen academy and
a youth police commission, and
recruit police officers to serve
as mentors for youth.
• Upgrade police officer train-

ing to make it more educa-
tional and ensure field-training
programs encourage the right
values in new recruits.

• Encourage police chiefs to serve as community leaders
and as agents of change on broader social issues.
• Advance the philosophy of community policing, which

helps develop a partnership of inclusion, involves the com-
munity in the planning process, and empowers the street
officer to become involved in community affairs.
"The problem is something that we've been avoiding and

must face head-on," said Lawrence Boze, president of the
National Bar Association, which represents eighteen thou-
sand black lawyers. "Race does matter in America."

--MICHAEL CINELLI
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Renewing the Hope
The search for peace in the Middle East
reached Rice University with a March 5
visit by Palestine National Authority
President Yasir Arafat, sponsored by
the university's James A. Baker III In-
stitute for Public Policy.
"We are trying to solve all the ques-

tions [surrounding peace in the Middle
East] slowly, but it is not enough,"
Arafat told a crowd of about five hun-
dred Houstonians and Rice commu-
nity representatives attending the
speech in the Grand Hall of the Rice
Memorial Center. "We are in need of
Your help. We are in need of the help of

the cosponsors of the
peace process, America."
James A. Baker, III,

sixty-first secretary of
state, introduced Arafat.
"It can be said without
any exaggeration that he
has truly changed the
course of history," Baker
said. "Because of our speaker's com-
mitment to the promise of a just and
lasting peace in the Middle East, peace
is no longer just a pipe dream but a real
possibility for all people throughout
that troubled region."

Baker noted that the
Baker Institute has also
invited Israeli prime min-
ister Netanyahu to speak
at Rice.

In closing remarks,
Rice president Malcolm
Gillis said, "You have
come to the United

States bearing renewed hope for peace
in a much venerated part of the world,
a place that nurtured the beginnings of
three of the world's great religions.
You carry with you the hopes of people
of good will on all continents."

WINTER '97 5



THROUGH THE SALLYPORT

ELIZABETH GILLIS, FAR LEFT, TAKES A PHOTO OF THE

NOBEL LAUREATES WITH CHAIR OF THE RICE BOARD

OF GOVERNORS WILLIAM BARNETT AND PRESIDENT

MALCOLM GILLIS IN THE LOBBY OF THE GRAND HOTEL

JUST BEFORE LEAVING FOR THE CEREMONY. FROM

RIGHT: GILLIS, HAROLD KROTO, RICHARD SMALLEY,

ROBERT CURL, AND BARNETT.

Stockholm Scrapbook
Amidst pomp and royal ceremony in Stockholm last December, Rice professors
Robert Curl and Richard Smalley, along with Harold Kroto of the University of
Sussex in England, accepted the Nobel Prize in Chemistry for their 1985 discovery
of Carbon 60, or buckrninsterfullerene.
As Rice Board of Governors chair William Barnett and his wife, Peggy, Rice

president Malcolm Gillis and his wife, Elizabeth, and other colleagues, friends, and
family of the laureates watched, Curl, Smalley, and Kroto received their medals and
diplomas from King Carl XVI Gustaf of Sweden. Like something from a fairy tale,
a trumpet fanfare announced each laureate's acceptance of the prize. The laureates
then bowed to the king, the Nobel Foundation board, and the eighteen hundred
guests who, dressed in white tie and tails and their most elegant evening gowns,
witnessed the ceremony. After the presentation, the laureates and twelve hundred
guests enjoyed an elaborate evening ofdining and dancing at the Stockholm city hall.
The evening capped a full week of events that included champagne receptions with

the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences and the Nobel Foundation and lunch at the
American embassy. Nobel lectures—a laureate's only obligation—were presented
during the days before the prize ceremony. Curl, Smalley, and Kroto delivered their
hour-long lectures in the same room where the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences
voted to award them the prize. In their lectures, each laureate recognized James
Heath and Sean O'Brien, the two Rice graduate students who were critically involved
in the discovery.
"This discovery certainly was one of the most nearly spiritual experiences that any

of us have ever experienced," Smalley said. In his lecture, Curl illustrated how
"science really operates"—the interplay ofideas, the surprises, the reasoning, the new
questions.
The celebrating didn't end in Stockholm. When Curl and Smalley returned to Houston, the Greater Houston

Partnership held a celebratory luncheon in their honor. At-large city council member Judson Robinson presented
a city proclamation honoring the professors, and President Gillis spoke about the impact of the Nobel Prize on
Rice, Houston, and Texas.
"The prize makes it realistic to raise our sights and those of the city of Houston and the state of Texas as

well," Gillis said. He also pointed out that Rice is integrating its efforts in nanoscale science with those at other
Houston universities and institutions as well as collaborating with private firms throughout Texas. "We need
to think large right now—to seriously consider using all of these assets, to bring them together at Rice and
elsewhere in the greater Houston region, to create a nanotechnology corridor that might rival the
accomplishments of Silicon Valley on the West Coast, or Route 128 in Boston, or the Research Triangle Park
in North Carolina."

-LIA UNRAU

6 SALLYPORT
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HAROLD KROTO, ROBERT CURL, AND RICHARD SMALLEY.

THE NOBEL LAUREATES, FRONT LEFT ROW, THE QUEEN

AND KING OF SWEDEN AND THE DUCHESS OF HOLLAND

(A REGION IN SWEDEN), FRONT RIGHT ROW, AND MEMBERS

Or THE AWARDING INSTITUTIONS FILLED THE STOCKHOLM
CONCERT HALL STAGE AT THE NOBEL PRIZE CEREMONY.

HE PRIZE MAKES IT REALISTIC TO RAISE OUR

SIGHTS AND THOSE OF THE CITY OF HOUSTON AND

THE STATE OF TEXAS AS WELL."

—Malcolm Gillis
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Riley, Gillis Discuss Key Education Issues

While in Houston in February, United States secretary of
education Richard Riley met with Rice president Malcolm
Gillis to discuss education and
other key issues facing the
Clinton administration and to
renew a relationship formed
when Riley served on the board
of the Duke Endowment.
Among the issues discussed
were new mechanisms for com-
bating fraud and other abuses
in the federal student loan pro-
gram and Clinton's proposal
to allow middle-income tax-
payers to deduct from income
up to $10,000 for postsecond-
ary educational tuition and fees,
as well as a refundable $1,500
tax credit for the first two years
of college for students who
maintain a "B" average. During the first two years of college,
taxpayers would choose either the deduction or the credit.

"I pointed out to the secretary that while most presidents
of highly selective universities on balance favor these items,"

Gillis said,"we were more con-
cerned about financial aid for
low-income students. Our
preference would be to ex-
pand Pell Grants rather than
have tax credits and deduc-
tions, because Pell Grants give
you a better, sharper focus on
low-income students."

The two also discussed a
number of other matters that
have no direct bearing on
Rice, including expanding
limits on tax-free debt issued
by colleges and universities
and features of the special 15
percent tax that Congress en-
acted on certain distributions

and accumulations of pensions for faculty and staff, among
other groups.

KECK FOUNDATION DONATES $ 1 MILLION

Computational engineering at Rice University has received a
significant boost with a $1 million grant from the W. M. Keck
Foundation. The grant will help establish the Center for
Computational Discrete Optimization (CCDO) and will play
an important role in developing Rice's work in computational
engineering by providing laboratory and faculty work space in
CCDO facilities in Anne and Charles Duncan Hall.

"This is a generous investment and a further strong vote of
confidence in Rice. It will greatly facilitate the efforts of Rice
faculty to realize the vast potential of computational engi-
neering generally," said Rice president Malcolm Gillis. "The
laboratory, conference room, and office space made possible
by the Keck Foundation grant will become the locus of our
efforts in computational discrete optimization."

Discrete optimization, a critical component
of computational engineering, is used to solve

"This is a generous investment and a further strong

vote of confidence in Rice. It will greatly facilitate the

efforts of Rice faculty to realize the vast potential of

computational engineering generally."

-Malcolm Gillis

practical problems that involve choosing the
best alternative from a field of possibilities.
Many industries are dependent on discrete op-
timization techniques to guide them through
complex design procedures, and research cen-
ters such as CCDO must provide new and better
techniques and software tools to support the
increased needs of industrial users for faster and
more efficient systems.

The Keck grant in support of CCDO is the
tbundation's latest award to the university. In
the past, the foundation has provided funds for
the university's computational biology and ge-
ology programs.

-MICHAEL CINELLI
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NEW PROCESS IS GATEWAY FOR PROMISING CANCER DRUG

Synthesizing versions of a naturally rare
cancer drug has just become simpler
and more efficient thanks to a process
developed by Rice associate professor
ofchemistry Marco Ciufolini and gradu-
ate student Frank Roshangar. The pro-
cess makes camptothecin, an antitu-
mor drug that holds promise for the
treatment of various human cancers.
"This drug and a number of its deriva-
tives," says Ciufolini, "provide a great
deal of hope for patients with a variety
of tumors."

Preliminary studies have shown ex-
perimental camptothecin derivatives to
be effective against breast, ovarian, liver,
and lung cancers and have shown a
moderate response against colon and
colorectal cancers that are insensitive
to other antitumor agents. The Food
and Drug Administration recently ap-
proved use oftwo simple camptothecin
derivatives for cancer patients.

EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY

Ciufolini's challenge was to come up
with a method of synthesis that would
require few chemical steps and be prac-
tical and efficient. Furthermore, the
synthesis had to be readily adaptable to
making derivatives of camptothecin
with improved activity and lessened
side effects. Ciufolini and Roshangar
succeeded in producing the best syn-
thesis ofcamptothecin to date: twice as
efficient as the best synthetic alterna-
tive and ten times better than the sec-
ond best one. "Our synthesis is the
gateway to an entire family of
analogues of derivatives,"
Ciufolini says.
"One can be

Gifts to Rice of appreciated stocks or mutual funds owned more
than one year afford investors double tax advantages:

• Income tax deductions for full appreciated value, and
• Avoidance of capital gains taxes on appreciated value.

Take advantage of these unusual financial times to enhance your
Commitment to a remarkable institution. We guarantee the return
on your investment will last a lifetime.

For more information, call Ann Jungmeyer at (713) 527-4635.

certain as time goes on that we'll see
more and more improved products. If
any camptothecin derivative should turn
out to be a good drug, our synthesis
will be able to make it, and lots of it."

Ciufolini and Roshangar's process is
being examined by BioNumerik Phar-
maceuticals, Inc., a San Antonio phar-
maceutical company that intends to
develop the drugs for commercial use.

UNR AU

The Right Chemistry

Rice University's Student Affiliates chapter

of the American Chemical Society has been

recognized by the ACS as an outstanding

chapter for its superior performance during

the 1995-96 academic year. There are nine

hundred Student Affiliates chapters at col-

leges and universities in the United States

and Puerto Rico, with a current enrollment

of more than nine thousand students.

Kenton Whitmire, faculty adviser to the

Rice chapter, received a special commenda-

tion for efforts that represent the best in

undergraduate science education and

mentoring around the country.
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ON THE BOOK SHELF

NOTES ON FILM MUSIC

Composer Aaron Copland once commented, "When all is
said and done, the art of combining moving pictures with
musical tones is still a mysterious art." George Burt makes the
marriage of movies and music a little less
mysterious in The Art of Film Music (Boston:
Northeastern University Press, 1994).
According to Burt, a veteran Hollywood

composer and Rice professor of music theory
and composition, film music rarely assumes a
commanding position; but take the music
away and we immediately sense its absence.
With numerous references to classic film scores
from the 1940s through the 1970s and to the
experiences of Hollywood's top composers
and directors, Burt discusses the functions of
music in film and the mechanics of compos-
ing movie music.

"Generally, music makes its first appear-
ance during the main (opening) titles, where
it is in a position to make substantial com-
ment with lasting effect," Burt writes. The
main titles music for Patton, composed by
Jerry Goldsmith, immediately sets the tone of the film and
suggests much about the movie's central character. As a
movie progresses, Burt says, the music should connect with
the story's innermost sense, reflecting and enhancing the
film's atmosphere. For Edward Albee's Who's Afraid of
Virginia Woolf?, composer Alex North "juxtaposed music
with a quality of beguiling calm over and against a complex

play involving midlife crisis, unfulfilled promise, tedium, and
other aspects of the contemporary American experience."

Burt devotes one chapter in The Art of Film Music to the
question of when or for what reasons music
is omitted. In a scene from Alfred
Hitchcock's North by Northwest, Cary Grant
steps off a bus at the edge of a vast and
seemingly deserted cornfield. "Hitchcock
thought it essential to omit music from this
sequence," Burt writes. "Its absence em-
phasizes the remoteness of the location and
the unreasonableness of Grant's situation."
Burt concludes by discussing the techni-

calities and personalities that unite movies
and music. As with earlier chapters, this one
reaches readers on multiple levels. Compos-
ers and filmmakers are the intended audi-
ence of The Art of Film Music, but the
book's range of information will appeal also
to avid film enthusiasts. Most of the music
analyses will be relatively clear to
nonmusicians; Burt places the more techni-

cal commentary in italicized sections that may be skipped
without loss of continuity.
"Music has the power to open the frame of reference to a

story and to reveal its inner life in a way that could not have
been as fully articulated in any other way," Burt writes. The
same might be said of Burt's book and its revealing look at the
marriage of movies and music.

POETIC HARVEST

IfSue Wheeler '64 cul-
tivates plants as capa-
bly as she does her
writing, she must
have a green thumb.
Wheeler lives in
British Columbia,
gardening, helping
operate an organic
garlic farm, and,
for the last seven
years, writing
poetry.

Her first
ollection of

-SUZANNE CHRISTENSEN

poems, Solstice on the Anacortes Ferry (Vernon, B.C.:
Kalamalka Press, 1995), is a feast of imagery, language, and
surprise. The collection was published as a result of winning
Kalamalka Press's New Writers Competition, but Wheeler
had already won awards for her poems "Their Futures Drift
Like Ash Across the City" and "Personal Effects," both of
which are included in this volume. Solstice on the Anacortes
Ferry is garnering considerable critical attention and was
nominated for the Pat Lowther Memorial Award and the
Gerald Lambert Memorial Award, both sponsored by the
League of Canadian Poets.

After graduating from Rice in 1964 with a bachelor's
degree in history, Wheeler spent several years in the Harvard
library system, earning a library degree there in 1967. She
emigrated to British Columbia in 1972.

-CHRISTOPHER DOW
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ON THE BOOK SHELF
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TOOLING UP FOR EXCELLENCE

Need to hammer out a set of statistics or drill home an
analytical point? Maybe you want to make sense out of a
graph's saw-edge line, hone presentational skills, or find the

right kind of leverage to
apply to a difficult problem.
Then just open Nancy
Tague's The Quality Toolbox
(Milwaukee: ASQC Qual-
ity Press, 1995) to find the
appropriate tool for the task.

No, these tools aren't
the kinds wielded by car-
penters or mechanics, but if
you are a facilitator, trainer,
team leader, or team mem-
ber involved in planning
strategy, solving problems,
developing project plans,
seeking ideas or agreement
from other people, or try-
ing to better understand the
customer, you'll find them

THE
QUALITY
TOOLBOX

no less useful.
The more than fifty tools Tague describes are matrices and

flowcharts, data collection and analysis tools, tools for plan-
ning, tools for analyzing processes and discovering causes,
and different forms of brainstorming and other tools for
generating, organizing, and evaluating ideas. They are listed
alphabetically and begin with the ACORN Test, which checks
a mission statement to determine whether the mission is well-
defined. Other tools include the Contingency Diagram, which
identifies potential problems in a plan or process and suggests
solutions, the Nominal Group Technique, which is a struc-
tured method for group brainstorming that encourages con-
tributions from everyone, and the Work-Flow Diagram, a
Picture that shows movement through a process.
Tague not only defines the tools available and explains how

they work, she tells when to use them and how to use them
appropriately. Easy-to-follow guides help lead the user to the
right tool at the right time.
.Most important, this book is not simply about technique;

it is about process. "A quality improvement process provides
the most value by preventing you from skipping important
steps along the way," Tague writes. "Often groups do not
think about their customers, or they jump to a solution
Without understanding root causes. Following a quality im-
provement process will keep you from making those mistakes.
A quality improvement process also helps a group work
together and communicate their progress to others."
Tague graduated from Rice with a bachelor's degree in

1976 and a master's in 1977, both in chemical engineering.
She is currently the manager of performance improvement for
Albemarle Corporation, where she develops and teaches
classes in quality improvement concepts and methods and
facilitates teams applying these methods to diverse work
Processes.

—CHRISTOPHER Dow

CAT MONSTERS AND HEAD POTS

The Mississippi Valley in Pemiscot County, Missouri, has
long been an important archaeological site. American In-
dian pottery of exquisite design dating from 1350 to 1400
and Spanish artifacts of the 1500s
have been uncovered there to the
fascination of archaeologists as well
as art collectors. Many books and
articles have been written about this
rich archaeological region. So why
write yet another book, asks Michael
J. O'Brien '72, a professor of an-
thropology at the University of Mis-
souri at Columbia?

Because, he answers, no one has
ever done a comprehensive study of
the late-period archaeological record
of the Pemiscot Bayou. "A lack of
scientific analysis and an uncritical
reliance on hearsay evidence have
led to erroneous conclusions about
the origin and nature of the Pemiscot
Bayou settlements and about their
role in the prehistory of the region—archaeological myths
that have been perpetuated because no one has questioned
them," O'Brien writes in Cat Monsters and Head Pots
(Columbia, Missouri: University of Missouri Press, 1994).
The title of the book derives from archaeological terms—

cat monster refers to an elongated bowl shaped to resemble
a monster. Head pots are small clay bottles crafted in the
shape of a human head. Both designs are the most well-
known in Pemiscot Bayou, though they are only a small part
of the thousands of vessels found in that region, says
O'Brien.

O'Brien and four other authors discuss topics such as the
significance of Pemiscot Bayou as an archaeological site and
the historical and physical environment of that area, and
they analyze the artifacts found in the different sites in the
Pemiscot Bayou. The authors also study the skeletal remains
of that region to discern the health and characteristics of the
prehistoric people who inhabited southeast Missouri.
The archaeological record, O'Brien reminds the reader,

can only tell us what people made, used, and discarded. The
artifacts rarely tell us anything beyond that. To get a
complete picture of how life must have been, one has to infer
from the objects and contexts in which they are found, he
explains. But this is like building a house of cards, O'Brien
adds. One wrong inference and a card must be pulled out,
causing the house to come tumbling down.
"I want to dismantle the house of cards for Pemiscot

Bayou and construct a new one in its place, but I want to
build it using a minimum of inference," O'Brien writes. "I
want to present the archaeological record, at least the
portion that is now known, in clear terms and without much
speculation about such things as religious beliefs, political
alliances, or social organization."

—DAVID D. MEDINA
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Building a Reputation-ice Dedicates Duncan Hall
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In Lovett Hall, described so eloquently by Professor
Huxley soon after its completion, the founders of Rice
University sought a building that would make a defini-
tive statement of their bold vision and noble aspira-
tions. The architectural blend they chose for Rice's first
building set a design standard for the campus that
continues to the present day. And nowhere is this
tradition more dramatically displayed than in Anne and
Charles Duncan Hall, dedicated on November 1,
1996.
Named for Charles Duncan, a 1947 graduate of Rice

and former chair of the Rice University Board of
Governors, and his wife, Anne, the state-of-the-art
facility for computational engineering is the new home
to the Departments of Computer Science, Computa-
tional and Applied Mathematics, Electrical and Com-
puter Engineering, and Statistics. More than six hun-

SALL YPCOEP

dred donors, alumni, faculty, staff, administrators, and
students filled the main hall, from the ground floor to
the second- and third-floor balconies, to witness the
dedication ceremonies.
"The names of Anne and Charles Duncan will in-

stantly identify this building with the promise for the
finure that it contains," said E. William Barnett, chair
of the Rice University Board of Governors. "They are
identified not only with success but also with the
constant pursuit of excellence. They have worked
tirelessly to ensure that Rice University achieves its
tremendous potential."

Rice president Malcolm Gillis said, "Anne and Charles
Duncan together are an integral part of this university,
having devoted a major share of their lives to the
advancement of Rice. The pioneering work to be
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—Julian Huxley

performed within Anne and Charles Duncan Hall will

reflect both the vision and the very deep sense of

service to society for which both Duncans are justly

tamed. Anne and Charles Duncan have made a huge

difference to Rice University, and the university is

hugely grateful to them."
In his remarks, Duncan stressed the collaborative

nature of the building project. "Anne and I feel tre-

mendously honored," Duncan said, "first because this
is a very significant event in the history of this univer-

sity, and second, of course, that our names have been

chosen to be identified with this building. It is a

tremendous source of pride for Anne and me to have

our names associated with the pioneering research and
the teaching that is certain to occur in this building."

Michael Carroll, dean of the George R. Brown
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School of Engineering, Sidney Burrus, Maxfield and

Oshman Professor of Engineering, and Kenneth

Kennedy, Noah Harding Professor of Mathematics in

the Department of Computer Science, all offered

remarks about the significance of the building and the

research that will be conducted there. Also on the dais

with the speakers and honorees were Burton J.

McMurtry and Ralph S. O'Connor, chairs of the

Leadership Committee, and Kent Anderson, a cochair

of the Leadership Committee.
Following the addresses, a small, computerized ro-

bot named Mr. Asimov rolled down the aisle and

presented scissors to the Duncans, who then cut the

ribbon, officially opening the building where research

in computational engineering will be pushed to new

levels. Faculty, staff, administrators, and students be-

gan moving into the building in November, and it was

fully occupied by mid-December.
-Ch,idopher
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The fiery end of David Koresh and his followers

will long live in the American memory. For fifty-one days, as

FBI officials tried to negotiate a surrender, the Branch Davidians

refused to leave their Mount Carmel Center near Waco, Texas. Koresh was

accused of hoarding illegal firearms and explosives, and an earlier attempt to arrest

him by the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms had resulted in a bloody

mess: four dead ATE agents, six dead Branch Davidians, and twenty agents

wounded. The standoff ended April 19, 1993, when the FBI used tanks to fire nonlethal tear

gas into the compound to force the Davidians out. Flames erupted. Approximately seventy-five

people died, including at least seventeen children. Few will forget the smoke and the tanks and

the harried TV reports announcing the hellish end of the Branch Davidians.

Phillip Arnold certainly won't forget. Arnold, who
received two degrees in religious studies from Rice
University, an M.A. in 1984 and a Ph.D. in 1991, is a
historian of religion and an expert on cults, or, as he
prefers to call them, alternative religious ideologies.
He is also founder and executive director of Reunion
Institute, a nonprofit think tank for the scholarly study
of religion. Arnold feels that the violent outcome at
Waco could have been avoided if only the FBI had
made a serious attempt to understand the religious
faith of the Branch Davidians.
"FBI agents considered David's talk Bible babble,"

Arnold explains. He says that federal authorities as well
as the media didn't understand that the Davidians were
motivated and guided by an obedience to God that was
far more important to them than any human jurisdic-
tion. Their beliefs were based on an apocalyptic theol-
ogy that affirms God as the ultimate authority. Few
people in the country knew this fact better than

Arnold, a scholar of first-century apocalyptic Chris-
tians.
Arnold was in Waco for part of the standoff and

offered his service to FBI agents, but he says he was
repeatedly rebuffed by them. "I went there because I
had a moral obligation to try to save lives," says Arnold.
Had they listened to him or other religion experts, the
outcome might have been different. Three years later,
the FBI did turn to Arnold when the Montana Free-
men siege had the potential of turning into another
Waco disaster. The result was a peaceful surrender.

Certainly Arnold's purpose is not to justify religious
zealots like David Koresh or to defend aberrant behav-
ior. His mission, he says, is to ensure that all religious
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groups—no matter how different they are from the
mainstream—be treated with understanding. His ideals
are based partly on Albert Schweitzer's book Reverence
for Lifi, which asserts that all living beings, including
animals, have a will to live and should be respected.
"A person who is a despised member of society or

someone who is from the poor class, from a dispossessed
group, these people have a will to live," he explains. "We
Should not reduce them to mere objects. They are still
human beings. That is what true religious faith does. It
respects the needs and the feelings of other people."
Arnold's religious faith has always been strong. His

Parents were Baptists, but, because his father was in the
air force and had to move every year, Arnold grew up
attending the military's nondenominational chapels. As
a young man, he says, he was interested in uncovering
the unknown and would spend time exploring new
Places in his neighborhood, adventures that took him far
beyond his home.
Eventually, Arnold's curiosity manifested itself in as-

tronomy and then, at sixteen, in religion, when he
realized that science could not answer such basic ques-
tions as what is the ultimate purpose of human existence?
And why are we here? He then embarked on a spiritual
quest. "At that time," he says, "I was not content unless
I was doing something that had to do with exploring the
big question." He visited every type of church he
could—Catholic, Mormon, Seventh-Day Adventist—
and read Jewish works. Often Arnold would invite
People from different denominations to his house to
discuss religion, and he discovered that sectarian groups
were questioning the conventional interpretation of the
Bible.

sta.,44.
Freedom to question appealed to Arnold. He graduated
from San Antonio's Highlands High School and contin-
ued his education at Ambassador University near Tyler,
Texas, which follows the Adventist tradition and the
ideals of the Reformation and favors individual religious
freedom over a closed creed. "I didn't go to college to
embark on a career," says Arnold. "I went there to get my
questions answered, and I felt that in this small indepen-
dent school I could delve into things."
After graduating with a major in theology and com-

munications, Arnold briefly attended Pepperdine Uni-
versity in California before enrolling in the University of
Houston master's program in American history. He
Wrote his thesis on the relationship between Baptists and
Congregationalists in seventeenth-century New En-
gland, focusing on the conflict between government and
new religious movements.
. When he received his master's in 1979, Arnold real-
ized that teaching religion at the college level rather than
following a particular faith was his true calling. "I could

never be a member of any denomination. If I do that, I
feel like I'm forced to conform to their traditional
standards as opposed to living in freedom and standing
alone before the Eternal," he says. "I prefer to work with
various denominations from the outside, rather than
joining any one of them."
He enrolled in the religious studies department of

Rice University in 1980. To support himself while
pursuing his advanced degrees at Rice, Arnold lectured
at different churches and taught at the Houston Gradu-
ate School of Theology, a Quaker seminary in the Texas
Medical Center. Arnold is particularly fond of the Soci-
ety of Friends and their social consciousness and inde-
pendent spirit.

While at Rice, Arnold took all the courses that profes-
sor Werner Kelber offered. Kelber made Arnold aware of
how diverse both Christian and Jewish religious groups
were during the early Jesus movement. Kelber also
taught Arnold how to decipher the hidden meanings in
old texts such as a letter from the Apostle Paul. "Dr.
Kelber has the unique gift to take a letter or a text and
probe it and probe it to unlock the various subtleties and
discover the kernels of truth within it."
Arnold's dissertation, which Kelber directed, focuses

on first-century religious groups that believed in Jesus as
the Messiah but continued to obey the Jewish law. They
opposed the Apostle Paul and the mainstream Christian
church. These Jewish—Christian groups held that an
apocalyptic end could happen at any time. "They took a
pessimistic view of history and believed that no political
government could save them. They were both antigov-
ernment and anti-imperial," says Kelber. "Arnold wrote
a great dissertation."
Working on the dissertation, Arnold says, enabled him

to understand the worldviews of religious movements
considered enemies of the church. This exercise would
help the Rice graduate a few years later as he dealt with
a group very similar to the first-century Christians—the
Branch Davidians.

Niels Nielsen, retired Rice religious studies chair, was
another lasting influence on Arnold. From Nielsen,
Arnold learned about world religions such as Buddhism
and Hinduism and about the philosophies of Plato and
Immanuel Kant, among others. Nielsen also taught
Arnold the importance of networking and fund-raising,
skills he used in establishing Reunion Institute.

keiveZdiwt

In 1980 Arnold perceived that his religious training
could be put to a compelling use. It was two years after
charismatic preacher Jim Jones led approximately nine
hundred people in committing suicide by drinking cya-
nide-adulterated punch in Jonestown, Guyana, near the
Venezuelan border.
"I was really moved and horrified with the loss of all
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HERVEN'S DATE
The members of Heaven's Gate who commit-
ted mass suicide in_california combined an an-
cient religious tradition with modern technol-
ogy and science fiction language, says Phillip
Arnold.
Their beliefs that matter is evil and That the

spirit must be set free from the human body
are similar to gnosticism, 4 religious movement
that:rivaled earliest Christianity, Arnold ex-

Many.gnosties lived very ascetic lives,
believing that denial of the material world
would liberate their spirits from the prison of
the body. For:I:leaven's. Gate members, suicidc
was:the ultimate rejection of the physical
world.
"These'people hated to be in this world,"

says,Artiold. "There are theological reasons for
what the members of Heaven's Gate did. It is
not just a matter of being brainwashed by their
leader, [Marshall Herftl Applewhite."
Arnold also points out that the Heaven's

Gate sect breaks the stereotype of apocalyptic
groups. "These were not Bible-toting funda-
mentalists like the Branch Davidians or the _
economically dispossessed like those in Jim •
Jones's People's Temple," he emphasizes. The
thirty-nine members who took the plunge were
computer experts and busincsspeopie=profes-
sionals with college educations. They used the
Internet to spread their views.
"This proves that this kind of thing can oc-

cur in different levels of society," Arnold says.
"As we get nearer to the year 2000, radical ac-
tion taken by alternative religious groups will
break out in unexpected places."

those lives," he says. "These victims had no place to go
for information about the religious group they had
joined." It was also a time when young people were
joining Eastern religion sects and parents were paying
"deprogrammers" to kidnap their children and bring
them back to "normality." Arnold decided to establish
a service that would provide information for people
whose relatives had joined a sect.
"I wanted to establish an organization that would

reunite people divided over religious difference, hence
Reunion Institute," he says. A staunch supporter of
religious freedom, Arnold saw deprogramming as un-
ethical and illegal and tried to persuade parents to be
patient and keep in contact with their children. "The
worst thing to do is to condemn your loved ones for
making an imprudent choice," Arnold says. "You can't
expect people to return immediately to their old reli-
gion when they have experienced something that, to
them, is very meaningful." Arnold believes that in many
cases, people eventually work themselves out of these
groups to pursue a higher level of spirituality.
As the years passed, Reunion Institute, located only a

couple of blocks from the Rice campus at 5508 Chaucer,
increased its scope to provide lectures and classes on the
origins of Christianity, early Judaism, and comparative
religions. Many of the discussions have focused on the
big questions: Does God exist? Is the mind capable of
knowing God? Arnold has also brought prominent
scholars of religion such as James Charlesworth from
Princeton Theological Seminary, whose talk on the
Dead Sea Scrolls was attended by five hundred people
at the Wyndham Warwick Hotel.
Arnold and two associates run Reunion Institute,

which is supported by private donations and grants.
"He has a very positive kind of outreach," says Arnold's
former professor Nielsen. "It's not strictly academic and
not strictly church work. He's brought scholars who
may not have otherwise come to Houston."
This spring, Reunion Institute will cosponsor an

archaeological dig outside Jerusalem in the Essene
quarter. "We suspect that Jesus and his followers lived
there," says Arnold. He hopes to uncover the site
traditionally known as Mary's house and the upper
room where Jesus had his last supper. "All the Dead Sea
Scrolls have not been found yet. One of my major
interests is locating more of these scrolls."

Pee

In 1993, just when Arnold thought he had left his
graduate research behind and could move on, provi-
dence, he says, had another ordeal waiting for him:
David Koresh and the Waco incident. "I was stunned by
TV reports," Arnold exclaims, "about a thirty-three-
year-old carpenter, an illegitimate son who was claiming
to be the Messiah, Jewish, Torah observant, and dis-
agreeing with mainstream society."
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Arnold wasted no time. He headed to the library to
read a newspaper account of Koresh's fifty-eight-minute
sermon that had aired on a radio station. Arnold con-
cluded that Koresh and his Branch Davidians, like all
apocalyptic groups, believed the world was about to
Perish with plagues and fires as described in the New
Testament Book of Revelation written by Saint John the
Divine. In Revelation, an angel offers a sacred book
secured with seven seals. The only person who can break
the seals and read the book is the Lamb, usually thought
to be Jesus. Koresh believed he was the Lamb and was
responsible for teaching the world about the seals.
"I knew that law enforcement would not understand

What this man was saying and, therefore, they would not
be able to resolve the crisis peacefully," says Arnold. So
he went to Waco and offered his expertise. He says that
he approached an FBI agent three times and was
ignored each time. At one point, an FBI agent called
him in Houston and told him he might be needed; but
the FBI never allowed Arnold to speak to Koresh, nor
did the FBI provide Arnold with any materials to
analyze.
The FBI agent, however, did tell Arnold that Koresh

believed the fifth seal of Revelation chapter six was
about to be fulfilled, which was not good news. The
fifth seal symbolizes that the end of the world is near. "It
was then that I knew this was a very dangerous situa-
tion," says Arnold. "If law enforcement took an aggres-
sive act, the Davidians would think that the sixth seal
[total catastrophe] was coming, and Koresh might do
something to contribute to it."
The Branch Davidians eventually learned about Arnold

When they heard him on two Dallas radio shows on
Which he spoke about Koresh's prophetic beliefs. The
Davidians liked his talks and wanted to speak with him,
but the FBI denied the request. Arnold then devised a
Plan to talk to Koresh. He and his colleague, James
Tabor from the University of North Carolina at Char-
lotte, appeared on KGBS Dallas, a radio station the
Davidians listened to every day.
Using religious language, Arnold and Tabor tried to

convince Koresh that the standoff at Waco was not the
end and that he should surrender peacefully. They
quoted Bible passages and said the prophet, meaning
Koresh, had not gotten his message out to the world
and he needed to write a "little book."
To assure that Koresh heard the radio show, Arnold

gave a taped copy to Houston lawyer Dick DeGuerin,
who was representing Koresh. DeGuerin gave the tape
to Koresh, and a few days later, on April 14, Koresh told
the FBI he had received word from God to surrender
but only after he had written his interpretation of the
seven seals.
On April 19, Koresh had completed one of the seven

sections of his essay when the tanks fired tear gas and
catastrophe ensued. Two days later, Arnold appeared
on Ted Koppel's Nightline with an FBI agent who said

that the FBI had irrefutable evidence that Koresh was
not writing the seals. At the time, Arnold did not have
any evidence to counter the agent's claim. Later that
year, however, Branch Davidian survivor Ruth Riddle
gave DeGuerin and Arnold a computer disk that con-
tained the first chapter with a preface and introduction
written by Koresh. "After I studied Koresh's manu-
script, I was convinced he would have completed the
entire essay in about two weeks," says Arnold.
Arnold also appeared on Larry King Live and then

testified at a 1995 congressional hearing whose findings
criticized the FBI for mishandling the situation and for
not consulting religion experts.
"The subcommittees believe that had the government

officials involved at Waco taken steps to understand
better the philosophy of the Davidians, they might have
been able to negotiate more effectively with them,
perhaps accomplishing a peaceful end to the standoff,"
states the congressional report, titled Investigation into
the Activities of Federal Law Enforcement Agencies To-
ward the Branch Davidians.

lidienniam

Unable to forget the Waco disaster, Arnold founded the
Religion—Crisis Task Force, which consists of about sixty
religion and social science experts who provide informa-
tion about sects to law enforcement agencies and the
media. In the spring of1996, the FBI, perhaps a bit wiser
after Waco, used Arnold's services in the Freemen
standoff in Jordan, Montana. The FBI flew Arnold to
Jordan and, while the Freemen did not accept outsiders
into their house, Arnold did provide important informa-
tion to the FBI. "Basically, the FBI worked within the
world of the Freemen. They went out of their way to
listen to input from religion experts while at the same
time using basic law enforcement tactics," says Arnold.
As the year 2000 approaches, Arnold expects to get

busier. The millennium is a time when all religious
groups—including mainstream denominations—seek a
sign from God, a mystical revelation. In Judaism and
Christianity, says Arnold, important events occur every
thousand years: David established his kingdom in 1000
Lc.; Jesus arrived a thousand years after that.
"In every human being, there is a desire for divine

intervention. We are looking for ultimate meaning. It is
in our nature to look for the end or the beginning, for
revelation," Arnold explains. "We are always looking for
an apocalypse, the unveiling."
Looking even more fervently will be the alternative

ideological groups. "If we are going to deal with them,
we are going to have to know something about them,"
says Arnold. If not, Arnold predicts, there will be more
Waco tragedies, more lives lost, and more unforgettable
horror. •
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here was a time at Rice when homecoming queens
''ore flowing gowns and, accompanied by handsome home-
coming kings, waved to their admiring subjects.
Eventually, though, some clever student got the idea that

homecoming king and queen elections should take a less
serious tack. Today, it's quite common for male students to
run for queen, and nominees for Rice royalty have also
included college masters' spouses and children, a cat, a toad,
an iguana, a saint, a car, and a former Texas governor. Recent
Years have seen the coronation of a refrigerator and a ferret.
Rice students didn't disappoint with their 1996 home-

coming selections. They presented the king's crown to
Transco Tower, a Galleria-area landmark and the third-
tallest building in Houston, and placed the queen's crown
on the head of Nobel laureate Rick Smalley, Gene and
Norman Hackerman Professor of Chemistry. Dan Colbert,
a postdoctoral fellow in Smalley's lab, told the Thresher, "It's
a bit bewildering—I mean do you guys always do this? Has
a woman ever been queen? Well, I'm sure Dr. Smalley will
take this in good spirit."
With the crowning of Rice's 1996 king and queen, and

growing speculation on who—or what—will wear the 1997
crowns, thoughts drift back to unusual Rice royalty from the
past.

rrht cellgte ceOrdinator qugtft

The story of the 1993 queen has a Cinderella twist. Kelly
Harp was in her first year as a Lovett College coordinator.
She was shocked to learn that, as a lark, some Lovett
students had entered her in the homecoming quee
competition. She was up against Beavis (of MTV's
Beavis and Butt-head
fame), Conrad Bain ( the
father in Different
Strokes), and "two or
three really cute girls"
and felt sure she would
lose to somebody. "I
thought to myself, 'At
least I'll be able to show
these kids how to be a
graceful loser."
To her great surprise,

though, she won. Harp
credits her victory to a

illustratiots bfAriat Whitt

QUEEN ANN (AS IN RICHARDS,

THEN GOVERNOR OF TEXAS)

WAS ESCORTED BY KING

DOOFUS (A FERRET) DURING

THE 1994 HOMECOMING

CEREMONIES.

LOVETT CO EEEEE COORDINA-

TOR KELLY HARP, BELOW

LEFT, WORE THE COVETED

QUEEN'S! CROWN IN 1993.



charming election
campaign staged
by Lovett stu-
dents. A series of
campaign fliers pic-
tured Harp in her of-
fice wearing a tiara.
The tongue-in-cheek
theme of the cam-
paign was that Harp
was professionally
superior to the other
Rice college coordi-
nators.
During the cam-

paign, Harp worried
that the other col-
lege coordinators
might not see the
humor or that they
might resent a first-

year coordina-
tor getting so
much atten-
tion. To deflect
any possible ill
feelings from her
colleagues, the
newly crowned

queen wisely told the Thresher, "I feel like it is a
victory for all eight of us!"
At the time, Harp's children attended Texas

A&M—Rice's homecoming opponent. It was a
surreal experience for her Aggie son and daughter
to see their mom crowned Rice homecoming queen
at halftime. Harp, a University of Texas graduate,
notes that the UT student paper, The Daily Texan,
ran the headline, "Rice Picks UT Grad as Queen."
Harp also recalls her mother's response when first
hearing that she'd won: "Oh, what a neat thing to
put in your obituary."
Harp, still a Lovett College coordinator, looks

back on her royal reign as a wonderful, once-in-a-
lifetime experience. "Months and months after,
students would come up to me and say, 'I voted for
you," Harp recalls. She still keeps her tiara in an
office desk drawer.

MICHAEL GRUBBS '90, ELECTED HOME-

COMING QUEEN IN 19B8, WANTED TO

REPRESENT RICE AS A PRINCESS IN THE

COTTON BOWL PARADE BUT HAD TO

SETTLE FOR BEING AN ESCORT.

4 &jog quvgn, but not
a tottett piricess
In 1988 Rice students selected Baker College senior
Michael Grubbs '90 as their homecoming queen,
and he quickly made it known that he wanted to
represent Rice as a princess in the Dallas Cotton
Bowl parade. (Southwest Conference homecoming
queens were dubbed "princesses" for the parade.
The Rice athletics department thought otherwise
and picked Nancy Jones '90, the queen runner-up
to ride the parade float. After some of Grubbs'
Baker pals staged a lighthearted protest, the storl
made Dallas and San Francisco papers and aired or
CNN. Grubbs even flew to Washington, D.C., t(
appear on a wee-hour CBS national talk show.
He did participate in the Cotton Bowl parade—

as Nancy Jones's escort. "We had a ball," Grubb!
says, remembering the various Cotton Bowl events
During the parade, all the princesses rode on r
single float, while Grubbs and the other dappei
male escorts walked beside them. "As we were
passing the Dallas courthouse," Grubbs recalls, "r
woman in the crowd yelled at me, 'You're th(
homecoming queen! I saw you on TV!' I was like
'Lady, sit down.'"

Bravely, Grubbs included "Rice University home
coming queen" on his résumé. "The first questior
that always came up was, 'Tell me about this.' Ever)
interview I went to, I could kill the first twent)
minutes." Grubbs notes that a "Big Six" accountini
firm hired him, "so it obviously didn't turn peopli
off."
Today, Grubbs is an accountant in the Houstor

office of Deloitte & Touche. He married Ric(
graduate Missy Bush Grubbs '91, and they have twc
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toddlers. About twice a month, he says, his home-
coming queen past surfaces at the workplace when,
for example, one of his colleagues mentions it to a
new client. "When somebody from UT—where
homecoming is a big deal—will hear about it, they'll
give me this quizzical look. I try to explain, 'It
was a joke.'"

Tht ertaturt Jjig

"It's kind of hard to explain," says
Marshall Welch '79, trying to describe
the "creature" phenomenon. By all ac-
counts, Welch was a quiet, reserved Rice
student. Then, one day in fall 1977, he
heard that the Rice Program Council was
bringing The Creature from the Black Lagoon
film to campus. Welch helped promote the
movie by appearing on campus wearing a
lagoon creature mask and claws he bought
from "someone who needed the money."
The normally shy Welch assumed the
menacing sea beast persona at parties.
"People were surprised it was me," he
says. "It was kind of like Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde."
Patricia Martin, then Sid Richardson

College master and currently associate
vice president for Student Affairs and
director of International Education, re-
members that Welch almost always dressed
Ivy League when wearing the mask and claws.
"He looked like a very distinguished creature,"
Martin says. She also recalls that Welch appeared
fairly often at dinner wearing the mask and claws.
"I'd stuff pieces of meat through the mouth hole,"
explains Welch, who is now a dermatologist at the
University of Washington in Seattle.
As the creature's campus celebrity grew, it became

apparent he was destined for royal honor. Welch ran
for homecoming king in 1978. Or rather, Welch
clarifies, "The creature character was run-
ning, not really me." In an interview with
the Thresher after he was crowned, Welch
(as the creature) revealed that he always
carried a spray bottle—to keep himself
moist or to freshen up when introduced
to new people.
The mask and claws are now stored in

Welch's basement. He's put them on from
time to time for parties, but it's been a good seven
or eight years since the last time. His Rice friends
across the country still tell him how much they miss
the creature.*

THIS ROYAL COURT INCLUDED VICE PRESIDENT OF

STUDENT AFFAIRS ZEN CAMACHO AS KING.
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Few sights are as magnificent, or as mysterious, as that of

the Milks' Way, the broad band of our home galaxy seen

edge-on from our position sonic distance out on one of

its spiral limbs. On a clear, dark night, you can see the

stars that arc our nearest and brightest neighbors stand-

ing out against the glowing backdrop of suns so distant

and packed that their individual thrms arc indiscernible.

And, if you are especially attentive, you can also spot

nebulae scattered along the swath of the Milks' Was'.

These swirling maelstroms of dust and gases emit intense

light that sets the surrounding clouds of matter aglow

and casts fanciful shadoWs into the cosmos. But there is

more to these enigmatic regions than their resplendence

and beauty. As astronomers take a closer look, they are

realizing that the dust and gases shroud answers to a

central secret of universe: the mechanics ofstellar and

planetary birth.

Images courtesy of NASA.

C. Robert O'Dell and Shui Kwan Wong's mosaic of the Orion

Nebula shows an active starbirthing region two and one-half light
years across.
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Traveling 1,500 light years along our spiral arm of the
Milky Way will bring an astronomer to the Orion
Nebula, the nearest, brightest region where hot, churn-
ing, luminescent gases are hard at work creating stars.
The Orion Nebula is one of the largest and best-known
stellar nurseries, and the young stars in this region
formed within the last one million years—some as

recently as 300,000
years ago. Thanks to Na-
tional Aeronautics and
Space Administration's
Hubble Space Tele-
scope, the nebula is a

DNSIDEHING THE NUMBER DT VISIBLE

DISK-ENCIRCLED STEMS BOTH NM THE CENTER

HD RH THE EDGES, {1.1jELLS MISTIER

DNHLYSIS SUGGESTS TRH ESSENTIFILLY flLt THE

YOUNG MRS HIVE DOUGHNUTLIKE DISKS,

long-distance laboratory for studying the same pro-
cesses that spawned our own Sun and solar system four
and one-half billion years ago.

Rice University astronomer C. Robert O'Dell has
been studying the Orion Nebula for thirty years. In
November 1995, with the help of the Hubble Space
Telescope, he confirmed that most of the young stars
there are surrounded by gas and dust and have the
ingredients necessary for building planets. His obser-
vations have clearly revealed giant disks of dust and gas
surrounding nearly all the young stars in a large region
of the Orion Nebula. Some of these disks contain
enough material to evolve into planetary systems simi-
lar to our own. After carefully analyzing forty-five
photos returned from Hubble's camera, O'Dell, the
Andrew Hays Buchanan Professor ofAstrophysics, and
his colleagues, then-graduate student Shui Kwan Wong

and Mark J. McCaughrean of the Max Planck Institute
for Astronomy in Heidelberg, Germany, provided
evidence for the formation and evolution ofstars. Their
findings add to the growing evidence that other stars
may have planets orbiting them, which increases the
possibility that life exists elsewhere in the universe.
O'Dell and Wong examined about five hundred

young stars in various stages of formation, identifying
153 glowing disks believed to be embryonic solar
systems that will eventually form planets. A similar disk
of dust and gas once surrounded our own newborn
Sun. The abundance of these protoplanetary disks,
which O'Dell dubbed "proplyds," in the Orion Nebula

strengthens the argument that
planet formation is a common
occurrence in the universe.

Because they absorb a tor-
rent ofenergetic ultraviolet light
from brightly burning stars
nearby and reradiate this en-
ergy as visible light, many of
the disks can be seen in the
Hubble images. A few disks,
much farther away from bright
stars, show up against the shin-
ing background gases at the

Protoplanetary disks in the Orion Nebula may be

solar systems in the making.

nebula's farther edge. Other disks, located between the
nebula's hottest inner heart and its edge, cannot be
spotted because they do not emit enough light to stand
out against the bright background. Considering the
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GHMMH DSTHIS
They're fast, invisible, and come from
beyond our galaxy. They are gamma
ray bursts, and since their accidental
discovery in the 1960s by U.S. nuclear
surveillance satellites, they have puzzled
scientists. Now, however, Rice Univer-
sity scientists studying the evolution of
radiation emissions from gamma ray
bursts have discovered an energy pat-
tern that provides insight
into these cosmic enig-
mas.
Gamma ray bursts are

mysterious random
flashes ofelectromagnetic
radiation, 100,000 times
more energetic than vis-
ible light. A gamma ray
burst is typically made up
of many individual pulses
and lasts from a hun-
dredth ofa second to hun-
dreds of seconds. Their
cause is unknown, and as-
tronomers are deeply di-
vided over whether the
bursts emanate from an
extended sphere around
our own galaxy, at a dis-
tance of hundreds of
thousands of light years,
or if they originate in gal-
axies and quasars billions
of light years away. Al-
though scientists have in-
vestigated every detail of the behaviors
of these bursts, until recently, very few
clear trends or patterns had emerged.
A major breakthrough came last year

when Edison Liang, a Rice professor of
space physics and astronomy, and
former Rice graduate student Vincent
Kargatis '96 published their findings in
the journal Nature. In many gamma
ray bursts, they reported, the average
photon energy is proportional to the
energy of the radiating particles. There-
fore, the more photons leave home
base, the faster the average photon
energy bottoms out. "This is the first
time that we have had an inkling that
such a physical law is operating at the
source," Liang says. "This will provide

information about the physical mecha-
nism of the source, and we are hopeful
that this will help us pin down the
distance of the source."

Liang and Kargatis also found that
the energy decay constants of the indi-
vidual pulses within a single burst are
often the same, even when the pulses
have very different qualities. If the en-

This computer-processed image, with the Milky Wa‘,

clearly visible across the center, shows gamma ray

emissions from the entire sky. The nature and distancL

of some of the fainter images remain unknown.

ergy decay constant represents a mea-
sure of the total number of particles
emitted, then the number of particles
must remain the same from pulse to
pulse. This would hint that the radiat-
ing particles originate from the same
burst site and that the pulses come
from a regenerative source—potentially
far-reaching implications for the de-
bate about the distance models.
By studying the energy distribution

of radiation emitted by gamma ray
bursts, Liang and his colleagues have
also uncovered evolution patterns that
provide new insight into the radiation
mechanism of the gamma ray source.
Understanding the radiation mecha-
nism could lead to determining the

long-debated distance scale and physi-
cal origins of these bizarre events. In a
series of articles that will appear in the
AstrophysicalJournalLettersthis spring,
Liang, postdoctoral research associate
Ian Smith, graduate students Anthony
Crider and Dechun Lin, and professor
Masaaki Kusunose ofJapan, in collabo-
ration with Burst and Transient Source

Experiment scientists in
Huntsville, Alabama, and at
the University of California
at San Diego, announce new
details in the spectral evolu-
tion pattern of gamma rays.

The pattern supports the
idea that the gamma rays are
produced by multiple
Compton upscattering—a
common process in high-
energy astrophysics in which
an energetic electron or
positron strikes a low-en-
ergy photon (such as radio,
infrared, or visible light) and
gives part of its own energy
to the photon. What ap-
pears to be unique in the
case of gamma ray bursts,
Liang says, "is the very large
number of scattering each
photon experiences, so that
they almost reach 'equilib-
rium' with the electrons or
positrons before escaping."

Liang and his collaborators further sug-
gest that the low-energy photons that
are Compton upscattered into gamma
rays may be emitted by the same par-
ticles doing the upscattering, because
they arc spiraling in a magnetic field.
The Rice model also predicts the

ratio of the burst's distance to the size
of the emission region. While this ratio
by itself does not discriminate between
the extended galactic halo versus cos-
mological models, other considerations
may eventually limit the plausible size
of the emission region, and so limit the
distance scale.

-LIA UNRAU
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number of visible disk-encircled stars both near the
center and near the edges, O'Dell's statistical analysis
suggests that essentially all the young stars have
doughnutlike disks.
In addition to the luminescent proplyds, seven disks

appear in silhouette against the bright background of
the Orion Nebula. These dark objects allowed O'Dell
and Wong to estimate the masses of the disks to be at
least .3 to 730 times the mass of Earth. They also found
that the masses of the young stars surrounded by the
disks range from one-third to 1.2 times the mass of the
Sun. The more massive disks contain enough material,
O'Dell says, "that even an inefficient planet-forming
process could still provide planets like our own."
With so many

young stars wreathed
with protoplanetary
disks, the mathemati-
cal odds of new plan-
etary systems are in-
creased. "It means
the building blocks
are there," O'Dell
says. "However, it
doesn't mean that

HH47 is a three-trillion-mile-long jet of matter

that is spewing at intervals from a new star, not

visible in the photograph but located at

the bottom of the jet. The fluctuating path

the jet takes is clearly visible. The upper

left inset enlarges the bow wave shock,

and the other two insets show skewed

shock waves created as new matter over-

takes older ejections.

planets will certainly form." He points out that most
mature stars show no evidence of disks and that spot-
ting a planet is far more difficult than detecting a dust
disk. This indicates that, as a young star evolves, either
the dusty disk material is drawn into planets or it
dissipates with time. Astronomers currently believe
planetary systems form around stars about one million
years after birth. "That's just about the age we're
seeing here," O'Dell notes.
O'Dell and Wong spent numerous weeks at a com-

puter, meticulously aligning the overlapping edges of
forty-five Hubble photographs of the center of the
Orion Nebula taken between January 1994 and March
1995. Their work created a seamless mosaic of a

particularly active starbirthing area that
is two and one-half light years across—
a panorama that is one of the largest
pictures ever assembled from indi-

vidual images taken
with the Hubble Space
Telescope. The picture
encompasses an area
of sky about five per-
cent the area covered
by the full Moon, but
is still only a small por-
tion of the entire
nebula. O'Dell's ear-
lier Orion Nebula find-
ings were featured in

the December 1995 issue of National
Geographic magazine, along with a
poster-size image of his mosaic.

IIMPS Of liEliT11111

O'Dell is currently conducting four-
teen months of research as an
Alexander von Humboldt U.S. Se-
nior Scientist at the Max Planck Insti-
tute. The institute specializes in star
formation and, specifically, Herbig—
Haro objects—tremendous jets ofma-
terial ejected from fitful new stars
undergoing the violent process of
starbirth. These jets travel at speeds in

excess of one million miles per hour, and each year they
spit out an amount of gas roughly ten times the mass
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NM NIMBUS
The death of a star is as eventful as its
birth. To better understand the phe-
nomena that surround a star's death,
Rice astronomer C. Robert O'Dell and
graduate student Kerry P. Handron
used the Hubble Space Telescope to
explore the Helix Nebula in the con-
stellation Aquarius. The Helix Nebula
is a planetary nebula, a series of rings or
shells of gases thrown off a sunlike star
at the violent end of its life. At 450 light
years away, the Helix Nebula
is the closest planetary nebula
to Earth. Where prior
ground-based observations of
the gas shells showed only
blurry streaks with a hint of
structure, Hubble's extraor-
dinary resolving power re-
vealed that thousands of
huge, tadpole-shaped objects
surround the dying star.

Called "cometary knots"
because of their knotted,
glowing heads and
streaming tails, the
objects lie in a ring
trillions of miles
around the dying
star, which is now
entering its white
dwarf phase. O'Dell
says the knots prob-
ably formed when
the dying star jetti-
soned shells of gas
into space. The dy-
ing star expelled
these gaseous shells
in stages, and toward
the end of the pro-
cess, a faster moving
shell collided with
slower moving gas
expelled 10,000
years earlier. As hot,
lower-density gas
collided with cooler,
higher-density gas, an unstable condi-
tion formed in which the two gases
swirled together, breaking up the pre-
viously smooth cloud. Through this
process, known as a Rayleigh—Taylor
instability, the cloud fragmented and
clumped into smaller and denser drop-

lets—the gaseous knots.
The knots are most visible around

the inner edge of the ring of gases, their
tails radiating like spokes away from
their probable source. O'Dell and
Handron have detected 313 of the
cometary knots and project a total num-
ber for the
entire nebula
of 3,500. Al-
though they

of Earth. The cometlike tails in the
photographic image give the idea that
the objects are moving at great speed,
but this is likely an illusion, O'Dell says.
The tails are actually pointing away
from the star and are created by a solar
wind of charged particles similar to that

of the Sun's, but
vastly more intense,
that abrades the knots
and sends their ma-
terial streaming into
space.
O'Dell expects

that the gaseous
knots will follow a
standard model and
expand and dissi-
pate into the reaches
of space within a few
hundred thousand
years. However,
O'Dell speculates, if
the knots achieve a
high enough den-
sity, they will con-
tinue to condense
and become solid
planet-sized bodies
of icy dust and par-
ticles. "About one
dying star each year
passes through this
planetary nebula
phase, each produc-
ing these gaseous
knots," says O'Dell.
This process serves
as the usual ending
for billions of
sunlike stars in the
Milky Way. "Our
galaxy could be
strewn with trillions
of these bodies."
Although Hubble

will be used to search
for similar objects in

more distant planetary nebulae, O'Dell
hopes the telescope will again turn its
observational powers on the Helix
Nebula in a few years to reveal the
extent and direction of the motion of
the knots.

P*,

Cometary knots lie along the inner shell of matter jettisoned by a dying star lo-

cated off the upper right corner of the photograph. The head of each knot is

twice the size of our solar system.

appear to be small, each knot is ten
billion miles in diameter—about twice
the size of our own solar system—and
its tail stretches 100 billion miles—
about 1,000 times the distance from
Earth to the Sun. Despite the huge
size, each knot's mass is only twice that

-LIA UNR AU
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of the Moon. Because the amount of material and the
velocity of the flow vary with time, shock waves are
generated as faster material overtakes the material in
front, much like fast-moving cars sometimes collide
with slower ones and pile up on the freeway. "These
very visible hypersonic shock waves allow us to deter-
mine what is going on in the core of a newly formed star
system," O'Dell explains. Both O'Dell and Patrick
Hartigan, a Rice assistant professor of space physics
and astronomy, study Herbig—Haro objects—Hartigan,
in fact, helped originate the standard model of evolu-
tion that is applied to them.
Recent images from the Hubble Space Telescope

provide the deepest space-based pictures to date of
these powerful jets of gas. "We are seeing the guts and
details of how stars form," Hartigan says. "[It is] a very
violent process that involves both accreting material
onto the star and ejecting material at high speeds into
space." Stars form out of spinning disks of gas and dust,
which become unstable and collapse inward under the
influence of gravity. Powered by the infall of material
from the disk onto the star, a column of energetic
wind—the jets of gas—ejects from the star, a kind of
"exhaust product." However, the exact workings of
this process remain a mystery. "As material falls onto
the star, it makes 'hot spots,'" Hartigan explains, "and
somehow this process of infall converts into outflow.
These jets probably provide enough energy to prevent
the star-forming material from collapsing back on
itself. It's nature's way of regulating the size of new-
born stars."
Last summer, Hartigan and his research team ana-

lyzed the hydrogen and sulfur emissions of two jets of
gas spewing from stellar nurseries some 1,500 light
years away. Spanning over half a light year, or three
trillion miles, the jet known as HH47 streams out at the
edge of the Gum Nebula in the southern constellation
Vela the Sails. Another jet named HH111 is located in
the Orion constellation. Images of the two objects
show they have histories of massive, erratic ejections.
"These images show more detail of stellar jets than any
other so far seen by man," Hartigan points out. "By
analyzing the Hubble data, we've been able to study
how this material interacts with the surrounding me-
dium and powers the much larger outflows observed
with radio telescopes."
Multiple bow-shaped arcs of gas define the shocked

areas in the narrow jet stream—the points where
collisions take place between older, slower gas and
faster gas more recently ejected. As many as a dozen
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episodes of fast and slow material appear along the jets,
the farthest of which began its journey from the
newborn star almost 1,000 years ago.
Both HH47 and HH111 spit out material in inter-

vals, and, interestingly, the direction ofejection changes
over time, producing a telltale skewed path. The
Hubble images enabled the team to trace the direction
of flow, and it seems that whatever is ejecting the
material wiggles, as though the source itself changes
the angle of ejection, like shaking a garden hose. As the
angle of emission changes, later shocks drive the earlier
ones into interstellar space—as a car rear-ending an-
other car at an angle pushes that car into another lane.
"The Hubble Space Telescope has given us an incred-
ibly clear view of this," Hartigan says. "We're able to
get a detailed structure of what happens between the
shocks. We can put together a real picture of how the
material is flowing." The changes in direction might be
caused by wobbling of the star, as it feels the gravita-
tional tug of an unseen companion star or planetary
system.
Now researchers are busy reworking models of star

formation to take into account the characteristically
narrow stream that is ejected and possible explanations
for the gas to be spit out in intervals and at different
angles. Changes are occurring so rapidly in the jets that
Hubble will be able to observe their evolution over the
next decade.
Hartigan's colleagues include Bo Reipurth of Euro-

pean Southern Agency, Jon Morse and John Bally of
the University of Colorado, Steve Heathcote of Cerro
Tololo Interamerican Observatory, Richard Schwartz
of the University of Missouri, and Jim Stone of the
University of Maryland.

COSMIC [HS
At the same time that Hartigan reported on stellar jets
last summer, Reginald Dufour, a Rice professor of
space physics and astronomy, announced a surprise
finding that demonstrates the power of the Hubble
Space Telescope to make new discoveries by taking
snapshots while performing other scientific studies.
Dufour and his team were studying the eruptive star
Eta Carinae in the Great Carina Nebula, when they saw
images of the third and oldest, largest, and most distant
known grouping of cosmic EGGs.
Known more formally as evaporating gaseous glob-
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Maybe.
That was the bombshell David

McKay '58 of the Johnson Space Cen-
ter in Houston dropped at an August
press conference, when he announced
that a meteorite found in Antarctica
offers evidence of primitive Martian
life. As a lead investigator for the NASA
team that studied the rock, McKay told
reporters, "The most reasonable inter-
pretation is of such a radical nature that
it will only be ac-
cepted or rejected
after other groups
either confirm our
findings or overturn
them."
McKay's team

found chemical
traces and struc-
tures that, they say,
could have been left
by rudimentary life
forms. The struc-
tures are so small
they can only be
seen with an elec-
tron microscopic.
The team dates the
Mars rock to about
4.5 billion years old
and gives an age
date of the carbon-
ate structures of3.6
billion years, coin-
ciding with a time
when it is generally
thought that Mars
was warmer and
wetter than it is to-
day. They believe that water carrying
carbonate minerals and, possibly, liv-
ing organisms penetrated fractures in
the rock.
Independent study of the meteorite

offers alternative explanations: a min-
eral may be responsible for the struc-
tures within the potato-shaped rock or
the meteorite could have been con-
taminated by organic molecules in
Antarctica. Reports in the media have
used words ranging from "doubt" to
"death knell" in describing the Mars-
life theory. But McKay stands his

ground, disagreeing with critics of his
team's interpretation. He thinks other
conclusions are based on examination
of different places in the meteorite.
And he has support. Early this year,
researchers from Cornell University and
the University of Georgia announced
to the scientific community that dis-
missal of McKay's claims is entirely
premature. Cornell astronomer Tho-
mas Gold says that subsurface life on

These structures, found in the Mar-
tian meteorite to the right, led David
McKay and his team to postulate
that microbial life once existed on
the red planet.

Mars probably existed for
billions of years—and may
continue still.

After receiving his B.S. from
Rice and a master's degree in geochem-
istry from the University of California
at Berkeley, McKay worked for Exxon
Corporation as a field geologist. He
returned to Rice for a Ph.D. in geology
and, upon completing his doctoral work
in 1964, was offered a job at the Johnson
Space Center, where he has been since.
One of his more notable projects has
been to develop a method for extract-

ing water and oxygen from lunar soil.
Such a method would immeasurably
aid lunar colonization.
McKay and others continue to ex-

amine the meteorite, but even as they
do, the world awaits direct news from
the rocky red planet itself. Two space-
craft are hurtling toward Mars, one of
which is scheduled to land on July 4
and roll out a robot to study rocks on
the Martian surface. Perhaps it will

discover more
evidence in the
quest to answer
one of human-
kind's deepest
philosophical
questions: Does
life exist on other
planets?

UNR AU
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ules, EGGs are shrouds of gas and dust enveloping
newly forming stars in starbirthing regions in the Milky
Way. EGGs are similar to O'Dell's disks, but because
they lie at least five times farther away than the disks in
the Orion Nebula, their form and finer details are less
clear. Still, Dufour's discovery sheds new light on the
evolution of star-forming clusters and how long these
clusters remain active
birthing sites.
EGGs are evolution -

ary offspring ofobjects
called Bok globules:
dark clouds ofdust and
gas—some large, some
small—seen silhou-
etted against bright re-
gions in the Milky Way
in images taken by
ground-based tele-
scopes. Astronomers
Bart Bok and Edith
Reilly suggested in
1947 that these glob-
ules enclosed and hid
forming stars, but their
theory remained con-
jecture until Arizona
State University as-

IDE UNEXPECIED DISCOVERY

Of COSMIC ES IN THE DERT I;HHINH MEBULD REVERS

THU STRR fOlIMHTION WITHIN SOME MO [HSIEH MHY

1:1INTINUE FF111 FF111 LONGED HEIN PREVIOUSLY BELIEVED.

tronomers and Rice graduates Jeff Hester '80 and Paul
Scowen '89 examined high-resolution Hubble images
of the Eagle Nebula and identified EGGs in fantastic
pillars of glowing gas. Hester and Scowen caught the

globules in various stages of evolution and demon-
strated that several of them contain budding stars. •
They called the smaller Bok globules EGGs because
the gaseous globe appears to dissipate over time due to
photoevaporation by solar winds.
Dufour was a bit surprised to find globules sur-

rounding stars in the Great Carina Nebula because it is
a much older and less
active star-forming re-

Cosmic EGGs contain budding stars.

gion than those where
EGGs had previously
been found. The
Great Carina Nebula,
a true giant some five
hundred light years in
diameter, is located
about eight thousand
light years from Earth.
"While the Great Ca-
rina Nebula was pre-
viously known to con-
tain dark Bok globules
of dust, none have
been seen previously
at such a small scale
made possible with
Hubble," Dufour
notes. "These appear
to be similar in size,
shape, and nature to
those seen in the Eagle
Nebula."

The unexpected finding reveals that star formation is
taking place in a star cluster region older than those in
the Eagle Nebula. "Our chance discovery indicates
that some of these globules hang around for a long
time in the outer parts of a star-forming region—
several tens of millions of years at least," Dufour
explains. "This makes for a spread in what can be called
the 'age' of a star cluster." Dufour suggests that,
ultimately, the forming star will be "uncovered" by
photoevaporation of the dust and gas cocoon that
surrounds it, and the young star will emerge as a
Herbig—Haro object or a T-Tauri star.
Dufour's team included Hester, Douglas J. Van

Orsow of the Space Telescope Science Institute, Dou-
glas G. Currie of the University of Maryland, and
Donald K. Walter of South Carolina State University.
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GOTTSCHALK, JONES, AND MILBURN

With the help of a National Endow-
ment for the Humanities (NEH) grant,
English professor Jane Chance and
colleagues will conduct a six-week NEH
summer institute at Rice to introduce
twenty-five college- and university-level
teachers to the often-overlooked liter-
ary traditions of medieval women.
Chance says she and other medieval
scholars "feel a need to disseminate
What we've learned in our research."
Honey Meconi, associate professor of
music and director ofthe Schola Pastoris
at Rice, and David Nirenberg, associ-
ate professor of history, will also par-
ticipate in the institute.

Assistant professor ofchemistry Vicki
Colvin received the Camille and Henry
Dreyfus New Faculty Award. Colvin
works with the Center for Nanoscale
Science and Technology to develop
new materials that may lead to ad-
vanced data-storage systems. She also
Plans to generate interdisciplinary
graduate courses for engineers and sci-
entists to prepare new Ph.D.s for the
marketplace as well as academia.
Steven Cox, associate professor of

Computational and applied mathemat-
ics, has received a research fellowship
from the Humboldt Foundation and
Will spend a year conducting math-
ematical biology research at the Uni-
versity of Cologne in Germany. Cox
Will study the mechanics of muscles,
specifically the diaphragm. He plans to
develop software to help doctors diag-
nose cases by comparing data from a
Patient's lung to that of various disease
states.
Piyush Kumar, assistant professor

of administrative science, recently re-
ceived an award from the Institute for
the Study of Business Markets at Penn-
sylvania State University for his study

MORGAN

"Customer Satisfaction, Customer
Retention, and Customer Partnership."
Among other findings, the study re-
veals that a company that fails to fulfill
a waiting-time guarantee is in bigger
trouble with the customer than a com-
pany that makes no promise at all.
The White House Office of Science

and Technology Policy awarded Rich-
ard Tapia, Noah Harding Professor of
Computational and Applied Mathemat-
ics, a Presidential Award for Excellence
in Science, Mathematics, and Engi-
neering Mentoring. The award recog-
nizes Tapia's mentoring of students,
particularly underrepresented minori-
ties. Since joining the faculty in 1970,
Tapia has worked to increase the per-
centage of minority and female stu-
dents at Rice.
Three Shepherd School of Music

composers have once again been hon-
ored by the American Society of Com-
posers, Authors, and Publishers
(ASCAP). Arthur Gottschalk, asso-
ciate professor of composition and
theory and director of electronic mu-
sic studies, has received an ASCAP
award annually since 1980. Samuel
Jones, professor of composition and
conducting and the founding dean of
The Shepherd School, has been hon-
ored every year since 1973. And
Ellsworth Milburn, professor and
chair of The Shepherd School's com-
position and theory department, has
received an award annually since 1974.
The cash awards presented by ASCAP
are based on the unique prestige value
of a composer's catalog of original
compositions and are also meant to
compensate composers for their per-
formances that are not measured in
ASCAP surveys.

Rice political science professors cap-

tured three top awards at the American
Political Science Association (APSA)
annual meeting, reinforcing the
department's top ten national rank-
ing. Keith Hamm, chair of the politi-
cal science department, received an
award for his coauthored paper titled
"The Development of Committee Spe-
cialization in State Legislatures," which
was delivered at the 1995 APSA an-
nual meeting. T. Clifton Morgan,
associate professor of political science,
earned a best book award for Untying
the Knot of War: A Bargaining Theory
of International Crises. Robert M.
Stein, dean of social sciences and a
political science professor, earned
APSA's mentor award for his contin-
ued support of women in the political
science profession.

Steven Moniaci, assistant athletic
director for administration, recently
received Rice's Distinguished Service
Award. "Throughout his sixteen-year
tenure at Rice, [Moniaci] has been a
dedicated team player," Rice athletic
director Bobby May says. Moniaci has
served as cochair of the Staff Advisory
Committee, helped create the orienta-
tion program for new Rice staff, and
chaired RiceFest, the annual spring
staff benefits fair.
Diana Welch, assistant director of

the Institute of Biosciences and
Bioengineering (IBB), also received
the Distinguished Service Award.
"Diana is always looking for ways to
move things forward," says Larry
McIntire, chair of the IBB. Welch's
recent efforts include working with
development officers and granting in-
stitutions to identify funding for the
institute. She's also developing new
publications to educate the public
about IBB research.
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SE s & ACADEMs

ORGE GOLK A, LEFT, IS STILL ADJUSTING TO LIFE AT RICE, WHtLE TOMASZ

GOLK A, WHO DID UNDERGRADUATE WORK HERE, IS AN OLD HAND.

Like Father, Like Son

Last fall was a little unusual for two Shepherd
School students. Not only did father and son
George and Tomasz Golka both enroll as first-year
graduate students in music, the two Polish immi-
grants also became American citizens during their
first week of classes.
Tomasz, who attended The Shepherd School as

an undergraduate, feels at home on campus, but
George is still getting used to the academic life.
After all, it's been a while since he was in school.
"Imagine after twenty years going back to school,"
says George, who received his master's from the
Warsaw Academy of Music in 1975. For years, he
has been working as a freelance piano tuner; he still
does when he's not in class. At first, he felt a bit
uncomfortable, being "an older guy" at Rice. "It's
kind of different, but it's also kind of exciting. I
wish I had the luxury of being on campus more.
I'm always rushing back and forth from school to
work."
George likes the idea of being Tomasz's school-

mate: "There is something special about it. When
one of the professors calls on me, he'll say, ̀Golka
... I've heard that name before,' and I'll say, 'Well,
that's my son."
Tomasz is a talented violinist who would like to

play in an orchestra some day. He'd be following in
his father's footsteps. Before tuning pianos, George
was a trombonist. He was first trombone in the
Polish Radio 8c TV Orchestra in Warsaw and later
played in the Veracruz Symphony. He turned to

piano tuning after the symphony folded in 1982.
Tomasz notes that he first felt a little apprehen-

sive about running into his father at school. Like
most young men at twenty-one, he says he has a
desire to keep some distance from his parents.
"When you go to college, you want to be on your
own and have your own friends. Seeing your dad is
nice, but the idea of seeing him in the halls.... But

I don't try to hide out from him or anything."
Actually, Tomasz doesn't see his father that

often at school. In the morning, when George is
taking piano technology classes, Tomasz is still at
home. "On some afternoons, I'll have orchestra

when he has choir. He has to sing in the choir,
which is kind of funny." Tomasz notes that his
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nine-year-old brother, Adam, likes to tease their father by askin
him if he has much homework.
Tomasz and George are not the only musicians in the family. In

fact, all the Golkas play at least one instrument. Adam plays the
piano and violin, and eighteen-year-old Karl plays piano and
trumpet. Anna Golka, George's wife and Tomasz's mother, is an
accomplished pianist. Anna was actually the first Golka with a
Shepherd School connection. She was a staff piano accompanis
from 1984 to 1987. George began freelance piano service work for
The Shepherd School in 1992.
George will never forget the unusual circumstances that lande

his very first job in Houston. He, Anna, Tomasz, and Karl had jus
arrived in Houston from Mexico. They sought asylum in America
because the Polish government had been harassing George ever
since he took part in anticommunist protests in Mexico.
The Golkas were driving through southwest Houston in a Ford

• station wagon, wondering if they should make the city their new
home. They spoke little English. While heading along Highway
59, they noticed an extremely tall post that displayed a piano.
"Look! Look! Let's stop!" exclaimed George.
They walked into the Holcombe—Lindquist store with a plan

George held on to his two rambunctious male toddlers while Anna
sat down at a piano. She began to play Chopin.
A salesman came over and complimented her. "I know I play

well," she said, "but my husband, he can tune!" It just so happened
that Holcombe—Lindquist needed a piano tuner, and they imme-
diately put George to work. George tossed Anna the car keys and
told her to drive herself and the boys back to the hotel. Driving on
a Houston freeway for the first time was a "very scary and
dramatic" experience, Anna recalls.
Since settling in Houston, the Golka family has remained

steeped in music. For years, Anna and Tomasz performed as a duo
at competitions and recitals throughout Houston. George and
Anna are also ballroom dancers. Sheepishly, Anna notes that they
often place first at amateur competitions.
For now, nothing is more important to Tomasz than studying

under Shepherd School professor Sergiu Luca. "I have had lessons
with a lot of very famous teachers, but for me, he's the greatest
teacher," he says. Last summer, Tomasz played baroque viola in
Luca's group, CONTEXT, at a concert in Oregon.
Tomasz says his dream job after graduation would be to perform

with the Orchestre Revolutionnaire et Romantique in London.
George plans to continue tuning pianos after sharpening his skill
at The Shepherd School.

-DAVID K APLAN

STUDENTS OF NOTE

Charles (Cass) Sackett, a doctoral
candidate in physics, received the
Schlumberger Fellowship and will
work with Randall Hulet, professor
of physics, to further investigate
Bose—Einstein condensation. The
Schlumberger Foundation Collegiate
Award Fellowship in the natural sci-
ences supports a student in the Wiess
School of Natural Sciences in math,
geology and geophysics, chemistry,
or physics.

Senior Coulter George received a
$50,000 Marshall Fellowship, which
will allow him to study for two years at
the University of Cambridge in En-
gland. George will begin his post-
graduate fellowship next fall and plans
to study Mycenaean Greek and the
relationship between languages in the
British Isles during the first millen-
nium A.D.

Maryana Iskander, a senior sociol-
ogy major and president of the Rice
student body, is one of thirty-two
American students selected to the pres-
tigious Rhodes Scholars program. She
will travel to England in October to
study at Oxford University, where she
will either pursue a program similar to
a master's in political science or earn a
second bachelor's degree in a philoso-
phy, politics, and economics program.
Iskander is the eighth Rhodes scholar
from Rice University.
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SCOREBOARD

Riding the Wind

On a windy February day, most people would want to stay
off open water. But wind is what Rice juniors Kent Voss and
Lucy Malone are looking for as they launch their fourteen-
foot boat from the Houston Yacht Club in Shoreacres,
Texas.

Skillfully, they maneuver the choppy waves past a long
pier and into the vast expanse of Galveston Bay. Out on the
water, their sails catch the wind, and they make sharp turns
by pushing their backs close to the water then rushing to the
other side of the boat to prevent capsizing. They sail into
the wind and then with it, enjoying the pleasure of the fast
ride.
A few years ago, the Rice Sailing Club wasn't sailing as

smoothly. But Voss and senior Charles Koontz, who took
over the helm as copresidents in 1995, managed to set the
club back on course. They increased membership from six
to twenty-five, hired a coach, added a new boat to their fleet
of three, and began competing regularly in regattas across
the country.

Last semester, the Rice Sailing Club finished third in a
regatta that qualified them for an intersectional meet in
Charleston, South Carolina. In that race, they placed
eighth among the twelve teams. "Placing eighth wasn't so
bad," explains Voss. "Most of our members had just
learned to sail a few months before the race." Nor was it bad
considering that many of their competitors were from
northeastern schools, where sailing is almost as popular as
football.

Joining the Rice Sailing Club doesn't require much: you
must know how to swim and be able to pay the $50 annual
dues. Voss and other experienced members of the group
will teach you how to sail in a matter of weeks. Practices are
once or twice a week at the Houston Yacht Club, where the
group keeps four Vanguard 420 (4.2 meters) boats.
"Once we are satisfied that our members can sail reason-

ably well, we let them compete," says Voss. The Rice
Sailing Club belongs to the Southeastern Intercollegiate
Sailing Association, which is comprised of twenty-two
schools from Texas to Florida and Oklahoma. There are
seven college sailing associations that cover different
sections of the country.

Rice participates in about sixteen regattas each aca-
demic year. While winning is important, the races are
hardly cutthroat competition. "There's a lot of camara-
derie in sailing, and this is what I enjoy the most," says
Voss. Opponents help each other with words of advice,
and students from the host school often provide housing
for visitors. At the end of the regatta, the winning team
receives a six-pack of beer, and a party ensues.
Lucy Malone got hooked on the club two years ago.

Learning to sail, she admits, was frustrating at times,
especially when there was no wind. "The hardest part was
learning where the wind was coming from and knowing
when to do what. But," she adds, "sailing is a great way
to get away from school and release some stress."

Junior Ken Haberman started sailing this fall, and,
after just five weeks, he had the boat under control.
Haberman progressed so fast that he managed to finish
sixth in the Charleston intersectional race. "I love getting
out on the water and feeling the wind in my face,"
Haberman says. "With a little bit of friendly competition,
it's perfect."

There's another reason why Rice students might be
lured to sailing. The ideal weight for a two-member team
is two hundred and seventy pounds, which is the com-
bined weight of an average college male and female, Voss
explains.

"It's the ultimate coed college sport," he says with a
smile.

-DAVID D. MEDINA



Ann Greene Appointed Director of Alumni Affairs
When Ann Greene '71 told her mother she was going to work
for Rice University as the new director of alumni affairs, her
mother asked her: "They're going to pay you to do that?"

For the past several years, you
sec, Greene has volunteered at Rice.
She recently completed a three-year
term on the Association of Rice
Alumni board, and she and her hus-
band, Tom Greene '71, cochaired
the President's Club and the
Founder's Club. Ann also served on
the Rice University Fund Council,
was president of the Society of Rice
University Women, and participated
on ARA homecoming, honors, nomi-
nating, and admissions committees.

A deep sense of gratitude moti-
vates Ann Greene to give back to her
alma mater. "Both Tom and I had
really good experiences at Rice," she
explains. "We had good friends and
good professors. We developed a
strong attachment to Rice, and liv-
ing in Houston has made it easier to
stay involved with the university."

As she settles into her new job,
Greene is assessing possible improve-
ments to the services her office pro-
vides. Her predecessor, Scott Biddy '86, who was promoted
to associate vice president for development and alumni
affairs, did a great job, she says, in expanding the staff and the
programs. "Right now, I am trying to find out how best to
build on those programs."

One of Greene's goals is to make it easier for out-of-
town alumni to get involved with Rice. "Our goal in major
cities—where we have a local Rice community ofat least three
hundred alumni and parents of current students—is to plan
three or four events per year," she says. With the help oflocal
alumni volunteers, the Office of Alumni Affairs tries to plan
a variety ofevents in each of fifteen major U.S. cities, with the
goal of having at least one event per year that will appeal to
any given alumnus. "Having local alumni involved is critical,
of course," Greene notes.

She wants to improve communication between the
university and former students. Greene intends to survey the

alumni, asking them what programs they would like to see.
"I want to keep the channels of communication open so that
the giving and getting of information continues to be open

or even increases," she explains. "The
farther people are geographically,
the harder it is for them to get in-
volved."
Greene also plans to review the

highly successful Alumni College
program. "The Alumni College is
off to a good start," she says, "but
we're always looking at ways to re-
fine it." Greene is considering a sug-
gestion, for example, to move the
program out of Houston, or even
outside of Texas. Some alumni have
said that attending the Alumni Col-
lege might be easier if it were more
centrally located.
A native of New Orleans, Greene

grew up in the West and returned to
Louisiana when she was in high
school. She graduated from Rice in
1971 with an English major and
received a master's of education in
guidance and counseling from the
University of Houston in 1973.

For four years, Greene was a
case worker for the Texas State Department of Public Welfare
and for Harris County Child Welfare, where she was also a
liaison counselor at Depelchin Faith Home. She worked for
several years as a legal assistant for Vinson & Elkins before
studying law at the University of Houston.

After receiving a J.D. in 1984, Greene worked as a
research attorney for the Court ofAppeals for the Fourteenth
Judicial District of Texas. She was also a litigation and
appellate attorney for Hirsch, Glover, Robinson & Sheiness.

In 1991, Greene left the law firm to do volunteer work
and to raise her two children, Clare, who is now seventeen,
and Thomas, twelve. Last year, when she heard about the
alumni affairs position at Rice, Greene decided to apply. "I
love Rice, and I love the work I had done for Rice," she says.
"It just seemed like an ideal situation for me."

—David D. Medina
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LEY STUDENT CENTER CELEBRATION RECOGNIZES A DECADE OF PROGRESS

Ten years ago, Rice students and their programs and orga-
nizations didn't have much room to grow. Rice Memorial
Center, the student center built in 1958 for a student body
of less than two thousand, was cramped and hardly suitable
for an enrollment nearly double that size.

But the Ley Student Center, which opened in October
1986, changed all that. The $4 million addition to the RMC
was named in honor of Wendel '32 and Audrey Ley '35
who, along with their four children, made a major commit-
ment toward funding the center.

The expansion allowed additional student programs to
move into the center, including The Rice Thresher, Campa-
nile, ICTRU, student organizations, and the Women's Re-
source Center. The space also provided room for student
lounges, an expanded information center, conference rooms,
private dining areas, and more.

Spotlight on the Ley Family

Wendel Ley '32 broke into laughter when asked to
describe major advances Rice has made since he and
his wife, Audrey '35, were students here.

"Everything," he said. "When I was out there,
there were only eight hundred students.. . compared
to 2,600 undergraduates and 1,200 to 1,400 graduate
students there now." On a more serious note, Ley
acknowledged, "There's been great progress out there,
really, and we're impressed."

Part of that progress can be credited to the Leys,

Last fall, Rice celebrated the tenth anniversary of the
Ley Student Center with a slate of activities and exhibits
kicked off by an October 1 reception honoring Wendel and
Audrey Ley and other benefactors. With a pianist playing in
the background, a crowd gathered to share in the festivities,
and President Malcolm Gillis spoke, describing his apprecia-
tion for the Ley family.

"We gather to celebrate the tenth anniversary of the
Ley Student Center, a building that has had an immeasur-
able impact on student life," Gillis said. "We come together
also to recognize and pay tribute to the man, the woman,
and the family whose generosity and spirit made this facility
possible. In its first decade of service, the Ley Student
Center has become the core of this campus. Students come
here to read, to study, to relax, to converse, and the scope
and depth of activities that occur in the Ley Student Center

add vibrancy and texture to student life."
During the celebration, the Student Associa-

tion presented the Leys with a photo collage
collected from activities held at the cen-
ter during the past ten years. Those
attending the celebration also toured the
facility, and students stationed at key
locations throughout the Ley Student
Center explained to passersby how the
individual areas are used.

Throughout the month of October,
an exhibit titled "Life at the Student Cen-
ter" was on view in Blair Lounge. The
exhibit included photos of activities held at
Ley Student Center during the past decade
as well as information about its beginnings.

who were fundamental in the creation of the Ley
Student Center, which opened in 1986. The Leys have made other
significant gifts to Rice, including donations of land and various
assets, and no less important is the time they've invested in their alma
mater. Since attending Rice in the '30s, the Leys have remained active
in Rice affairs. They not only attend athletic events and programs at
The Shepherd School of Music, but Wendel has served Rice as
president of the Association of Rice Alumni, president of the "R"
Association, member-at-large of the Rice University Fund Council,
term member of the Rice Board of Governors, and governor adviser.

Wendel, who manages extensive timberlands and investments
and is considered one of Houston's leaders in the land and mortgage
business, said he and his family donated money for the student center
"because we could. We did it because Rice really needed [a larger
student center]. We like to do things that mean something to Rice
students."

He noted that he and Audrey have visited and toured the many
new buildings that have been added to Rice over the years, and they
marvel at the advancements made. "We're highly impressed," he said,
"with how they [students and faculty] understand what's going on—
by their research."

—Lisa Nutting
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—Lisa Nutting

THE HousE THAT RICE BuILT

The Rice chapter of Habitat for Humanity is
building a house this spring in conjunction with
Houston Habitat for Humanity. Twelve stu-
dents in the Rice School of Architecture pro-
duced the plans for the house in a special 1996
spring semester class, and, last fall, Rice Habitat
engaged in fund-raising and planning activities
to prepare for the fourteen-week construction
period. Construction began in January, and the
dedication of the house will be held around the
first of May.

All students, staff, and alumni are invited to
assist with construction of the Rice House, and
the chapter is still involved in fund-raising activi-
ties. Please contact Kevin Murphy at (713) 630-
8750 or by e-mail at <habitat@rice.edu>. The
Rice Habitat for Humanity Web site can be found
at <http://rufrice.edu/-habitat>.
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INTERNET ACCESS-RICE AND EASY

After graduation, many Rice alumni want to preserve their
Rice on-line identity, be able to track other alumni, and
have general Internet access. In response, Information
Technology Services at Rice University has initiated the
Outreach Computing Services Project.

Initially, the project will include e-mail forwarding,
Web page forwarding, and on-line directory services.
Although Rice cannot provide direct Internet access,
alumni may obtain Internet access (dial-up accounts, e-
mail accounts, news service, World Wide Web access, and
all the software required to utilize these services) at a
competitive rate from an Internet service provider (ISP)
contracted with by Rice.

Rice has negotiated a contract with Advantis, the IBM
Global Network ISP. Advantis user fees ($16 startup, $5/
month for three hours access or $18/month for unlimited
access) will be paid by the alumni participants. All other costs
will be funded by Rice. The Rice forwarding and directory
services will be available to all alumni, even those who do not
get their Internet access through Advantis. Participants who
elect to use Advantis will have the added benefits of a Rice
alumni special log-in screen, an actual Rice affiliated domain
name (rice-alumni.edu) and the possibility of access to some
information/services that are not available through other ISPs.
In addition, Outreach Computing Services will verify that
Advantis-provided software works well with Rice computing
services.

To give Rice the opportunity to monitor actual costs and
to get feedback from alumni, a pilot project will run from May
to November 1997. This project will include 1,000 alumni.
Alumni with Internet access who wish to participate may

1997 AR A AWARD RECIPIENTS

ANNOUNCED

The Association of Rice Alumni has announced
its award recipients for 1997. This year's Gold
Medal winner is J. Evans Attwell '53. Distin-
guished Alumni Award winners are Nancy
Stooksberry Cole '64, president, Educational
Testing Service; Robert F. Curl '54, professor of
chemistry, Rice University, and 1996 Nobel
laureate; John Doerr '73, venture capitalist; and
William S. Mackey Jr. '43, retired businessman
and former professor of accounting, Rice Uni-
versity. The Meritorious Service Awards go to
Lydia A. Asselin '79, C. Sidney Burrus '57,
Walter D. Murphy '48, and Butler Perryman
'39. A 1996 Meritorious Service Award goes to
Nancy Moore Eubank '55, who delayed her
acceptance from last year.
Award recipients will be honored at the

Doubletree Hotel at Post Oak Hotel in Hous-
ton on May 10, 1997. To receive an invitation
to the honors dinner or for more information,
call Rose Sundin at (713) 527-4678.

ALUMNI DIRECTORY

Watch your mail for the Alumni Directory questionnaire as Rice begins to
collect information for the 1997 Rice University Alumni Directory. The
directory will be ready at the end of the year and will contain information not
published in previous editions, including home and business phone numbers,
business and e-mail addresses, and the names of spouses/partners and
children. Best of all, this valuable resource will be available for order in both !
hard- and soft-bound versions at no increase in price over the 1993 edition.

1-800-R ICE-ALU(M)

The alumni office number is easy to remember. Feel free to call with any
questions regarding alumni activities.

submit their names and mailing addresses via e-mail to
<alumni@rice.edu>, with "Computing Outreach Program"
listed on the subject line. Alumni who want to participate but
do not currently have Internet access may submit their names
and mailing addresses to Alumni Affairs—MS 520, attention
Pilot Project, 6100 Main Street, Houston, Texas 77005. In the
event that more than 1,000 responses are received by May 5,
1997, participants will be chosen in a lottery that will include
only those names received by that date. Selected participants
will be notified by U.S. mail or e-mail. Those who do not hear
back from us may assume their names were not drawn.

If the pilot project is as successful as is anticipated, the
program will be open to all alumni in the winter of1997. Watch
Sallyport or the Association of Rice Alumni Web site <http://
vvvvw.rufrice.edu/-alumni> for progress reports. For further
information, contact Outreach Computing Services at (713)
737-5715, or visit the Web site at <http://outreach.rice.edu>.

COMMENCEMENT 1997

Friday, May 9, 1997
Class of '97 Convocation for degree candidates and guests and The
Shepherd School of Music Presidential Concert at 8:00 P.M. in Alice Pratt
Brown Hall. Reception and fireworks following.

Saturday, May 10, 1997
Eighty-fourth Commencement of Rice University at 8:30 A.M. in the
Academic Quadrangle. Harvard law professor Alan Dershowitz will de-
liver the commencement address.

Association of Rice Alumni Honors Dinner held in honor of the 1997
recipients of the Gold Medal, Distinguished Alumni, and Meritorious
Service awards. Reception at 6:30 P.M., followed by dinner at 7:00 P.M. at
the Doubletree Hotel at Post Oak. Dress is black tie optional. For more
information, call (713) 527-4678 or 1-800-RICE-ALU(M).

For additional information, call the Commencement Hotline at (713)
737-5799, send e-mail to <sjd@rice.edu>, or visit our Web site at <http:/
/www.rufrice.edu/-alumni/commence.html>.
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Julianne Gearhart and
Carolyn Tomek Dessain

Wherefore Art Thou, JULIETs?

Where there are ROME0s, there must be JULIETs. And, at long last, there
are. The JULIETs, which stands for Just Us Ladies Interesting Entertaining

Talk, is the counterpart to the ROME0s—Rice Old Men Eating
Out—started in 1988 by Calvin Clausel '50 and Allan James '46.
The newly formed group provides a forum for Rice classmates to stay
in contact and support Rice events, and members plan to hold
meetings several times a year.

Already the JULIETs are off to an outstanding start with their
inaugural luncheon, which received rave reviews. The event, held on
October 31, 1996, as part of Homecoming festivities, was organized
by Carolyn Tomek Dessain '43, Ann Tuck Williams '43, and the
JULIETs Shakespeare Heads. At the luncheon, Charles Henry,
Rice's vice provost and librarian, welcomed the JULIETs, and Allan
James was the guest speaker. Following lunch, Julianne Gearhart '96
and Michael Simon '99, members of Baker Shakespeare, entertained

guests with the balcony scene from Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet. ROMEO
Meredith James '43 videotaped the afternoon festivities.

The JULIETs are planning other events throughout the year. For
further information, call Carolyn Dessain at (713) 963-9182 or Ann
Williams at (713) 526-1789.

THE ASSOCIATION OF RICE ALUMNI PRESENTS

ALUMNI COLLEGE 1997

APR IL 25-27

Now in its third year, Alumni College continues to showcase the best Rice
faculty members from across the academic spectrum. A highlight of this
year's curriculum of noncredit courses will be a lecture by Rice alumnus and
Nobel laureate Robert Curl. Classes are designed specifically to appeal to the
interests of alumni and friends, and best of all, there are no tests.

Outside of classes, alumni can enjoy special tours, an Alumni College
concert, and small-group dinner parties in the homes of local alums.

This year's curriculum features:

Great Minds: A look at some of history's greatest thinkers, including
Duchamp, Freud, and Mozart.

Medicine: An overview of key issues at the forefront of medical research.

Dateline '97: A series of classes addressing newsworthy items of current
interest.

Science and Technology: The latest discoveries and a look along the horizon
of science and engineering teaching and research at Rice.

The Art and Science of Humanity: An introduction to the current theories
and new understandings of the world's peoples and cultures.

Complete information about Alumni College, including registration mate-
rials, will be in the mail soon.

40 SALLYPORT

STAYING INVOLVED

Alumni Contact Service helps indi-
viduals interested in particular careers
or regions of the country make contact
with alumni working or living in those
areas. The service is open to alumni and
current students. Call the Rice Career
Services Center at (713) 527-4055 for
additional information.

Friends of Rice Theater provides on-
going financial support for Rice theater
facilities and activities. The group's
membership includes alumni of the
Rice Players, faculty, and staff. In the
past, the Friends have underwritten
residential college productions and in-
vited noncollegiate acting troupes to
campus. Call Joe Lockett at (713) 527-
4027 for additional information.

Career Services Center: Association
of Rice Alumni members are eligible to
use the Career Services Center free of
charge. Alums can take advantage of
the Alumni Contact Service, make an
appointment with a career counselor,
attend workshops, and participate in
job fairs. For further information, call
(713) 527-4055.

Friends of Fondren works to expand
Fondren's holdings and improve its
facilities by increasing awareness of the
library's functions and needs. Call (713)
285-5157 for additional information.

Admission Interviewing: Ifyou would
like to interview prospective Rice stu-
dents, call Anne Brice in the Office of
Admission at (713) 527-4036.

"R" Association membership is open
to Rice University letter winners in any
ofsix tee n sports. The association awards
a postgraduate scholarship and also
hosts social functions, including the
spring All-Sports Banquet for current
Rice athletes and the "R" Association
Hall of Fame and Distinguished "R"
Person Banquet. For more informa-
tion, call (713) 520-0733.
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WE'RE ON THE WEB:

Check out the ARA Homepage, where you'll find informa-
tion on alumni programs, groups, and events, links to college
and departmental alumni pages, and much more.

You'll find us at <http://www.ruf.rice.edu/—alumni>.

If you don't have access to the World Wide Web but do have
e-mail, feel free to contact the ABA at <alumni@rice.edu>.

While you're surfing the Net, check out these other Rice sites:

The RiceInfo Homepage at <http://riceinfo.rice.edu/>
Rice Facts at <http://www.rufrice.edu/—instresr/
ricelacts/>
The Gardiner Symonds Teaching Laboratory at <http://
www.rice.edu/symonds>
The Twinkies Project at <http://www.owlnet.rice.edu/
—gouge/twinkies.html>

DEAR INTERNATIONAL RICE ALUMNUS/A

We are interested in delivering your Sallyport and "Classnotes"

on time, but international postal service is not improving,
even as costs escalate.

If you have a U.S. domestic address from which your mail is
regularly forwarded by pouch or delivery service, we would
like your permission to use it. The university will save
thousands of dollars if enough of our alumni living abroad
provide U.S. addresses, and you will receive your Rice
publications in a more timely fashion.

Please fill in this form and mail to:

Rice University
Office of Alumni Affairs—MS 58
6100 Main St.
Houston, TX 77005

Name 

Class year Major 

U.S. address 

c/o 

0 Please use this address for all my Rice mail.
0 Please use this address for Sallyport only.

Note: We are sending this form by separate, first-class mailin
also. Please forgive the redundancy; we are trying to ensure
that you receive this request.

Hyperborean Holiday

The five-star M.S. Maasdam is one of Holland America Line's
newest ships and will be our home-at-sea for this twelve-night cruise
to eight fascinating ports in seven countries. We embark in London
on August 2, 1997, to begin our journey across the North Sea to the
Norwegian coast, where we cruise the beautiful Oslo Fjord before
docking in the country's magnificent capital. Next \ c call on Arhus,
the second largest city in Denmark, whose history dates back to the
Viking era. Germany is known for resorts, and the Maasdam visits
Warnemunde, one of the most popular. After a day of cruising the
Baltic Sea, we arrive in Stockholm, Sweden, regarded by many as the
world's most beautiful city. The "White City of the North,"
Helsinki, Finland, is our next port before we call on Saint Petersburg,
Russia, for two days. There we have ample time to appreciate the
reminders of this city's opulent past. After a day at sea, we arrive in
Copenhagen, Denmark, where we disembark on August 15. Two-
night extensions are available in both London and Copenhagen for
those who want to enjoy these exciting cities.

For more infbrmation contact:
Rose Sundin
Office of Alumni Affairs—MS 520
Rice University
6100 Main Street
Houston, Texas 77005 1892

(713) 527-4678
I -800-RICE.X.C(M)
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WHOM

1925
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Taylor

Classnotes has learned that Jefferson
"Jeff" Kendall Taylor (B.A.) and
Hazel Lcc Harris celebrated their
seventieth wedding anniversary on
Sept. 26, 1996. They have two

daughters, seven grandchildren, and sixteen great-
grandchildren. On July 21, 1996, they both
celebrated a birthday. Mr. Taylor turned ninety-
three and Mrs. Taylor turned eighty-nine.

1929
Rosemary Patterson Miller writes:
"My wonderful father, Luke C.
Patterson, died Oct. 12, 1996. He
was very proud of going to Rice. He
died at the age of eighty-eight, nearly

eighty-nine. His birthday was Nov. 7." Luke was
a retired plant engineer for the U.S. Gypsum Co.

in Philadel-
phia, where
he had
worked for
forty-seven
years. He is
survived by
his four chil-
dren, eleven
grandchil-
dren, and
twenty-five
great-grand-
children.

Luke C. Patterson

1930
1931

1933

Class Recorder:
Lucille Davis Rulfs
3304 Albans
Houston, TX 77005

We regret to report the death of
Anne Cornelius McCulloch (B.A.)
on Jan. 10, 1997. Ms. McCulloch
was the class recorder for the Class of
1931.

Class Recorder:
Marjorie Arsht
P.O. Box 818
Bellaire, TX 77402-0818
(713) 660-9924
(713) 660-0172 (fax)
E-mail: mmarshteaol.com

Class recorder Marjorie Arsht (B.A.) writes:
You have a new Class of 1933 recorder!

Please do share any news you have with your
classmates. We are all interested in your activi-
ties, and those of your children and grandchil-
dren! Let me know about your joys and sorrows
(we all have them).

Any news reaching me after the holidays will
be available for the spring issue. I look forward to
hearing from you soon and often!

1934
Class Recorder:
Elliott Flowers
3330 Del Monte
Houston, TX 77019
(713) 524-4404

Class recorder Elliott Flowers ( B.A. ) writes:
One of our "old" friends called early in Sept.

just to pass the time of day. Bob Schulze ( B.S.),
as you will recall, was active in football and track
and served as president of the Student Associa-
tion. Bob, who has been married in excess of fifty
years, is now a retired rancher. He owned a two-
thousand-acre ranch north of Austin near Lake
Travis, but due to changing times and increasing
taxes and regulations, he has divorced himself
from such mundane matters and is now enjoying
retirement to the fullest.

I regret to report that we have lost several
more classmates. As many of you know, Donald
Miller Gready (B.A.) passed away on Sept. 29,
1996. Even more recently, we lost Claude
Stanley Newberry ( B.A. ) on Oct. 16,1996, and
David Miller Rulfs Sr. on Nov. 5, 1996. These
gentlemen had been very active in alumni affairs
and various activities our class has been involved
in and will be dearly missed.

I was happy to receive a note from Claude
before he died, and I think that all of you will be
interested in his comments.

Following graduation, he went to work for
Humble Oil in the controller's department. He
handled tax matters including social security,
which had been enacted by Congress about that
time. He retired in 1975 after forty years of
service.

Claude married Alice Schnurr '36 (B.A.) in

1937 in Houston. They have two children. Their
daughter has two children and lives in San Anto-
nio, and their son has two children and lives in
Tyler. The two grandchildren who grew up in
Tyler were active in soccer, baseball, basketball,
and football, so Claude and his wife have had
their share of going to games. In addition to this,
they now have one great-granddaughter.

Upon retirement, he and Alice bought eleven
acres near Gresham, which is five miles south of
Tyler, and built a house, and, like so many of us
retirees, they started growing vegetables, flow-
ers, and fruit. In 1994 this work was becoming a
burden, so they sold out and moved into Tyler.

Claude wrote that they are active in the
Marvin United Methodist Church, Exxon An-
nuitants Club, Meals on Wheels, and various
other civic activities. He also said that Alice has
enjoyed her Tole Club and oil painting, and she
plans to enter her work in the next Tyler State
Fair.

It is obvious that all of our classmates that
have made it this far along must have been active
in some field or another. I am more convinced
than ever that if more members of our class
would volunteer to take part in social work and
fund-raising, there would be more of us here fbr
our sixty-fifth reunion. In other words, stay
active and help others.

Class Recorder:
Margaret Elkins Carl
833 Jaquet Dr.1935 Bellaire, TX 77401
(713) 668-7487

Class recorder Margaret Elkins Carl ( B.A.;
M.A., 1937) writes:

Rice and the Class of '35 lost a valuable
supporter on Oct. 19, 1996, with the death of
Gwendolyn Jaster Lederer. Gwen and her hus-
band, Paul Lederer '33 (B.S.), in addition to
being contributing lifetime associates, established
scholarships in engineering and in piano.

In the summer issue of Sallyport, Dale Gen-
try Schlatter '64 (Jones; B.A.) spoke of her
recent marriage to Doug Schlatter '60 ( Baker;
B.A.; B.S., 1961). One member of their com-
bined families is Doug's son, Mark Schlatter
'87 ( Baker; B.A.). Mark was one of the first
group of the Class of '35 scholarship winners
introduced at our Golden Anniversary Reunion
Dinner at Cohen House in 1985. He went on to
receive a Ph.D. from Berkeley and is now a
mathematics professor at Northeast Mo. State
U.

A call to Sallyport for more news of the Class
of '35 comes from Kathleen Wilson Henderson
(B.A.), who queries, "Am I the last living gradu-
ate of the Class of '35?" Kathleen, the daughter
of Rice physics professor Harold A. Wilson and
Mrs. Wilson, now lives in Pa. Her address is
B203, White Horse Village, Newton Square, Pa.
19073; telephone (610) 558-5186. She has four
children, seven grandchildren, and three great.
grandchildren and keeps active in her commu-
nity. She thinks the new developments at Rice
are wonderful and would welcome news from
any of you. Professor Wilson was one of Rice's
original faculty, coming here from McGill U. in
Montreal.

Our sixtieth anniversary was celebrated Dec.
1 of last year, but a few of us still came out for
Homecoming this Nov. 2, 1996. Those I saw
included Ed Oppenheimer ( B.A.), Caroline
Foulks Morrison ( B.A.; M.A., 1937), Kate
Patton O'Neill ( B.A.), Andrew Ladner ( BA.),
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ITeaching Tenacity,
Pinpointing a single experience that
shapes the course of a person's life
,might be difficult for some. But for
rMay Hickey Maria '26, the memory
of such a moment is as clear today as
,it was seventy-five years ago. At

,'Heights High School in Houston,
. Maria had a geometry teacher who,

she says, "meant well but didn't
teach well." It was in that class that
Maria decided to pursue a career in
mathematics education. "She in-
spired me by her poor work,
and I thought, I can do better
than that."

After leaving Lumberton,
' Mississippi, and moving from
one small Texas town to an-

..

1 
other, Maria's parents settled
in Houston. The city offered
better employment opportu-

,. -fifties for them and higher edu-
cation options for their seven
children. Although neither of
Maria's parents were college
graduates, they firmly believed
in the value of higher educa-
tion. Maria recalls setting her
Sights on the Rice Institute
and its high academic stan-
dards at the age of thirteen. As
alcdictorian of her graduat-
ng class, she was offered four
holarships to various Texas

colleges. She declined the offers and
'entered Rice in 1922.

The educational path that Maria
ook over the next seven years chal-
enged the established role for
omen at that time. Maria not only

earned a B.A. in 1926, she went on
to receive an M.A. with honors in
1927 in mathematics and physics.
Then, on June 10, 1929, at the
institute's fourteenth commence-

ent, Maria was awarded her doc-
torate in mathematics by Rice presi-
dent Edgar Odell Lovett, becoming
e first woman to receive a Rice

At a time when male-to-female
nrollment was two-to-one, a woman

in the field of mathematics could
expect to face challenges beyond
cademics, but Maria took every-

thing in stride. "I was never im-

pressed that I was the first woman to
receive a Ph.D.," she remembers. "I
was just doing mathematics." Fol-
lowing her freshman year, she was
named a Hohenthal Scholar, and in
1924 she received the Graham Baker
Student award, founded by Captain
and Mrs. James A. Baker in memory
of their oldest son, Frank Graham
Baker. By the time she was a senior,
Maria was the only woman taking
math courses, and her great aptitude

May Hickey Maria

for the subject was apparent. Phi
Beta Kappa was established at Rice
in March 1929, the year Maria re-
ceived her Ph.D., and she was elected
for membership that spring.
Where Maria may have lacked ca-

maraderie in her field, she had the
companionship of her siblings. Her
three brothers and three sisters all
attended Rice. All received Rice de-
grees, except one brother who was
two class credits short of graduation
Two of Maria's siblings married Rice
graduates, and many of their chil-
dren have graduated from Rice, mak-
ing for an extended Rice family.
When Maria finished her B.A. in

mathematics, she received a fellow-
ship. In a trial course proposed by
assistant professor Griffith C. Evans,
Maria and another fellow in math-
ematics, Alice Crowell Dean, taught

Math 100 to freshman girls. Maria
was doing what she had set out to
do—teach.

After completing her Ph.D., Maria
received the Alice Freeman Palmer
Scholarship and used the funding to
study at the University of Munich.
When she returned to the United
States, she accepted a position at
Delta State Teachers College in
Cleveland, Mississippi. At a math
convention, Maria crossed paths with

her former Math 100 and
Math 310 professor, Alfred
Maria, who was teaching at
the University of Illinois in
Urbana. The two corre-
sponded for several years and
were married in 1938.
The Marias moved to

Brooklyn, New York, where
Alfred had obtained an in
structorship in math at Brook-
lyn College, and soon after,
May accepted a teaching posi-
tion there, too. Alfred focused
his energies on mathematical
research, but May spent the
duration of her career in the
classroom. She developed a
course for students studying
to be math teachers and wrote
a textbook, The Structure of
Arithmetic and Algebra (New

York: John Wiley, 1958).
After mandatory retirement at sev-

enty, Maria remained in New York
until 1993 then returned to Texas.
Retirement hasn't stopped her, how-
ever. At the age ofninety-two, Maria
is still teaching. Her latest algebra
tutorial included ladies from her Aus-
tin retirement home. Reflecting on a
lesson she learned long ago, Maria
says ofmathematics, "Teaching math
isn't that difficult. You just have to
teach in a way that they understand."

—Tracey Rhoades
With thanks to Karen Hess Rogers '68
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and Ben Greenwood (B.A.; B.S., 1937).
Ben has accepted the duty of representing

our class in the Annual Gifts Campaign this year,
so please make him happy by sending your con-
tributions to our growing university.

Also, make me happy by sending me news,
by phone or mail, to put in this column. You arc
the ones who will make it worth reading.

Class Recorder:
Beulah Axelrad Yellen
9406 Cliffwood Dr.
Houston, TX 77096
(713) 723-7318

Class recorder Beulah Axelrad Yellen (B.A.)
writes:

Our reunion was a remarkable .affair. It was
attended by many of our classmates. We had a
good time seeing friends that we hadn't seen in
so many years. Dr. Malcolm Gillis took time out
from his busy schedule to report on Rice's
progress in the field of nanotechnology. We are
so proud of our advancement in this field.

Carloss Morris (B.A.), our class president,
reported that there
were over sixty-five of
us in attendance.
Harriet Allen Fouke
(B.A.), who also
helped send out the
invitations, had each
of us stand and iden-
tify ourselves and give
a short résumé ofwhat
is going on in our lives
now. It was very in-
formative and inter-
esting to hear about
the adventures of our
classmates. I was so

glad to see Kingsland Arnold (B.A.) in atten-
dance. His Mary (B.A.) passed away this past
year. We were happy to also have Joe Williamson
'34 (B.A.). Joe's wife, Mary Crain Williamson
(B.A.), our classmate, also passed away in 1996.
He came as Harriet Fouke's guest. We missed
Larry O'Connor (B.A.), who was so very active
on our fiftieth reunion. Larry died on June 6,
1996.

Charles Ladner (BA.; B.S., 1937) gave the
opening prayer. Charles is married to my very
dear friend of many years, Christine Hall Ladner
(BA.). There were some that came from out of
town. Paul Blair (BA.) came from Calif. Kemp
Lewis (B.S.) came in from Tulsa, Okla. Virginia
Barnes McKinney (B.A.) came from Dallas.
Charlyne Mallory ( B.A. ) came from Beaumont,
and Simon Miron (BA.; M.A., 1938) came in
from Lake Jackson. If I left anybody out, please
let me know, so I can report it in the next issue.

David Red (BA.; B.S., 1939), who was
unable to be with us, sent us booklets including
pictures of his four years at Rice, and we do thank
you, David. (I have extra copies if anyone forgot
to pick one up.) I wish that you and Ellen could
have been with us. David wanted me to empha-
size, "Rootie toot toot. We are the boys from the
Institute."

We also missed John Yeager (B.S.) at the
reunion. John was recently honored by Stages, a
Houston theater. In the next issue, 1 will include
all of the interesting details.

Ray Waticin Hoagland ( B.A.; M.A., 1944),
who read the article that Marjorie Boyd Caldwell
(BA.) gave at our fiftieth reunion about how our
times have changed, added a little more to the

Carloss Morris

1. Beulah Yellen, Howard and Elisabeth Wil-
son, and Ray Watkin Hoagland 2. Christine
and Charles Ladner 3. Beulah, Doris Poole
Morris '37, and Harriet Allen Fouke at the Post
Oak Pharmacy celebrating Carloss's eighty-
first birthday 4. Bob and Myra Jewett

article. Yes, and our times arc still changing. I
have a copy of the original article that Marjorie
read and Ray is sending me a copy of her rendi-
tion of the article if anyone is interested in
obtaining a copy. Let me know. We were sure
sorry that Marjorie wasn't able to be with us. She
was surely missed.

We had beautiful harp music that accompa-
nied our meal. The harp was played by Ayren
Huslig, a graduate student studying harp at The
Shepherd School of Music.

I received a note from Elizabeth and Howard
Wilson (B.S.) and thought you would enjoy
reading part of it.

Elizabeth writes: "What a joy and a blessing
to be able to celebrate a sixtieth anniversary at
the luncheon reunion at Rice last week! We
enjoyed it tremendously.

"We both wanted to thank you, the commit-
tee, and Tracey for your time, effort, speeches,
and everything. So glad to be at your table,
which was further enjoyment, to visit over the
delicious meal. Thanks, too, for the Rice caps
and the hilarious May King and Queen."

I am sorry to report that V. Benner Dowe
(B.S.) passed away on Dec. 6, 1996. I wrote
about Benner in the fall Sallyport after receiving
a letter from his wife. We send our sympathies to
his family.

In conclusion, we all had a wonderful time
and are looking forward to our next reunion. As
we left, we were given Rice caps as souvenirs. I
have many wonderful photographs from the big
day and will be running a few in the next few
issues. And remember, "Rootie toot toot. We are
the boys from the Institute."

1937
Class Recorder:
Mary Jane Hale Rommel
504 Fairway Dr.—River Hill
Kerrville, TX 78028
(210) 896-4310

Class recorder Mary Jane Hale Rommel (BA.)
sends the following:

John E. Andrews ( B .A. ) writes: "Dear Mary
Jane: I want to thank you for the wonderful job
you have done over many years of keeping the
Class of '37 informed as class recorder. The
summer edition of Sallyport with that interesting
story about the Colonneh Club and their annual
spring outing at the River Hill Country Club in
Kerrville was of great interest to me because of
the many dear friends mentioned.

"Ward Adkins (B.A.) and I worked to-
gether in Venezuela back in 1942, and we do
keep up with him by correspondence and by my
occasional visits to Houston. I worked in Ven-
ezuela until 1962, when I was transferred to N.Y.
and then to Coral Gables. As controller of Esso
Inter-America, I worked all over Latin America
until retirement. Since then, we have divided our
time between winters in Coral Gables and sum-
mers in N.C.

"Elizabeth and I plan to attend Homecom-
ing in 1997 and will hope to see many old
friends, including the Adkinscs, John Wallace
(B.S.), and many others from those wonderful
days back in the late thirties.

"I have an address on the Internet and would
love to hear from friends. My code is
<VEN396aol.com>."

Receiving such a nice letter from you makes
writing this report all worthwhile. I only wish
others would make the effort to communicate
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and share their news. It would make my job
much easier. I, and your other friends, will look
forward to our sixtieth next year. We are already
planning the occasion. It would help if some of
our classmates would start sending news that we
could incorporate into an interesting program.
I'm sure there are some tremendous stories to be
told. Thanks for writing.

In Sept. out here in Kerrville, our River Hill
Country Club celebrated its tenth year since
becoming member-owned. A number of Rice
alumni who are members were seen enjoying the
dining and dancing. They were Moira and
Leonard Attwell '49 (B.S.; M.S., 1951), Julie
and Joe Finger '39 (B.S.), Laura and Jack
Clemens '42 (U.S.), and Virginia Ruth and Jack
Clarke (B.S.).

On Oct. 18, 1996, the "R" Association held
their twenty-fifth Rice Athletic Hall of Fame
Honorary "R" Award and Distinguished "R"
Award Dinner at the Owl Club at Rice Stadium.
The prestigious Distinguished "R" Award went
to Joe Finger, my good friend and neighbor here
in Kerrville. Since we had been good friends
through our high school and Rice years, Joe
asked me to be his "presenter" at the award
dinner/meeting. It was quite an honor, as Joe's
career included success stories in many fields,
making an extremely interesting program.

Joe and his pretty wife, Julie, have been
married fifty-two years. They have two children,
Jeff '75 (Wiess; B.A.) and Frances, and two
grandsons. Julie gave thirty-five years of volun-
teer service at Texas Children's Hospital in Hous-
ton. So loved and valued, when she retired the
hospital named the board of directors room for
the Women's Auxiliary the "Julie Finger Room."

Joe's father, Joseph Finger, was a prominent
Houston architect, who designed the city hall,
county courthouse, original terminal building at
Hobby Airport, and many other famous Hous-
ton landmarks. Young Joe grew up playing golf
at Westwood Country Club, where his father
had designed the clubhouse. He became club
champion at seventeen years of age.

At Rice, Joe was cocaptain of the golf team
that won the Southwest Conference title. He
graduated in '39 with a B.S. in chemical engi-
neering. After Rice, he attended M.I.T., where
he studied chemical engineering, corporate law,
and finance. Upon graduation from M.I.T., with
an M.S. in chemical engineering, he went to
work with Pan American Refining Corp., now
Amoco, in Texas City.

Later, he joined J. S. Abercrombie Company
and worked at their refinery in Old Ocean,
Texas. Due to his valuable contributions to the
petroleum industry during the war years, the
armed services chose to defer him from military
service.

The next step in Joe's career included his
invention of a unique product, corrulux, a fiber-
glass panel that lets light through. The business
skyrocketed and soon the product was marketed
worldwide. He merged his company with Libbey-
Owens-Ford Glass Company and remained presi-
dent of the corrulux division.

Many years were spent in Washington, D.C.
He organized and was national chairman of the
Young American Business Conference repre-
senting small, new U.S. corporations. His per-
formance and influence were so impressive in
Washington that he was asked to become vice
president of Muzak Corp. He declined the tempt-
ing offer, as he chose not to live in N.Y.

He served as chairman of the Preparedness
Committee during the Korean War in protecting
styrene allocation from congressional cuts. When

Mary Jane and Joe and Julie Finger

semiretired, he began to find time for his lifelong
hobby, golf, at which he excelled. A friend,
Ralph Plummer of Fort Worth, influenced him
to serve as a consultant in the sport or to become
a gol f course architect. He recommended Joe for
the golf course at Randolph Field Air Force Base,
and he got the job.

That was forty years ago. Since that time, Joe
has achieved worldwide recognition as a golf
course architect and consultant. He is known as
one of the top five U.S. golf course architects.
Five of his courses made the Golf Digest list of
America's one hundred greatest courses out of a
total of 12,000. Nine more earned the title of
best in each state.

In 1974 he was asked by Byron Nelson to
help design and build the River Hill Country
Club course in Kerrville, Texas. Since that time,
he and Nelson have worked on many courses as
a team.

Joe has designed and supervised the con-
struction of courses from N.Y. through the south -
cast, southwest, and into Calif., and Mexico, and
Puerto Rico, nine courses for the air force, and in
foreign lands such as Canada, St. Croix, Spain,
Italy, and Germany. Houston courses he has
worked on include River Oaks, Decrwood,
Kingwood, Lakeside, Westwood, and Golfcrest.

He is a member of the American Society of
Golf Course Architects and a director of the
National Club Assoc. His book, Golf Course
Architecture—And Other Unplayable Lies, will
soon be published.

This interesting and energetic multitalented
man has a lovely home with extensive fruit,
vegetable, and flower gardens, serves as founder
of the River Hill Pops Music Society, and is
consultant in the updating of the River Hill
clubhouse and golf course.

It was a delightul weekend—the awards func-
tion, the president's luncheon at the stadium,
and the Rice—Utah game seen from the president's
box at the stadium. Joe and other honorees were
called out on the football field to be introduced
at the half.

After reading the splendid article "Idyll in
Chappell Hill" in the Summer '96 issue of
Sallyport, a friend and I had the opportunity to
spend the night at Elizabeth Poorman Moore's
'38 charming bed-and-breakfast, thc Stagecoach
Inn. We were invited to visit a friend's farm
nearby and see miniature donkeys, so we called
Elizabeth for a reservation.

It was a heartwarming reunion, seeing lovely
Elizabeth again after all these years. Jt was sad to

miss Harvin '27 (B.A.; B.S., 1930), who passed
away in 1994. Their fourteen-room stone-and-
cedar inn is indeed a charming showplace, where
autographs of friends and famous visitors are
recorded in their guest book.

The inn, registered in the National Register
of Historic Places, is situated on a three-acre
tract along with several added structures includ-
ing a guest house and an antique shop. Colorful
terraced flower gardens are shaded by tall pecan,
cedar, and live oak trees.

The construction of the inn, begun in 1850,
provided early stagecoach lines with a popular
stopover between Houston and Waco or Austin.
Many years ago, while studying architecture at
Rice, Harvin had seen and admired the old inn.
After a highly successful career as a Houston
architect, Harvin and Elizabeth moved to
Chappell Hill and Harvin lent his expertise to the
research and restoration of numerous old homes
and structures in the Chappell Hill and Round
Top area. He obtained possession of the old inn,
in sad disrepair, and spent many years lovingly
bringing it back to its original splendor.

Elizabeth's love and appreciation of antiques
and rare collectibles, and her special talent of
knowing what to do with them, is evident
throughout the two-story building. Beautiful
old handmade quilts and spreads cover the beds,
ruffled curtains frame the windows, and there is
a mix of hand-braided, hooked, and Oriental
rugs scattered about on the original, worn wooded
floors.

Each room has its own charming character,
filled with antiques, unique primitive figurines
and paintings, and other rare collectibles. There
is evidence that Elizabeth gave many years of
loving attention to the searching and finding of
such unusual items. If only the walls could talk—
what intriguing talcs would unfold of bygone
days when weary travelers sought rest and relax-
ation at this special place.

The dining room, accented with highly pol-
ished brass candlesticks and beautiful antique
china, silver, and crystal, was the setting for a
delicious country breakfast.

The visit was a memorable one, and we hope
to repeat it soon. Elizabeth was a gracious and
charming hostess, making us feel so special and
welcome. 1 hope other Rice friends will soon
plan a visit to her delightful home and commu-
nity.

The Moores have two sons, Barry '62 (Wiess;
B.A.) and Harvin Jr. '59 (B.A.), and a grand-
daughter, Clara, who is having an interesting
career as an assistant to the publisher of Harper's
Bazaar in N.Y. City.

Class Recorder:
Phil Peden
2709 Essex Terrace
Houston, TX 77027-5211
(713) 623-6465

Class recorder Phil Peden (B.A.) regrets to
inform classmates that Virginia Sprague (B A.)
passed away on June 6, 1996.

Class Recorder Coordinator:
Dorothy Zapp Forristall-Brown
1250 Oakcrest Cir.1[139 Beaumont, TX 77706
(409) 892-1048
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Class Recorders:
Bob and Evelyn Junker Purcell
5102 Valerie
Bellaire, TX 77401

Sam and Frances Flanagan Bethea
309 Burnet Dr.
Baytown, TX 77520

Floy King Rogde
7480 Bccchnut #337
Houston, TX 77074

Class recorder coordinator Dorothy Zapp
Forristall-Brown (B.A.) writes:

On Sept. 13, 1996, Richard (BA.) and
Thelma Leigh gathered their handsome family
and many friends at the Junior League to cel-
ebrate their fiftieth wedding anniversary. The
beauty and elegance of the Hawaiian floral ar-
rangements throughout the rooms reminded all
that it was in beautiful Hawaii that Thelma and
Dick met in 1946. Icing on the cake for many of
their Rice friends was music by Kitt Reid—not
the Kitt Reid of the thirties and forties, but Kitt
Reid Jr. The love and joy that surrounded all
gathered that night will long be remembered.

I have heard that two of the members of our
class have received outstanding Rice U. honors.
I will tell you about one of them in our next
column, as I understand it has not been released
for publication. However, I am pleased to be
able to tell you about one of our outstanding
honorees.

Joe Finger at the awards dinner

Joe Finger (B.S.) was named the Distin-
guished "R." Man at the athletic department's
annual Hall of Fame Awards Dinner on Oct. 18,
1996. Please see the Class of 1937 Classnotes
column for all of the details. Mary Jane Hale
Rommel '37 (B.A.) introduced Joe at the dinner
and sent me the information for Joe's award. We
are so proud.

Now for Homecoming 1996. What a Home-
coming! We missed you if you weren't there, but
know you were in our thoughts, and all of us
hope we will all make it for Homecoming '97.
Frances Flanagan Bethea (B.A.) and Evelyn
Junker Purcell (B.A.) really spent time finding
the perfect place for our Homecoming lun-
cheon, which was held at the Rivoli restaurant.
The lunch was delicious, the tables pretty, and
everyone was in a real party mood. Those present,
and I do hope 1 did not miss anyone (if so, let me
hear from you), were: Frances and Sam Bethea
(B.S.; M.S., 1941), Bill Bush (B.S.), Marjorie
Ann Correvon Dewitt, Martha Ann Picton
Hines (BA.), David (B.S.) and Gene Keck,
Boyd (B.S.) and Pauline Kilgore, Dick Leigh,
Bill and Mary Frances Carter Lewis (B.A.),
John (B.S.) and Laura Stone McCulley '41
( B .A. ), Evelyn and Bob Purcell ( B .S.; M .A.,
1941), Ploy King Rogde (B.A.; MA., 1941),
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Bill Berry '40 ( BA.), Florence Corless Shipley
(BA.), John John (B.S.), Virginia and Al Ster-
ling (B.S.), Laurie Attkisson Waters, Philip
and Jimmie Shepherd Waters ( B.A. ), Alice Jean
and Gardner Winters (B.A.), Tom '40 (B.S.;
M.A., 1942; Ph.D., 1943) and Valerie Wier
(B.A.), Helen and Herb Jackson (B.S.), Charles
'35 and Roberta Montgomery Wilson (B.A.),
and Bill and I.

I passed out a sheet at the luncheon asking
everyone to please fill in the blanks. What clubs
do you belong to? What hobbies? Where did you
travel last year? What organizations do you be-
long to? What did you do in 1996 that was really
fun? Do you volunteer for some organization?
Brag about your children or grandchildren—we
can be proud of them with you. Did you receive
some nice honor? What good book have you just
read that some of us might like? Etc. Get busy
and send me some news. I need your help to
write a column.

What a great day we had on Sat, at the
football game. The weather was perfect. Bill and
I sat with Boyd Kilgore and Bill Bush. I said
"sat," but I was up more than I was down. What
a game with Rice, fifty-one, and Utah, ten. And
to think that Utah was ranked eighteenth in the
nation. Wow! I know we are all looking forward
to a wonderful repeat Homecoming next year.

A happy note. Our congratulations and best
wishes go to John Bell (B.A.) and Clara Parker,
who were married last Jan.

I just received a letter from James Alan
Shepherd Waters and Herb Jackson. They will be
included in the next write-up along with all the
letters that I am going to receive from you.

1940
Class Recorders:
Julia Taylor Dill
7715 Hornwood
Houston, TX 77036
(713) 774-5208

Wanda Hoencke Spaw
5614 Inwood Dr.
Houston, TX 77056
(713) 622-9845

Class recorder Julia Taylor Dill (B.A.) reports:
We had a letter from Betty Ann Howard

Winship of San Francisco. She is so interested in
what goes on at Rice. She was here for our fifty-
fifth class reunion in 1995 and enjoyed seeing
the Rice campus again. I wrote her back and said
she wouldn't recognize it today with its many
new buildings. Hope it will not be too long until
she returns. Although she attended only as a
freshman, she is still proud of the university and
its beautiful campus. If you would like to write,
her address is Mrs. S. R. Winship, 988 Corbett
Ave., San Francisco, Calif. 94151-1524.

Charles R. Wood (B.A.; B.S., 1952) re-
ported that classmates gave $38,900 to the 1995-
96 Rice Annual Gifts Campaign for undesignated
gifts for scholarships. Class participation of ninety-
four donors was 57 percent, making us rate just
short of "the top ten" of all the classes. In the
new fiscal year, your continued generosity will
help good students gets good education at Rice.
Please respond and help our class reach the 60
percent participation level. Our thanks go to
Charles for a job well done!

Wanda Hoencke Spaw (B.A.) reports she
received the following letter on Sept. 22, 1996,
from William R. Burns (B.A.).

William writes: "Having read in the last
Sallyport that an old friend, Cary King ( B.A.),

and my cousin, Hank Hudspeth (B.A.), are into
gardening, I decided to write in for the first time
in fifty-six years.

"Although my info may not be as momen-
tous as the above, I might stir a few old memo-
ries. Over twenty years ago, Hazel and I were
married, and I instantly acquired two sons and
three grandkids to go with my own three daugh-
ters. We now have five kids, eight grandkids, and
five great-grandkids.

"We live in a retirement area about twenty-
five miles out of San Diego, where Hazel is active
in gardening and hospital work while I lawn
bowl and play duplicate bridge and a local game
called 'Rekop.'

"We just returned from a cruise to Bermuda,
which is notable only because our new fifty-
thousand-ton ship was hit by Hurricane Eduardo
just two weeks before, and one could not believe
the power ofwater. The waves made two holes in
the bow, and the metal was ripped like tin. Two
hundred people would not return on the ship
and flew to N.Y. Our sea was like a millpond.
Although we raced to stay ahead of Hortense,
both headed toward N.Y. Hope to see you at the
sixtieth in 2000. With personal regards, Bill
Burns." Bill's address is 12787 Corte Cierna,
San Diego, Calif. 92128.

In conclusion, may we remind you, "time
marches on!" We hope you, who have intended
to write, will do so. Let us hear from you in 1997'

Class Recorder:
Mary Aline Earhart Austin
7230 Ridge Oak Dr.
Houston, TX 77088-5303
(713) 937-9040

1,41Karen Hess Rogers '68, Lida Picton Suules,
and Katharine Cameron Corscaden '43 visit-
ing at the Oct. 31 JULIET luncheon

Class recorder Mary Mine Earhart Austin
writes:

All who missed the fifty-fifth reunion and
luncheon missed a fun time. President Gillis
brought greetings and answered our questions.
Those members sending regrets were: Helen
Sullivan Davis (B.A.) from Orange, Calif.;
Evelyn Williams Bailey (BA.) and husband
Scott Field Bailey '38 ( B.A.), who live in a high-
rise in San Antonio and on Lake Austin in Austin;
and James F. Hogg, Ph.D., (B.A.) from Glen
Cove, N.Y. Vaughan B. Meyer (B.S.) came
from San Antonio; Dr. Nick Bellegie (B.A.) and
his wife, Arlene Granfors Bellegie '42 (B.A.),
came from their summer cottage in Mich.;
Marjorie Fulks McMillan (B.A.) came from
Colorado Springs, Colo.; and Ruth Minton
Beresford (BA.) was in from Altadcna, Calif. J.
H. Craddock (B.A.) from Granbury, Texas, was
out of the country.

Also sending regrets was Robert E. Fowler
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(BA.). Bob had a successful career as a CPA in
Houston. He was self-employed from 1950-90.
Bob and his wife, Frances Bishop Fowler (BA.),
had traveled widely in the U.S. and in Europe.
Paris, France, was their favorite. Frances became
Ill and died in 1990. Bob's hobbies are stamp
collecting, coins, Texana books, and naval his-
tory, and now he is deeply involved in his and
Frances's genealogy. He has a Rice family ances-
tor and has established a Mayflower ancestor. He
was commissioned an ensign in the U.S. Naval
Reserve in 1942 and retired in 1975 with the
rank of captain. He and Frances had two daugh-
ters, Susan Fowler Josey and Nancy Fowler
Atwood. They have four grandchildren. All live
in Houston.

We received notice of the death of Dr. John
L. Clark Jr. on Aug. 19,1996, in Odessa, Texas.
His widow, Augusta R. Scogin Clark, sent his
obituary. He was a U.S. Army Air Force fighter
pilot in VVW II. He received the DFC for heroism
and the Purple Heart after being shot down over
Anzio Beachhead. While on leave, he married
Augusta. They lived in Austin, then he attended
the UT Medical Branch in Galveston and was
flight surgeon at Bryan AFB. Hc received his
pediatric training in Houston. The Clarks moved
to Odessa in 1954, where he established his
pediatric practice. He retired in July 1996. He
was involved with the Special Olympics and Well
Baby Clinic and served on the staff of the Medical
Center Hospital and the Women and Children's
Hospital. He is survived by his wife, Augusta,
and five sons, John Scott of Calif., Mark Logan
of Odessa, Matthew Allen of Portland, Oreg.,
Peter Brett of Abilene, and Paul Lyman of Las
Cruces, N.Mex., and seven grandchildren.

Classmate Dr. John C. Freeman Jr. (B.A.)
and his wife, Marjorie Schaefer Freeman, at-
tended the reunion luncheon. After leaving Rice,
John received his M.A. degree in meteorology at
Cal Tech. From 1941-46, he was an army weath-
erman. While studying at Brown U., he met his
wife. John did advanced study at Princeton U.
then received his Ph.D. in meteorology at the U.
of Chicago. While at Texas A&M (1952-56), he
established the dept. of meteorology. From 1958-
90, he served as professor of meteorology at the
U. of St. Thomas, and from 1990 to present he
is professor emeritus at St. Thomas.

Currently, John operates the Weather Re-
search Center at 3227 Audley in Houston. He
now heads a fund drive to establish a weather
museum to be located at 3231 Audley in Hous-
ton. He has foundation backing but must secure
one-third from public donations. The museum
building is being readied and will be handicap
accessible. When completed, it will be the only
weather museum in the South.

Wife Marjorie is retired as assistant professor
of math at the U. of Houston downtown. Her
home was Chevy Chase, Md. She attended
Randolph-Macon Women's College. Their six
children are: John C. Freeman III; Walter Hamner
Freeman; Jill Freeman Hasling, who manages
the Weather Center; Cathryn Freeman Dinh
'76 (Baker; BA.), Helen Freeman, and Paul
Dotson Freeman.

I am sorry to report the death of classmate
William G. Robbins Jr. (B.S.) on Aug. 23,
1996. He was an engineer with Shell Oil Co. for
thirty-seven years. He was a past president of the
Rotary Club of West Houston, active in Bayou
City Flyers (radio-controlled model planes), and
held high positions in the First Riverside United
Methodist Church and later at Ashford United
Methodist Church. William and his wife, Bcttc
Davis Robbins, traveled extensively in the U.S.,

Western Europe, North Africa, Japan, and Spain.
He was a private pilot, amateur radio operator,
and enjoyed hunting and fishing.

Besides wife Bette, he is survived by one son,
Richard G. Robbins of Arlington, Va., who is a
lawyer with the Dept. ofthe Interior in Washing-
ton, D.C., and by two daughters, Dr. Peggy Sue
Owens, professor at the U. of Houston-Clear
Lake, and Judy Robbins, who is a teacher at the
U. of Ill. in Springfield and owns and operates a
dance studio. She is the recent bride of Paul
Miller. There are six grandchildren.

1941
Class Recorder:
Oscar N. Hibler Jr.
10306 Sugar Hill Dr.
Houston, TX 77042-1546
(713) 782-4499
E-mail: onhiblerjreaol.com

Class recorder Oscar N. Hibler. Jr. ( B.A. ) writes:
Our Nov. minireunion was held on campus

during Homecoming.! was unable to attend but
understand that in attendance were Earl (BA.)
and Joyce Wylie (BA.), Pat and Art Goforth
(B.S.), Harper '38 and Nell Poole Leiper (B.A.),
and Billye and Neal Heaps (B.S.).

I wrote in a previous article that we wanted
to get class golfers together for regular class golf
matches. We did not have an overwhelming
response, so Clint Morse (BA.) contacted the
Class of 1943 and arranged a match. The follow-
ing is Clint's account of the match, which he
prefaced with the remark, "In case you missed
the live TV coverage."

"The Classes of '42 and '43 golf match was
the opening 1996 Homecoming event played at
Memorial Golf Course on Oct. 30, 1996. The
team of George Pierce (B.A.; B.S., 1943),
Charlie Bartley (B.S.), Earl Wylie, and George
Flint (B.S.) battled to a draw with the team of
Ralph Young '43 (B.S.), Clint Morse, Buck
Wright ( B.A. ), and Meredith Jame* '43 (B.A.).
The next event will be sometime next spring and
golfers from both classes are welcome. Call Clint
Morse at (713) 621-3942 if you are interested in
participating."

I had a call from George Dutton, who came
down from Oak Park, Ill., to attend the meeting
of former members of the armed forces that was
held during Homecoming. George is a retired
captain in thc naval reserve. He sends his best to
his classmates that he was not able to contact
during his short visit to Houston.

lam pleased to announce that Brady Bartlett
Jr. '40 and Josephine Lucille Parks Bartlett
(B.A.) celebrated their fiftieth anniversary on
Aug. 31, 1996. The party was held in the Galvez
Hotel and Gaido's (of course). Sons Jim '74
(Baker; B.S. and M.M.E.) and Bill '71 (Baker;
B.A.) and best friend Evelyn Marquart Greer
(BA.) gave the crowd a true Rice flavor.

John Graves ( B A. )
was in Houston in Oct.
to give a reading from
his new anthology, The
John Graves Reader. The
event was held at the
Brazos Bookstore and
was well attended. John
was also featured in the
Oct. 13, 1996, Houston
Chronicle Texas Maga-
zine. His picture was on
the cover, and the article
described what John had
been doing during the

John Graves

years, referring to him as the "most distinguished
living Texas writer." John has led a most inter-
esting life and all of his classmates wish him
continued success in the future.

By the time you read this, Christmas will
have come and gone. I hope each of you had a
very Merry Christmas and a most Happy New
Year. Thanks for all of your contributions during
1996, and let me hear from you in 1997.

1943
Class Recorder:
Elizabeth Land Kaderli
4693 Adra Way
Oceanside, CA 92056-5143

Class recorder Elizabeth Land Kaderli (B.A.)
writes:

I went to Rice Homecoming Nov. 1-2 and
had a great time. The "war" classes of the years
'40—'50 were being "recognized" and there was
a separate reception for us. For some reason,
unclear to me, the athletes of those years were
entertained at a separate reception held in the
Rice Stadium field house. Had we all been to-
gether, we might have seen Billy Christopher
(B.S.), who was elected in Aug. to Rice's Hall of
Fame. The newspaper here in the Oceanside area
carried a column about his award.

The article stated that Billy was selected All-
America in 1942 and 1943 for his track-and-field
accomplishments. He was the broad jump cham-
pion for the NCAA, NAAU, the Southwest
Conference, Drake Relays, and the Texas Relays.
He was in the U.S. Marine Corps during WW II
and the Korean War. He was the assistant track
coach at Columbia U. prior to moving to Port-
land, Oreg., in 1947, where he became director
of athletics for the city's high schools. After
retiring from the marines in 1969, he became a
social studies teacher at Oceanside High School
and remained there until his retirement in 1981.
He assisted the track team while at OHS and
worked with Willie Banks, who later went On to
set a world record in the triple jump.

During the months preceding Homecom-
ing, I received some interesting mail, among
which was a letter from Morris "Eli" Sandel Jr.
(B.S.), who now lives in Green Valley, Ariz. The
letter is as follows:

"Dear Elizabeth: I am completely out of
touch with any of our classmates, but thought an
update might be in order since Sunny and I have
made a sea change in lifestyle.

"Even though Lakeway, Texas, (twenty miles
west of Austin on Lake Travis in the Highland
Lakes chain) was idyllic when Sunny and I moved
there in 1988, it has now grown to the point that
it is just another Austin bedroom community.
This means more traffic, the loss of that village
atmosphere, and large families moving in with
children that swell the popular school system.

"When the property taxes on our four con-
dos went to $6,000 with the promise of going up
each year to build one or two new schools to keep
up with the growth, we decided it was time to
relocate.

"Our search lcd us to Green Valley, Ariz.,
which we fell in love with at first sight. GV, an
unincorporated desert city at 3,000-feet alti-
tude, is essentially ofa retirement ambiance since
most of the subdivisions are age-restricted. It's
twenty miles south of Tucson and, with the
seventy-five-mile-per-hour speed limit, it takes
about fifteen minutes to access the big-store
necessities and the airport.

"We built a tiled-roof, stucco house with
desert landscaping and a 180-degree mountain
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view. Luckily it turns out we are on a wildlife run
with all kinds of birds, rabbits, some unidentified
squirrel-looking animals (not chipmunks), and a
pair of coyotes that seem to keep the area domes-
tic cat population under control. The quails and
doves sit patiently on our wall looking in our
windows waiting for thcir daily feed. The brightly
colored Gambel quails have a plume growing out
the top of their head which gives them a very
cute, saucy look. So far, we love it here.

"When we finish getting settled, we will try
to make contact with other Rice alumni in this
area. In the meantime, we would appreciate
hearing from any of the Frank Owens Literary
Society members that would like to reestablish
contact at 1136 N. Laramie Ln., Green Valley,
Ariz. 85614. Sincerely, Morris 'Eli' Sandel."

Speaking of getting in touch, Eli, you've
gotta' get integrated into the Greater Houston
Chapter of the Frank Owens Literary Society,
which meets at various lunch locations on an
irregular basis at which time a variety of subjects
are discussed including, according to Ralph
Young (U.S.), "What impact did the Prophet
Zarathustra have on ancient Middle Eastern cul-
ture?" At the last meeting, those in attendance
were: Joe Barnett ( B .S. ), Jinuny Harrell (U.S.),
Virgil Lehmberg (U.S.), Bill McBride (B.S.),
Bill Schleier (B.S.), John Tomfohrde (U.S.),
and Jimmy Walker (B.S.). Guest speakers are
welcome by the way, so call Ralph at (713) 494-
6293 or fax him at (713) 491-1747.

A really nice letter from Don Mitchell (B.A.),
who became an M.D. and lives in Houston,
enclosed a clipping about pain and knees and
herniated discs! All my bellyaching (my father's
favorite expression) about my knee has paid off,
you see!

As for Homecoming, the first "event" was a
luncheon sponsored by the JULIETs, a group
founded in answer to one organized a short time
ago by a group of men from Rice who call
themselves the ROMEOs (Rice Old Men Eating
Out). It was held on campus and organized by
Carolyn Tomek Dessain. To honor the occa-
sion, she invited a charming young couple from
Rice's Baker Shakespeare to do the Romeo and
Juliet balcony scene while she, Carolyn, played
hostess to the group in a swirling black chiffon
lengthy veil attached to the top of her cone-like
headdress. She was, I found on introduction,
Mrs. Capulet, Juliet's mom. For more details

2.

about the event, see the article in this issue.
Meantime, the names of us from the Class of '43
who were there are: Dado Burnham Coffinan
(B.A.), Katharine Cameron Corscaden,
Carolyn Tomek Dessain, Hortense Manning
Dyer (B.A.), Maybell Smith Harris (BA.),
Catherine Coburn Hannah (B.A.), Meredith
James (B.A.), Evelyn Smith Murphy (B.A.),
Ann Tuck Williams ( BA.), and Elizabeth Land
Kaderli.

At the luncheon, I talked to Evelyn Smith
Murphy, who told me there is a lot going on with
grandchildren. Evelyn and Walter '48 (B.S.;
M.S., 1950) established a Rice dynasty when
both attended Rice and two of their three chil-
dren were graduates also, Walter Jr. '77 (Lovett;
BA.; B.Arch., 1979) and Martha Murphy Folk
'68 (Brown). Grandchild Jennifer Folk '92
(Jones; BA.) made it in '92 and married last
summer to Kenneth Muno. They plan to settle
down and raise goats and make cheese in, I
believe Evelyn said, Wisc. (I've forgotten what
degree Kenneth has, but it fits right in with goats
and cheese.) Meantime, sister Torrey Folk made
the Rice scene also but moved north after three
years in order to pursue her interest in crew.
She's so good at it, she has been invited to spend
the next couple of years at an "elite" camp in
Wisc., where she is training for a possible spot in
the year 2000 Olympics.

Was that a full column or what? Keep in
touch.

Carolyn Tomek Dessain writes: "Oct. 31 at
Farnsworth Pavilion, Ann Tuck Williams and I
spearheaded a JULIET luncheon, Just Us Ladies
Interesting Entertaining Talk. Shakespeare Heads
who helped make the event a 'terrific success'
were: Elsa Holland Horlock '55 (B.A.),
Carmalee DeGeorge '47 (B.A.), Lynn Mathre
'79 ( Hanszen; B.A.; M.Acc., 1981), Mary Kay
Stiles Jax '50 (B.A.), Marty Gibson Roessler
'50 (B.A.), Elsie Taylor Dickson '48 (B.A.),
Mary Jo Baker Perkins '58 ( B A. ), and Maydelle
Burkhalter '53.

"Rice alums and friends buzzed about with
the excitement of seeing old buddies and with
the idea of a new alum group, the JUL1ETs,
fashioned after the success of the ROME0s. For
info, call Carolyn Dessain at (713) 963-9182 or
Ann Tuck Williams at (713) 526-1789."

1. L-R Ann Tuck Williams, Evelyn
Smith Murphy, and Elisabeth Land
Kaderli

2. Carolyn Tomek Dessain and Rice
Vice Provost and Librarian Charles
Henry

1944
Class Recorder:
Larry Hermes
2028 Albans Rd.
Houston, TX 77005
(713) 529-409

Joyce Winning Nagle (B.A.) writes: "Bonnie
Sue Wooldridge (B.A.) is one of our class VIPs.
She is the national treasurer of thc American
Needlepoint Guild, Inc., a group with 8,000
members. Bonnie can do anything with a com-
puter, has an e-mail address, fax, etc. Long active
with the Houston Grand Opera, Bonnie was the
first to be honored by the opera as the Volunteer
of the Year. She is active with the Harris County
Historical Society as is Maggie Morrison Mays
(B.A.). They both volunteer in the society's
library.

"Charlie (A&M Class of '44) and Maggie
enjoyed Homecoming '96 with son Marshall
'81 (Lovett; B.A.; B.Arch., 1983), a promising
playwright living in N.Y. Daughter Christi '83
(Jones; B.A.) is a fine young actress, seen on TV
and at the Alley Theater doing both Shakespeare
and more modern plays. Maggie is active with
the Owen Wister Literary Society alumnae. The
OWLS have become active on campus this year.

"Frank '42 (B.A.; B.S., 1943) and Betty
Lee Secor Peerman (B.A.) came to Homecom-
ing '96 from Corpus Christi and brought Ottis
Pearson Secor '21 (BA.) for her seventy-fifth
Rice reunion! She confided to Maggie that she
was really in the 1920 class but dropped out to
get married, then graduated in 1921.

"Dorothy Hagner Sattler hopes she inher-
its the good genes that her mother, Dorothy
Hagner, seems to have, along with a lot of TLC
from her family. Mrs. Hagner was honored with
a one-hundredth-birthday party, then out to
dinner, a brunch the next day, and other parties
all the next week!

"Rosemary King (B.A.) has retired after a
business career but is enjoying Rice activities.
Active in the Society of Rice University Women,
she enjoyed a trip to Lake Conroe for a luncheon
on the lake. This fall, Rosemary was interested
and joined the tour of Glenwood Cemetery. Led
by Russ Pitman '58 (B.A.), the cemetery tour
and picnic were sponsored by the Rice Historical
Society. Greg Marshall '86 (Baker; B.A.), di-
rector of university relations, is president of the
Historical Society this year. Our class is well
represented on the board with Ray Simpson
( B .S.; C . Eng., 1947) as treasurer, Georgia
Meisner Tipton (B.A.), a new member, me,
serving as corresponding secretary, and Ted
Workman '49 (B.S.). We all knew Ted as being
in our class, but he is listed as Class of 1949. Ted
has a Dec. job and will come to your house as
Santa Claus with his real white hair and beard.
He is available for parties, and he can be reached
at (713) 977-4680.

"Far away retirees: Betty Jo Brady Heydt is
in Jackson, Wyo. Tandy and Mary Aileen Turner
Lofland arc in Anchorage, Alaska. Bill and Mary
Elizabeth Baxter Redd (B.A.) arc relaxing at
Elkins Lake, Texas.

"Sad note. Paschal Clarke (B.A.) passed
away in Oct. He was a distinguished psychiatrist
and served as president of the foundation for the
Museum of Health and Medical Science. His
wife is Lucille Musgrave Clarke (B.A.).

"John Sellingsloh (B.A.), respected barris-
ter who recently retired from Baker & Botts, sent
a clipping about Msgr. Joe Crosthwait, who
retired June 30, 1996, after serving the Diocese
of Galveston-Houston as a priest for forty-three
years. I remember Joe dancing every dance at our
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Sat, night parties.
"One last comment. The 1940s reunion in

the ludC with Johnny Dyson's music was such
fun. Let's all tell Jennifer Harding many thanks
and do it again.

John SeUingsloh and Katherine Fischer Drew

"I have included a photograph of John
Sellingsloh and Katherine Fischer Drew (B.A.;
M.A., 1945) taken at a reception honoring
Katherine for fifty-plus years of service to Rice
and to celebrate the establishment of the
$125,000 Katherine Fischer Drew Endowment.
The reception was held last April."

1O45
Class Recorder:
Jack Joplin
150 Gcssncr Rd., PHI
Houston, TX 77024-6137
(713) 960-1582 (home)
(713) 498-6331 (office)

Class Recorder:
Doris Ehlinger Anderson
5556 Cranbrook
Houston, TX 77056
(713) 871-8099

Class recorder Doris Ehlinger Anderson (B.A.)
writcs:

We received a letter from Dr. Brice "Pinky"
Quarles saying, "I wish to express my heartfelt
appreciation and genuine gratitude for this past
weekend in Houston. Not a single item having to
do with a successful fiftieth anniversary for the
Class of 1946 was overlooked."

Doris continues: We went over the top on
our scholarship. Dr. Gillis paid us the compli-
ment of being at our reunion and in his address
made the loveliest comments on Rice and our
Class of '46. Mary Jane Goff( B.A.) was master
of ceremonies. The Reverend C. Edwin
Murphey (B.S.), president of the Class of '46
and reverend of the Nazarene Church, asked the
blessing. Edwin has been married to his wife,
Evelyn, for thirty-nine years and put it succinctly
When he said, "1 learned that life is richest and
most satisfying when one can contribute to the
well-being of others." Edwin is seen in photo
number one with his wife, Evelyn, Lida ICittrell
Barrett (B.A.), who is currently professor of
math at West Point, N.Y. (cat your hearts out
ladies!), and me. Lida finds that in "playing the
hand that is dealt," one can have an immensely
satisfying life.

After a fantastic dinner as only Mr. Gaido of
the Faculty Club can execute, Mary Jane Goff,
reunion chair, introduced her committee as tbl-
lows: Marfy Headrick Clements, Katherine
Bayless Dobelman ( BA.). Muriel Wicks
Escobar ( B.A.), Mildred McCall Fike ( B.A.),

3.

8.
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J. Roy Goodearle (B.S.), Pat West Houck
(B.A.), Allan James ( B.A.; B.S., 1947), Madge
West Jones (BA,), Margaret Scott Keeland
( BA.), Louise Loose Levy ( B.A. ), Suzanne
Jonsson Mercado ( B.A.), William C. Milstead
( B.S. ), Sara Nan Snoddy Peterson ( B.A.),
Camille Dockery Simpson ( B.A.), Catherine
Thompson Zelsman (B.A.), and me, Doris
Ehlinger Anderson. Mary Jane further intro-
duced the scholarship recipients, and Ann Patton
Greene '71 (Brown; B.A.), executive director of
the Assoc. of Rice Alumni, with the help of
Madge West Jones, presented golden "R" pins
to each member of the class present. The evening .
was made perfect with music provided by Johnny
Dyson and his Big Band Sound.

Seen visiting in photo number two are Muriel
Wicks Escobar, wife of the ambassador, Mary
Simpson LaRue '47 ( B.A.), Ray Simpson's
'44 (B.A.; C.Eng., 1947) sister, Ray's wife,
Camille Dockery Simpson, Ann Bray Berling
'47 (B.A.), and me. Mary, Ann, and other class-
mates of the next class such as J. Janicek had "the
best time," they said. I suppose they were taking
notes for next year.

Louis Wagner (B.S.), class treasurer, com-
pares notes with Allan James, who is often pressed
into service as treasurer, in picture number three.
Also included is Allan's wife, Betty, the real
estate mogul, and Camille Quarles, wife of Dr.
Brice "Pinky" Quarles, who was a Dallas athletic
director and later principal, and me. Pinky
coached teams that won seven city and district
championships. Nice going!

In picture number four, we have Joy Joyce
Kittrell ( B.A.), wife of Norman. Norman's sister
is Lida Kittrell Barrett. We also see Catherine
Henry Anthony (B.A.), wife of James P. An-
thony '45 (ES.), and Marion Holland Kisling
( B.A. ) welcoming Jane Raubold Westmoreland
(B.A.) back to Houston, and me.

Ann Greene, Geane Alida Brogniez Jeffrey
(B.A.), who hosted Lady Baden-Powell in the
Netherlands, Beverly Taylor Maurice (BA.),
and I are all smiles in picture number five.

Mary Jane, who was on the Rice Alumni
Fund and the Rice University Fund Council
1982-88 and 1995-96, the Golden Anniversary
Scholarship Committee, and the fortieth Rice
reunion committee, receives applause, praise,
felicitations, congratulations, ovations, bravos,
and accolades from Beverly and me in picture
number six.

At the end of the evening, we gathered up
our goodies to go home and congratulated our-
selves on how much stronger we arc to start on
the second fifty than we were on the first fifty
years. Finally, in picture number seven, Mary
Dee Bradley ( B.A. ), Mary Ruth Omer Darnell
(B.A.), who shares Clinton's thought that life is
not a dress rehearsal, and I gather up our bro-
chures and golden "R" pins and some wonderful
memories.

Also seen in this austere crowd were Dora
and Leslie Cookenboo '47 ( B.A.), Ella Collins,
Stephen Fox, and Don '48 (B.A.) and Evelyn
Burke Anderson (BA.). Evelyn says, "A good
friend is forever, especially those made at Rice."
Mary Dee says, "No one changed in fifty years."
I loved seeing Margie Stroup Hood '45 (BA.),
Rosalie Meek King (B.A.), and Sara Nan and
Tony Peterson '49 (U.S.), both of whom were
looking great. Louise Loose Levy and Joe were
greeting and inviting everyone to their home—
and that will be a tale for another day with that
wonderful football game. The weather couldn't
have been more cooperative, until our box was
completely shaded and we went looking for the
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warmth of the sun.
Carolyn Tomek Dessain '43 provided photo

number 8 of Beverly Taylor Maurice and Allan
James enjoying themselves at the JULIET lun-
cheon.

1047
Emily Butler Osborn (B.A.) sends
her final submission as class recorder
for the Class of 1947:
Al Woelfel (ES.; M.E.E., 1978),
chairman, and 1947 Golden Com-

mittee members Carmalee DeGeorge (B.A.),
Robert Gleason Jr. ( B.S.), Robert Goff ( B.S.),
Nancy Harris, Arthur M. Kotch (B.S.), John
McKee (B.A.), Emily Butler Osborn, Sara
Meredith Peterson (B.A.), Hally Beth Walker
Poindexter (B.A.), and Gil Tausch (B.S.) met
on Oct. 2. Chairman Al Woelkl announced that
our Scholarship Fund was approaching the half-
million-dollar mark. He urged us to renew our
dedication to our university and continue our
giving in order to have our class, small in num-
ber, be large in generosity and thanksgiving for
our own educations. In 1995 only 32.8 percent
of our class contributed to the Annual Cam-
paign. Let's raise it to over 50 percent in our final
scholarship year ending in Oct. 1997.

Emily has retired as Class Recorder for the Class of
1947. Anyone interested in assuming the post can
contact Tracey at (713)831-4700 ext. 112. Thanks
for your help.

1148
Class Recorder:
Doris ten Brink Tessieri
5506 Holly Springs Dr.
Houston, TX 77056-2024

Class recorder Doris ten Brink Tessieri (BA.)
writes:

Homecoming was a gathering of the old
crowd. Genial Joe Reilly ( B.S.), Marilyn Miller
Weatherford (B.A.), and Elleanor Graham
Tyng (B.A.) welcomed the group to a meeting
under the banner of the Class of'48 at the alumni
reception, Fri., Nov. 1. On hand were Lin
Crossman (ES.), Mary Louise DeAnda (B.A.),
Ed Jennings (ES.; M.A., 1949), Dorothy Lee
and Charlie Headrick ( B.A.), and Walter ( B.S.;
M.S., 1950) and Evelyn Murphy '43 (B.A.).
There also was a warm welcome for Sara
Meredith Peterson '47 ( BA.).

Sat, before the game the Class of '48 banner
was transferred to the tent for the tailgate party.
The faithful included Joe Reilly, Elleanor Tyng,
and Marilyn Weatherford partying with Marilyn
and Larry Chapman (ES.), Walker ( B.S.;
C.Eng., 1949) and Kathy Alcorn Duffle '51
(B.A.), J. H. and Marion Merseburger Free-
man (B.A.; M.A., 1950), Marvin and Mary Sue
Fox Grace (B.A.), Ed Jennings, Allen '44 (B.S.)
and Martha Jameson Lewis (B.A.), Bob '46
(B.S.) and Betty Anne Turner Manning (B.A.),
Walter and Evelyn Murphy, George (B.S.) and
Mary Weismann Peterson '49, Joe Tamasy
(ES.), George (B.A.) and Betty Bob Storm
Wahnsley (BA.), and Maribel and Dale Wooddy
(ES.). Although Joe Crosthwait '44 is officially
listed as Class of '44, Father Joe claimed a place
at our gathering. 'Twas glorious fun, and after-
ward Rice beat Utah, which definitely put a glow
on the Homecoming festivities.

On a sadder note, we report the death of
Rosalee Parks Bagby on Nov. 4, 1996, in
Houston. Rosake started at Rice with our class
but transferred to Baylor. She taught in the

Houston public schools for thirty-nine years. In
recent years, she had been active with the Society
of Rice University Women.

A call to Sallyport reports that Rodney
Quinby (B.A.) had a serious stroke quite a while
ago, but he is recovering nicely at Brighton
Gardens. Marilyn Weatherford and Elleanor Tyng
intend to pay him a visit soon and want him to
know that all of his classmates wish him well.

1950
Class Recorder:
Marty Gibson Roessler
4040 San Felipe #229
Houston, TX 77027-3944
(713) 963-8595

Class recorder Marty Gibson Roessler ( B.A.)
writes:

AU smiles at the JULIET luncheon 1,-11
Marjorie Bray Chapman, Pat Arnsler

Cruikshank, and Marty Gibson Roessler

Homecoming 1996 began with the first ever
JULIET luncheon held in Farnsworth Pavilion.
The purpose of this newly formed group of Rice
female alums is to get together to chat and relax
with old friends. There arc no dues and invita-
tion is by word of mouth, so all are truly wel-
come. Allan James '46 (B.A.; B.S., 1947) of the
ROMEOs (Rice Old Men Eating Out) came as
a guest speaker. The men's group has been very
successful. Among those attending were Marjorie
Bray Chapman ( B.A.), Pat Amster Cruikshank
( B.A. ), Mary Kay Stiles Jaz (B.A.), 1..ce Mary
Parker Kobayashi (B.A.), and yours truly.

The Class of 1950 Scholarship Committee
had their fall luncheon meeting in Oct. at Cohen
House. Ronald Conn ( B.S.) has ably taken over
as chair of the committee for year number two
and requests your continued support. Remem-
ber that this is a "perpetual" scholarship fund
and that many students will benefit for many
years to come from your gifts and contributions,
Ron saw several committee members at Home-
coming, including Bill Baird '49 (B.A.), Charles
Spain (B.A.), Harry Hoover) B.A.; B.S., 1951),
and Alva Carlton (B.S.). Anyone interested in
coming to the spring luncheon should get in
touch with either Ron or me.

Another fall activity was the fiftieth reunion
of our 1946 football team. Among those enjoy-
ing the celebration were Van Ballard (B.S.),
Walter Coffer (U.S.), Delwood Lee (B.A.),
George Miner ( B.S. ), Joe Watson ( B.S. ), Froggy
Williams ( B.A.), Woodrow Wilson (B.S.), and
Jack Wolcott (B.A.). Rice was SWC cochamp
that year and played Tenn. in the Orange Bowl.
In keeping with tradition, a representative from
the Orange Bowl came and invited the team to a
week of festivities in Miami, including riding in
the parade, attending the Orange Bowl game,
and being presented to the crowd at halftime.
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Wow! What memories!
Alice York Liddell (BA.) and Barbara

Roos Castille (B.A.) had a chance for a nice visit
at a recent cocktail reception.

Sad news. Two °four class members recently
Passed away. Our deepest sympathy to the fami-
lies of Joe T. Taylor (B.S.) and Edgar T. Nagle
(B.S.). Also, condolences to Marvin Woskow
(B.A.) who recently lost his mother, Esther
Woskow Selzer. Although not in our class, it is
With sadness to also report the passing of Oliver
M. Bakke Jr. '38 (B.A.).

FYI: Lawrence F. "Larry" Athy Jr. (B.S.)
and wife, Martha Jane, live at 3834 Overbrook
Ln., Houston, Texas 77027 and have a daugh-
ter, Gayle Lynn. Larry served as yeoman in the
U.S. Navy from 1945-46. He was a roustabout
With Warren Oil Corp. until 1950 and then
became an engineer for Wyatt Metal and Boiler
Works from 1950-55, where he worked with
Pressure vessels. Larry became the manager of
engineering and manufacturing for Polymer
Engineering Corp., where he was involved with
fiberglass workboats. He went on to become
senior vice president and part owner of South-
western Manufacturing Co. in the southwestern
controls division, which distributed hydraulic
Components. Among other things, Larry was an
engineering consultant from 1978-85. In his
retirement, he likes to walk, do research in gene-
alogy, and study pre-Columbian North Ameri-
can history. Two of his books on family geneal-
ogy have been published. He spoke at the
twenty-seventh Annual Chacmool Archaeologi-
cal Conference in Calgary and also at the third
International Conference of Mayaists at Chctumal
in Mexico. Twelve of his papers on pre-Columbian
history have been published or are in press. Hc
and an associate have been granted a permit by
the Mexican government to obtain mortar
samples and secure C14 dates for the brick
temples at the Comalcalco site, Tabasco, Mexico.
When asked what he has learned since graduat-
ing from Rice, Larry states, "I have learned most
of what I now know through work experience,
study, and interaction with other people. The
importance of the excellent education that 1
received at Rice lies in thc fact that Rice taught
me how to learn and gave me the confidence to
try to do more difficult things." Thanks, Larry.
Now let's hcar from thc rest of you!

Once again, I'm going to request that you
send me updates of your current activities, snap-
shots, or whatever to share with your classmates.

1951
Class Recorder:
Greg Davis
7815 Burgoyne
Houston, TX 77063
(713) 781-1996

Class recorder Greg Davis (B.A.; B.S., 1952)
sends the following news:

Our forty-fifth reunion weekend was a great
success. More than one hundred classmates and
spouses attended the gala cocktail buffet in the
AMC's Grand Hall on Fri. night. Don Mathes
(BA.; B.S., 1952) coming from Norway was
credited with the longest journey to attend. The
jovial group had much fun in visiting, eating, and
listening to the big band hits of the forties on a
super-big jukebox. The reunion committee
headed by Mrs. Colleen Alessandra Jennings
(B.A.) did an excellent job in making all the
arrangements. The committee is pictured in the
attached photo. Left to right we have Mrs. Fofo
Catsinas Lewis (B.A.), Tom Smith (BA.),

The Class of 1951 reunion COM, e

Mrs. Mary B. Attwell Worrell ( B.A.), Mrs. Gay
Schneider Beamon ( B.A. ), Bill Hartwig (BA.),
Colleen, Jim Gerhardt (B.A.), and Mrs.
Geraldine Smith Priest (BA.). Many thanks.

The Rice—Utah game was just like old times—
we won! Thus, the after-game party at Mary B.
Attwell Worrell's was a great success with much
talk about Rice football in the fifties. Dick Roach
(B.A.; B.S., 1952) made a grand appearance! A
very full house and good food made a great
evening

Geraldine Smith Primo and Jim P. Jackson

The big story of the forty-fifth reunion is the
kickoff of the five-year Golden Anniversary En-
dowed Scholarship Campaign. This scholarship
program has been the primary fund-raising pro-
gram of every Rice graduating class since the
Class of '29. The $500,000 goal °four class is an
all-time high for this scholarship program.
Geraldine Smith Priest, pictured with Jim P.
Jackson (B.A. ), will be the chair °four campaign
committee of thirty-six classmates. Jim P. Jack-
son has formed a group of "financial backers" to
match all increases in annual giving by any mem-
ber of the Class of '51. We will need everyone to
participate in this worthy endeavor to reach our
high goal.

The '51 "chem-e"s enjoyed a reunion lun-
cheon that my wife, Rosamay, and I hosted.
Twelve of our class of twenty and spouses at-
tended as did Dr. and Mrs. William Akers and
Dr. Riki Kobayashi '44 (B.S.) and his wife, Lee
Kobayashi '50 (B.A.). Dr. Norris Keeler ( B.A.;
B.S., 1952) and his wife, Miriam, were the
special guests.

The best stories of the forty-fifth reunion
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Miriam and Norris Keeler

were as follows:
We enjoyed Ken (B.A.) and Gloria Braud's

story of a bold daylight robbery in Spain. After
renting a car at the Seville airport, they and
another couple started a pleasant drive through
the countryside. Only a kw miles out, they had
a flat and almost immediately a nice man pulled
in behind to help change the tire. He helped get
the luggage out of the trunk and then asked the
ladies to get out of the car so he could jack up the
car. Then two accomplices appeared and, at
gunpoint, loaded up the luggage, billfolds, purses,
and jewelry and drove off. Ken had his passport
hidden in his shirt and this was the only salvation
for the four. They eventually got home safely—
but have lasting memories and an interesting
story to tell.

Another good story is Tom Eubank's (BA.)
claim to being a ten-year-veteran elk hunter who
goes to Mont. each fall. On her very first hunt,
his daughter, Laura, a recent TCU graduate,
killed the largest elk bagged in Mont. this fall.
Now that Tom has allowed a young lady to show
up all the macho hunters, there is some question
whether Tom will be allowed back on his Mont.
lease.

Geraldine Smith Priest, Tom Smith's younger
sister, is a very busy person. A history major at
Rice, she has many articles and a book, The
Development of Culture in America Before the
Civil War, to her credit. She has three children
and four grandchildren. Geraldine was widowed
in 1991. Music has always been of special inter-
est. She plays the piano and has always been a
volunteer with the Houston Symphony. She was
a board member before heading up the Ima
Hogg National Young Artist Competition for
eleven years. She was president of The Shepherd
Society for two years and also chaired their very
successful building-fund drive. She is the right
person to lead our scholarship campaign.

John Paul Papuga ( B.A.), the key player on
the East Hall intramural teams, writes from
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Pittsburgh that he is an avid reader of Sallyport.
He agrees with some articles but disagrees with
some viewpoints of recent articles. He points out
that the Class of '51 will have the first fiftieth
reunion in the twenty-first century and that you
shouldn't need Math 100 to make this determi-
nation.

Mrs. Helen Stephens Wilcox (BA.) has
recently moved back to Houston from Murray,
Ky. Helen worked for Humble Oil for ten years
before marrying. Hcr late husband was a Ph.D.
professor in musicology at USC in Los Angeles
before moving to Ky. They have one son, who is
a computer graphics specialist in L.A. Helen was
widowed in late 1995. Her new address, and the
house in which she grew up, is 1211 Peden,
Houston, Texas 77006.

Mrs. Mary H. Young writes that her hus-
band, Charles W. Young (BA.; B.S., 1952),
died on May 26, 1996, after a short bout with
cancer. She further states that they had never
missed a Rice reunion and his Rice connection
was always a great joy to Charles. He had worked
for Southwestern Bell for thirty-four years be-
fore retiring as district manager in 1986. Charles
and Mary have three children and five grandchil-
dren. Charles's cheerful and positive attitude will
be greatly missed by all who knew him.

1952
Class Recorders:
Al Jensen
3030 Reba Dr.
Houston, TX 77019
(713) 524-2328 (home)
(713) 975-8990 (work)

Pat Moore
5251 Birdwood
Houston, TX 77096-2503
(713) 668-9044
E-mail: mooreacivil.rice.edu

Class recorder Pat Moore (B.A.; B.S., 1953)
writes:

In the summer issue of Sallyport, Al and I
noticed that excerpts from two letters were pub-
lished that we weren't aware had been received.
The two were from Philip Scott (B.A.) and
George McDaniel (B.A.; B.S., 1953), and we
appreciate hearing from both. Coincidentally,
Dick Wilson (BA.; BS., 1953) and I ran into
George at an alumni gathering before the Rice—
Air Force game in Colorado Springs last Sept.
George took a great deal of delight in reminding
me of how much he enjoyed "brooming" me
when I was a freshman. He explained that al-
though a sophomore at the time of the hazing,
he later joined our class when "Pappy" Ryon
delayed his academic progress by a year. Despite
the reminder, the reminiscing was fun; however,
we were disappointed that no other class mem-
bers from Colo, showed up for the game. Several
weeks later at the UTEP game in El Paso, there
was no one from our class that attended. Too
bad, because the alumni association has been
arranging some great functions at the out-of-
town games.

Corecorder Al Jensen (B.A.; B.S., 1953)
reports: "I have heard from Mary Wheeler Zelle
'57, the sister of Carol Wheeler Bell ( B.A. ), that
Carol died Sept. 30 in Johns Hopkins Hospital
from complications of scleroderma, which is an
under-researched, relatively rare, chronic disease
affecting approximately 300,000 people in the
U.S., mostly women. Through separate read-
ings, I've learned that scicroderma means 'hard-
ening of the skin' and is caused when a protein

produced by the body's connective tissue (col-
lagen) is made in excess. Memorial contributions
are requested to United Scleroderma Founda-
tion (408) 728-2202, a spokesperson of which is
Seinfeld's Jason Alexander, whose sister suffers
from the disease.

"Mary forwarded a lengthy obituary, which
pointed out that since earning a master's degree
in social work at the U. of Louisville in 1965,
Carol spent her career meeting the needs of the
mentally ill and urban poor. Her recent work
focused on people admitted involuntarily to
mental institutions through the court system.

"Carol is survived by her husband, five chil-
dren, seven grandchildren, a sister, and an aunt.
I was reminded that two of Carol's uncles were
Rice graduates, George Wheeler '18 (B.A.) and
Ernest Kennedy '37 (Ph.D.)."

We also regret to report that Charles K.
Campbell (B.A.; B.S., 1953) passed away on
Nov. 1, 1996.

1953

1954

Class Recorder:
Jackie Darden Rundstein
10702 Willowisp Dr.
Houston, TX 77035-3522
(713) 723-5291

Class Recorder:
Mary Anne Mewhinney Collins
P.O. Box 271
Hunt, TX 78024

Class recorder Mary Anne Mewhinney Collins
(BA.) writes:

Congratulations to our Bob Curl (BA.),
Nobel Prize winner in chemistry. What a great
honor for Rice and the Class of '54! I saw the
news first in the San Antonio Express-News, as
Bob is a hometown boy. The article stated that
Bob got his start with a chemistry set he got at
Christmas when he was eight years old. He
immersed himself in science classes when he was
in high school in San Antonio.

I had a letter from Bill Turnham (B.A.) who
lives in Jackson, Miss. Bill was suffering a nostal-
gia-for-Rice attack. Receiving a fund-drive letter
caused him to go to the Campanile, and, you
know how it goes: he spent the evening reminisc-
ing.

Bill writes: "I, for one, shall never forget the
intimidating welcoming speech in Sept. 1950:
'Look at the person on each side of you—one of
you won't be here four years from now.' (War-
ren Jaycox [BA.] was on one side, and my high
school friend, John Butterworth, was on the
other side—Warren and I made it!) Then there
was the continued harassment that our 'friends'
of the Class of '53 bestowed upon us 'slime' and
those despicable beanies, green ties, and red
suspenders (I've never worn suspenders since!),
especially during hell week!" Bill fondly remem-
bers "my first registration, the snake parade and
pep rally at the Rice Hotel, the pajama parade
ending in the lobby of the Shamrock, Patti Page
forgetting part of the national anthem at the
opening game in our beautiful new stadium,
watching the sun set, rise, set again, and rise
again while completing a six-week project on the
second floor of Anderson Hall (which convinced
me to change majors!), Math 100, the shock of
the midsemestcr grades our freshman year, Math
200 (ugh!), English 100, French 300 (no En-
glish spoken in class!), the spelling test at the end
of our sophomore year, Fondrcn ̀ lake' during
the seemingly yearlong rainy season, the icc

storm between semesters our freshman year,
waiting in line for the epicurean delights and
food fights in Ma Hardy's ptomaine tavern,
Armistice Day parades down Main St., watching
the 'submarine races' in Hermann Park, spring-
time elections, 'the lounge,' late-night coffee at
Bill Williams's, gentleman Jess Neely, beating
Texas in Austin, never losing to the Aggics,
homecoming bonfires, Aggie watches, greased
poles, winning the SWC championships in foot-
ball and basketball, the Cotton Bowl and Dickie
Moegle's '55 (B.S.) one-man show (that's the
way he spelled it back then!), Rondelet, Archi-
Arts, Rally Club parties, the Navy Ball, the
Follies, parties at some of your parents' homes,
our senior weekend at New Braunfels, then,
finally, during! The one that's harder to get than
any other ring in the world, and far more presti-
gious! And also, final, final exams, and at long
last after four years of blood, sweat, and tears, a
degree and that Owl-shaped diploma, and a
commission in the army/navy/marine corps for
some of us guys!"

Bill plans to retire in Sept. 1997 to
Murfreesboro, Tenn., where his son is head
basketball coach in the state's largest high school.
He's planning to make our reunion in 1999.

I have been elected to the Alumni Board for
a three-year term. I am so pleased to represent
our era. Please let me know how lean serve you.

Classnotes has learned that Lamar Cecil (B.A.)
is a professor at the U. of Washington 8c Lee.
The second volume of his work on Wilhelm II
was published by the U. of N.C. Press this past
Oct. While at Rice, Lamar graded for Katherine
Fischer Drew '44 (BA.; MA., 1945). He is a
remarkable scholar oflate - nineteenth- and twenti-
eth-century German history.

1955
Class Recorder:
Bruce Laubach
4927 Firestone Dr.
College Station, TX 77845
(409) 690-7404

Class recorder Bruce Laubach (B.A.) sends the
following:

Nancy Moore Eubank ( BA. ) sent some sad
news. William P. "Bill" Lee ( BA. ) died on June
11, 1996. Bill attended the fortieth reunion,
traveling from El Cajon, Calif. Al Weymouth
(B.A.; B.S., 1960) died in Houston on Sept. 11,
1996. John Joiner (B.A.; B.S., 1956), Ben
(B.A.) and Carolyn Satterwhite Brewer '58
(B.A.), Hy Applebaum (B.A.; B.S., 1956), Ray
(BA.; B.S., 1956) and Susan Brochstein, Bert
(B.A.; B.S., 1956) and Ann Bordovsky Link
'56 ( B.A.), Thad Putnam '56 (B.A.; B.S.,1956),
and Mo Keathley (BA.) were at the funeral.

On a happier note, from the Valley, Robert
McAllen (BA.; B.S., 1956) was presented the
Founders Medal by the U. of Texas-Pan Ameri-
can. His award was based on his strong record of
service to the community and the university.

No other news. Please don't let this become
an increasingly long obituary column. Let me
hear from you before your funeral. Do it today.
Revise history before it is too late and the facts
have to speak for themselves.

Finally, thanks to Nancy, not only for her
recent contribution to this effort, but for all the
good things she has done for our class and for
Rice over the years. Oughta be worth at least an
"Arta girl" from all of us. See there? Write me a
letter and I might say something nice about you!
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1156
Class Recorder:
Harriet Green Smith
16651 Armsby Ln.
Morgan Hill, CA 95037
(408) 779-8697
E-mail: waldnwdemsn.com

Maurine Bell Bybee (B.A.) sends her final sub-
mission as class recorder for the Class of 1956:

The fortieth reunion for the Class of 1956
was a gala event and for those of you who didn't
attend, we missed you, wished that you were
there, and hope that you will come to the forty-
fifth in 2001.

Congratulations to Lew Harpold ( B.S.) and
his committee that raised $217,667 for the Re-
union Giving Campaign. We had over 50 per-
cent participation, and our class raised more than
any other reunion class. Thank you, Lew, and
Your committee, for all of your hard work.

Davis Brown (BA.) and his wifc. Diane,
moved to the Hill Country in 1992 on the
Pedernales River in Canyon Bluff Meadows.
Dave is in the real estate business, and if you need
Property in the area, pleas( call him at (800) 757-
1505, or he would just like to talk to you.

Allen Butler (B.A.) is still practicing labor
and employment law in Dallas. He is married to
Sally Wheeler '60 (B.A.). They have four chil-
dren and one grandchild.

Carolyn Turner Waters (B.A.) was visiting
a daughter in Hawaii and was not at the reunion.
She lives in Tyler and has a TV spot every Sat.
telling about events of the coming week.

Bill Hanly (B.A.) retired on Oct. 29 after
teaching at the U. of Utah for thirty-three years.

Mel O'Brien (B.A.; B.S., 1957) and his
Wife, Joanne, came to the first reunion they have
ever attended. They live in Memphis, Tcnn.,
Where Mel is an architect. Bob Buck (B.A.; B.S.,
1957) and his wife, Judy, were here from Helotes,
Texas, which is in the Hill Country near San
Antonio. Bob is still practicing architecture.

Gene Bynum (B.A.; B.S., 1957) died in
March 1996. About live years ago, he had "in-
stant death syndrome" and survived, but it left
him partially paralyzed and with other complica-
tions. His wife, Beverly, still lives in New Or-
leans.

Louis Owen (B.A.; B.S., 1957) is president
of Petro Fac, Inc., which is located in Tyler,
Texas. He and his wife, Peaches, have three
children,six grandchildren, and one great-grand-
child. Louis never plans to retire, so he lives close
to the golf course so that he can play as often as
possible.

Foley Provenzano (B.A.; B.S., 1957) is
plant manager of the Union Carbide Petro-
chemical plant in Texas City. Foley and his wife,
Pat, have six children and live in Manvel, Texas.

Joe Pollak (B.A.; B.S.,I957), a Rice chemi-
cal engineer, retired on Oct. 31, 1996, from
Exxon Chemical Company after thirty-nine years.
Joe was the senior associate in the purchasing,
materials, and services department. He had nu-
merous assignments and was instrumental in
integrating Exxon Chemical quality principles
into supplier relationships, and he developed a
number of global alliances with key suppliers to
Exxon. Joe and his wife, Peggy, are looking
forward to retirement.

Jim Henry (B.A.) rctircd from ARCO after
thirty-four years. His last job was vice president
of engineering and research, land and public
affairs. Jim lives in Dallas and is enjoying playing
golf and doing volunteer work. His e-mail ad-
dress is <JDWHenryeaol.com>.

Carolyn McKay Marley (B.A.) and Everett

Marley '55 (B.A.) just returned from a trip to
Seoul, South Korea. They had a good time.

Maxine Adair
Hodges (B.A.) wrote
from San Jose, Calif.,
where she and Paul
Hodges '57 (B.A.
and B.S.) live. They
have a daughter and
son, and Maxine has
served on the Union
School District Board
and has done other
volunteer work. Paul,
who works for IBM,
has received a Fourth-
Level Invention

Achievement Plateau Award for parents and pub-
lications on storage architecture.

John Laffoon (B.A.) had planned to come
to our fortieth reunion, but he and his wife,
Carole, arc in Abidjan, Africa.

This really is my swan song. I have enjoyed
being the class recorder and thank you for the
opportunity, but after forty years, it is time for
someone else to report the class news. Harriet
Green Smith (B.A.) has graciously volunteered
to do the job. I have promised her that you will
send her news, so please do that. Harriet and
Bob Smith (B.A.) live in Calif. Her address and
phone number are listed above.

Paul Hodges

1957
Class Recorder:
Dixie Leggett
13411 Kingsridc
Houston, TX 77079-3430
(713) 468-5929

Class recorder Dixie Leggett (B.A.) sends the
following:

When trying to locate someone at Rice re-
cently, Charles (C.A.) Van Wart (B.A.) tele-
phoned me, and I was glad to get a brief update
of what's been going on in his life. Charles has
enjoyed a thirty-five-year medical practice as an
ear, nose, and throat specialist. A still greater
reward has been the happiness of having four
children. For some years, he has lived in N.Dak.,
captivated by the beauty of the state, where his
home sits on a bluff overlooking the Mo. River
and the historic Lewis and Clark trail.

We discussed a few of the many changes in
health care and medicine through the years, and
one of his comments seemed especially illustra-
tive. At the time we were all children, he said, a
student in medical school would have been ex-
pected to go to a blackboard and list by memory
all of the available medicines, which were few in
number. Since then, the number of medicines
has multiplied so greatly that, today, probably no
one even knows how many there are!

C.A. said he thoroughly enjoyed a recent
walk around the Rice campus. During Home-
coming 1997, I hope all of you will be able to
come visit the campus while attending our forti-
eth reunion!

Classnotcs has learned that John R. Kirk Jr. will
chair the American Bar Association's Intellectual
Property Law Section during 1996 and 1997.
Kirk will serve as spokesperson for the 13,000-
plus-member section in its legislative activities
and provide organizational leadership. He is
registered to practice before the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office and is a former president of
the National Inventors Hall of Fame Foundation
and the Houston Intellectual Property Law As-

sociation. Kirk is also a formcr chair of the
National Council of Intellectual Property Law
Associations and the Intellectual Property Law
Section, State Bar of Texas.

1958
Class Recorder:
Phyllis Phair Walton
4233 Harper's Ferry Rd.
Birmingham, AL 35213
(205) 870-0332

Class recorder Phyllis Phair Walton (B.A.)
writes:

It seems that Mary Virginia Pittman-Waller
is still busy producing dinner theater shows in
San Antonio. Two of her 1996 offerings were
Crimes of the Heart and I Do! I Do! Besides that,
she recently finished filming in the West Indies!
She didn't say where or when it would be shown,
but be on the lookout for her name on the screen
somewhere.

Frank ( B.A.; MA., 1962; Ph.D., 1965) and
Joan Busby Ryan (B.A.) are having a wonderful
time enjoying their farm in Vt. While at Yale,
where Frank was athletic director, the Ryans
discovered the beauty of New England and a
wonderful farm that had been farmed by villagers
in the nineteenth century. By the 1940s, the
pastures had fallen into disuse and were covered
with trees of some girth. Frank had the joy of
reclaiming the land as was of old, using muscles
he had long forgotten. The Ryans spend won-
derful days with their growing family (which
now includes five grandchildren) at their retreat.
Frank is not teaching this semester, but plans to
return to the classroom in the future—after a trip
to France and environs with Joan.

It was great to talk to Patsy Heard who has
retired from her work at UT after spending
thirty-four years developing and implementing
the Learning Skills Services program there. The
noncredit academic self-improvement courses
include GRE preparation. Patsy enjoyed spend-
ing part of the fall in New England, where the
leaves were spectacular. She also "discovered"
the beautiful coast of Maine. Patsy's lovely mother
is still living in Houston, so she finds herself in
the big city often. Patsy finds her postretirement
work with Meals on Wheels a source of much
meaning and pleasure. She pointed out that the
Austin MOW delivers 1,600 meals a day while
serving sixteen different diets to meet the needs
of the various prescribed foods for heart patients,
diabetics, etc. Patsy has some wonderful new
friends who depend on her not only for suste-
nance but also for her upbeat and caring persona.
That must be rewarding!

When I called Leonard Jaren (B.A.) in thc
Philadelphia area, he was busy visiting his (then)
thirteen-month-old grandson. Hence, I had the
pleasure of visiting with Leonard's wife, Arlene.
It was as though we had been classmates as we
chatted merrily along. The Jarctts have three
children: an attorney daughter; a son in N.Y.
who is in productions; and a son who has Downs
Syndrome. He lives at home, is gainfully cm- •
ployed at the library, and is looking forward to
his living independently in the near future. When
Leonard called me back to put in his two-cents-
worth, he told me that Arlene has been president
of the Mental Retardation Assoc. in the area and
has been much honored for her contributions. I
had to pull out of Leonard the honors he has
received since he left Rice to seek his fortune.
First of all, the "Five Musketeers," Scott Dietert
(B.A.), Tim Stevens (B.A.), Whit Carhart
(BA.), Joel Kirkpatrick (B.A.), and Leonard
shoved off to med school at Washington U.
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There, four of the five graduated in the top ten
of their class. These men all have distinguished
careers in their specialties and are recipients of a
lot of acclaim. As to Dr. Jarett, he is in his
seventeenth year as chairman of path and lab
medicine at the U. of Pa. He is in charge of a
faculty of sixty-five and has forty-one residents
and fellows to oversee. Research is his first love,
and the areas he is working in include Alzheimers,
diabetes, and AIDS among others. His many
awards include winning the David Rumbaugh
Award, presented by the Juvenile Diabetes Foun-
dation; the Kotloff Award for "contribution to
the field of lab medicine" given by the Clinical
Lab Physicians and Scientists; the Gerald Evans
Award for "the elder statesman who has contrib-
uted most to the field of lab medicine"; and the
Washington University Distinguished Alumnus
Award for the "contribution and development of
the lab medicine field." In 1981 hc received the
Super Achiever Award for his work in juvenile
diabetes. Do you see a pattern here? Anything
the man puts his hand on succeeds abundantly.
To round out his busy life, he and Arlene hide
away in Anguilla, where no one can find them.
They have traveled worldwide to medical meet-
ings, and I personally don't sec how they manage
to do so much. Wow!

1959

1960

Class Recorder:
Carol Nasby Brown
10215 Admiral Halsey Dr. NE
Albuquerque, NM 87111-1275
(505) 857-0079

Class Recorder:
Galloway Hudson
922 Autumn Oaks
Houston, TX 77079
(713) 932-9088 (home)
(713) 753-4295 (work)
E-mail: GALHHUDSONCaol.com

Class recorder Galloway Hudson (Wicss; B.A.;
B.S., 1961) writes:

Hey, Class of 1960. I returned to Kellogg's
Houston office in late Sept. after working all but
three weeks of the previous nineteen months in
Sioux City, Iowa. That means that it's now a
little easier to produce these Classnotes than it
was, but the job is still for sale to any Class of
1960 type who would like to take it over. If you
are interested, just let me know. Perhaps you
could stimulate more cards, letters, and e-mails
from class members than I have been able to do
lately. One small correction to the 1960
Classnotes section of the summer 1996 issue of
the Sallyport. The freshman class president was
identified as "Jim Gunn (Baker; B.A., 1961)."
It was, of course, the other Jim Gunn (Will Rice)
to whom I was referring. I carried a letter from
our Jim in the June/July '94 issue of the Sallyport.
I regret to report that Jim recently passed away.
Classmate Pat Brown (Will Rice; BA.) called
me in mid-Jan. with the sad news, but he did not
have any details.

It's been a year now since we had our fabu-
lous thirty-fifth reunion. I keep mentioning it
because (1) it was such a great event, despite the
Owls losing to the Cougs in the last-ever SWC
football game, and (2) I want all of you to make
it a point to attend the next big one in the year
2000.

I've been disappointed that more of you
have not sent me letters for inclusion in this
column. I thought I'd be awash in material, but

it hasn't happened.
Never mind. Outclass
still made a big splash
at this year's Home-
coming, because one
of our own, Terry
Koonce (Will Rice;
B.A.; Ph.D., 1964),
was honored as the
Rice Engineering
Alumni's Outstand-
ing Engineering
Alumnus for 1996.
Despite splitting time
between Houston and
Moscow, Terry and

his wife, Beverly Montgomery Koonce (Jones;
B.A.), were on hand to receive the award at the
annual REA/Friends of Fondrcn brunch on Sat.,
Nov. 2. As is customary for the honoree, Terry
also gave a brief talk on Fri. afternoon at the
annual meeting of the REA. It took place in the
fabulous new computational engineering build-
ing, which is named the Anne and Charles Duncan
Hall. It was dedicated thc same day. If you are
ever on campus, be sure to visit Duncan Hall.
It'll blow you away.

Neither Terry nor Beverly are ones to toot
their own horns, but their lives have been filled
with purpose and accomplishment since they left
Rice. Terry made it a point to acknowledge, on
both Fri. and Sat., that "marrying Beverly Mont-
gomery was the best thing lever did." Although
that is intuitively obvious to most of us, it's still
saying quite a lot, as you will see later on in this
column. Terry also gave testimony to his strong
Christian faith, which he said sustained him
throughout his life (including, no doubt, those
pressure-filled years at Rice). That view is not
often articulated by super-successful people, and
I for one especially appreciated hearing it.

David Archer '72 (M.A.; Ph.D., 1973), this
year's REA president, introduced Terry at the
annual meeting and at the awards ceremony. He
provided me with the following highlights. Terry
is currently president and CEO of Exxon Ven-
tures (CIS) Inc., headquartered in Moscow and
Houston. After joining Exxon in 1963 upon
earning a Ph.D. in chemical engineering from
Rice, he spent several years with Exxon Produc-
tion Research Co. (where he published several
technical papers and was issued several U.S.
patents) and held a variety of positions both
there and in the production dept. of Exxon
Company, USA. He became western division
manager in 1980 and in 1983 was appointed
headquarters operations manager, responsible
for oil and gas production operations in the
western states, including Alaska, Calif:, and Texas.
Terry was named president and CEO of Esso
Resources Canada Limited in 1985 and was
appointed a director of Imperial Oil Limited in
1986. In Feb. 1988 he was named senior vice
president and a member of the management
committee of Exxon Company USA. This was
followed by a stint as president and CEO of
Exxon Research and Engineering Company in
N.J. from Jan. 1990 to Oct. 1993, when he was
appointed to his present position.

So what did he and Beverly do in their spare
time, besides raising three children who have
given them four grandchildren to date? Beverly
was actively involved in volunteer work at all of
the many stops along the way, as well as support-
ing Terry in his civic leadership positions (too
numerous to list) in county and state blood
drives, hospital fund-raising, and in organiza-
tions such as the United Way and the YMCA.

Beverly and Terry
Koonce at the 1996

REA/Friends of
Fondren awards brunch

Terry is a member of the American Petroleum
Institute, a former board member of the Society
of Petroleum Engineers, and currently serves on
the board of trustees of the Institute for Chris-
tian Studies in Austin, the board of directors of
both Heatbeat and African Outreach Ministries,
the southern regional advisory board of the
Institute of International Education, the execu-
tive committee of the Energy Committee of the
U.S.-Russia Business Council, the board of di-
rectors of the U.S.-Azerbaijan Chamber of Com-
merce, and the board of directors of the U.S.-
Kazakhstan Council. He has also served as
president of the REA (1977-78) and as a mem-
ber of the Advisory Council of the George R.
Brown School of Engineering at Rice, the board 1
of regents of Pepperdine U. in Calif., and the
board of trustees of Stevens Institute ofTechnol-
ogy in N.J. Whew! In addition to all this, the
Koonces have been active supporters of Rice
over the years, having been regular donors to the '
Rice Annual Fund (they are members of the
Brown Society). There's more, but I'll mention
in addition only that Terry has also been on the
executive committee of the Western,
Midcontinent, and Texas Midcontinent Oil and
Gas Associations, and that he received the 1972
Gulf Coast Section Service Award from the So-
ciety of Petroleum Engineers, as well as their
1990 Distinguished Service Award.

Although there was the usual large crowd at
the awards brunch, the only other classmate we
spotted was Oliver Pennington (Baker; B.A.),
and I didn't get a chance to talk to him. Maybe
he'll drop us a line for a future Classnote. Mary
and I did have a chance to visit extensively with
Terry and Beverly, and they are still the same
genuine people they always have been, despite all
of the success and accolades. It's a pleasure to
know them and to see that, as in their case, the
good guys occasionally win. It's especially grati-
fying for me to be able to say "local boy (from
Corpus Christi) makes good." Few of us have
had experiences to match the Koonccs', but I
think they would be the first to say that success
is much more than monetary gain or worldly
acclaim. In fact, Terry's talk was about redefin-
ing success. Spiritual and family values arc obvi-
ously very important to them. Using such values
as a yardstick, many of us, I believe, have achieved
"success" over the years, even if not in terms of
economic assets. For Tcrry and Beverly, as well as
for the rest of us, our Rice education has had a
great deal to do with whatever success we may
have achieved. And on that philosophical note,
I'll close this edition of Classnotes. Let me know
what's happening with you lately, and I'll share
it with the rest of the world.

1%1
Class Recorder:
Nancy Thornall Burch
3311 Stoney Brook Dr.
Houston, TX 77063
(713) 781-3634
E-mail: nburchedttus.com

Class recorder Nancy T. Burch (Lovett; B.A.)
writes:

For those of you who weren't able to make
it to our thirty-fifth reunion, I'm happy to report
that we can still party hearty, although it may
take us considerably longer to bounce back.
Nonetheless, the '61 gang had a great time
during the course of a four-day celebration that
featured perfect fall weather and an absolutely
fantastic win for the Owls on the football field.

The feeding frenzy began on Thurs. evening,
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When we all convoyed out to Pam and Gaylord
"Gee" Johnson's (Will Rice; B.A.) country es-
tate for barbecue and rcacquaintance. Their
housegucsts were Robert Floyd (Will Rice; B.A.;
Ph.D., 1971), who is still with the International
Monetary Fund in Washington, D.C., and Jean
and Phil Peters (Will Rice; B.A.) from Evanston,
III. Phil is an area planner for the northwestern
Part of the state. Jack Lowe (Hanszen; B.A. and
B.S., 1962) flew in from Dallas and rented a van
to chauffeur his college suitematcs George
Fowler (Hanszen; B.A. and B.S., 1962) and
Harry Lynch (Hanszen; B.A.; B.S., 1962) and
spouses to all the activities. Richard Kristinik
(Wiess; B.A.) reported that he recently retired as
a partner at Arthur Andersen to accept the posi-
tion of chairman and CEO of Coach USA, a
nationwide motorcoach service provider. Eloise
Charles (Jones) is living in Houston again after
spending some years in Calif. She was in a serious
automobile accident about a year ago and is just
now getting back to her law practice. She looks
wonderful and we were especially glad to have
her with us.

The troops swelled on Fri. evening (both in
numbers and girth as we continued to gorge
ourselves throughout the weekend). We gath-
ered at the home ofJohn '55 (B.A.; B.S., 1956)
and Margaret Garrett Burns (Sid Rich; B.A.)
for a Mexican fiesta. Darryl (Will Rice; B.A.) and
Karen Olsen Albertson (Jones; B.A.) arrived
from Pleasanton, Calif., where he is manager of
business development for General Electric's
nuclear-fuel business and also president of their
uranium processing subsidiary. Karen heads up
the computer lab at Los Positas Community
College in Livermore. The Albertsons have two
sons and a daughter. The Californians were out
in full force—Karl (Wiess; B.A. ) and Ann Kriegel
Ludwig ( Jones; B.A.) came from San Francisco
and Mike '60 (Baker; B.A.; M.S., 1962) and
Martha Breedlove Kahn (Jones; B.A.) from

Mountain View. Gary ( Baker; B.A.; B.S., 1962)
and Debby Romotsky Cortes '65 (Jones) had
a shorter trip. They live in Kansas City.

Sat, afternoon was almost like old times—
good friends and good football. Most everyone
went to the game and savored the 51-10 victory
over the Utah Utes. Well, maybe the WAC teams
don't sound too familiar, but we do remember
those winning seasons. After the game, it was
over to Sue and Harry Lawson's (Wiess; B.A.)
wonderful abode on N. Blvd., just off the cam-
pus. To the strains of a Dixieland trio headed up
by lawyer Ken Cluck '70 (Lovett; B.A.), we
feasted on New Orleans-style cuisine. Mary and
Jerry Comalander ( H a n sze n ; B.S. ) arrived from
San Antonio, where he is an administrator with
the Northeast Independent School District. Mary
and Carruth McGehee (Will Rice; B.A.), both
professors at LSU, drove over from Baton Rouge,
and Joyce and Frank Smith (Hanszen; B.S.)
came from McAllen. World-famous dermatolo-
gist and resident class wit John Wolf (Baker;
B.A.) showed that time hasn't changed him a bit
as he offered commentary that ranged from
Mark Twain to fortune cookie sayings.

Sun. was the finale for Homecoming '96,
and we ended up with a beautiful morning of
sunshine and brunch poolside at Lou '60
(Hanszcn; B.A.; B.S., 1961) and Wanda Phears
Water's (Jones; BA.) home. Another member
of the Bay Area Calif. crew, Tom Kelley
(Hanszen; BA.; B.S., 1962), appeared for the
wrap-up. He has an executive search firm in the
Silicon Valley and lives in Portola Valley. Also on
the high tech side, Jerry Osborne (Baker; B.A.;
B.S., 1962) recently took a new position with
Compaq Computer, and he and Darden Lloyd
Devinney-Osborne (Jones; B.A.), who married
five years ago after rediscovering one another at
our thirtieth reunion, are splitting their time
between Austin and Houston.

We want to acknowledge all our gracious

hosts for making this homecoming so very spe-
cial, particularly Pam Johnson and Sue Lawson
who inherited all this Owlmania by marriage.
Also, thanks to Sue Zigenbein Shaper (Jones;
B.A.; Ph.D., 1974) who coordinated all the
planning, held the meetings at her home, and fed
us all. Wendy Rainbow Germani (Jones; B.A.)
sent out reminder postcards and made telephone
calls to the reunion committee, Carl Isgren
(Baker; B.A.) kept track of the money, and we
can't forget Clyde Mayo (Baker; B.A.), our class
bartender par excellence.

I'd like to list everyone who attended this, thc
best class reunion ever (until the next one), but I
fear the editor's mighty red pen, so I'll save some
of the folks for future issues. In the meantime, you
sluggards who haven't let me know what you're
doing, write, fax, ore-mail me some news. Inquir-
ing minds want to know, especially if you've
recently been profiled on Hard Copy. In the
attached photos we have: picture number one,
Ralph '63 (Will Rice; B.A.) and Carol Nixon
Weaver (Jones; B.A.), Jerry Osborne, and Ron
Fisher (Hanszen; B.A.); picture number two, Sue
and Harry Lawson and Wendy Rainbow German;
picture number three, Pam and Gaylord "Gee"
Johnson and Ann McNeill Goldstein (Jones;
B.A.; Ph.D., 1969); and picture number four,
John Wolf and Jim Brock (Wiess; BA.).

1962
Class Recorder:
Eleanor Powers Beebe
2908 Ella Lee Ln.
Houston, TX 77019
(713) 526-5424
E-mail: PZTF39A©prodigy.com
Web page: http://pages.prodigy.
com/TX/Houston/rice62/ruhere.
html

Class recorder Eleanor Powers Beebe (Jones;
BA.) writes:

As a result °four going on-line with the Web
pages, I have heard from several faraway alumni,
and it's great fun! Charles P. Riley (Will Rice;
B.A.) wrote, "lam in Korea working as a civilian
with the army. I was poking around in Internet
and found this address." Also, Jim Pool (Will
Rice; B.A.; B.S., 1963) sent a brief e-mail mes-
sage. Jim and Charles, tell us more

Quin McWhirter (Hanszen) sent the fol-
lowing: "John '61(Hanszen; BA.; B.S., 1962)
and Jane Fowler and my wife, Marti, and I had
a really great trip to Scotland in Aug. John was
there to teach two- and three-day seminars to
three groups of oilfield equipment mechanical
design engineers in Aberdeen and Dunfermline
(near Edinburgh). The rest of us were just there
to play. Our time in Edinburgh coincided with
the annual Edinburgh Festival and this year was
its fiftieth anniversary. This year's theme was
centered around the poet Robert Burns, about
whom I had done a paper in freshman English at
Rice, another coincidence that made it a special
time....

"Scotland is the only place I've ever been
where nobody had to ask how to spell
`McWhirter.' What a treat!... Marti and! tried to
do some research on the McWhirtcr roots, and
we found that we are part of the Clan Buchanan
and that our name was originally MacWhirter.'
There was a MacWhirter tartan and, supposedly,
a Buchanan—MacWhirter castle a few miles out-
side of Edinburgh, which we didn't have time to
investigate. Maybe next time.

"Kilts were everywhere, especially at formal
events, and we really enjoyed the bagpipes at
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I. James Doty, Mary Ann Pilain, and Robert
Johnston at Lickleyhead Castle, Scotland 2.
Marti and Quin McWhirler 3. John and Jane
Fowler in Aberdeen, Scotland

every turn. Those Scots really know how to enjoy
life and to make visitors feel welcome. The
Fowlers and McWhiners appreciated thc hospi-
tality and really enjoyed the good life and look
forward to anothcr go at it."

Robert Johnston (Will Rice; B.A.; B.S.,
1963) writes that Scotland was also the site of a
reunion of '62 Honor Council members. Here is
his report: "Jim Bob Doty (Wiess; B.A.) and
Robert Johnston, accompanied by their spouses,
Barbara and Joan, visited Mary Ann Calkins
Pilain (Will Rice; BA.) and her husband, Jean-
Jacques, at the castle the Pilains occupy much of
the year in northeast Scotland.

"Doty, Johnston, and Calkins were Honor
Council members at Rice. In addition, they
spent some time together at Oxford and have
remained in contact.

"Activities included several dinner parties
(one featuring a bagpiper with a six-year-old
dancer), fly fishing, hill walks, visits to surround-
ing castles and stately homes, Highland games
with dancing, caber tossing, and massed march-
ing pipes and drums (think Chariots of Fire), a
reading of Arcadia by Tom Stoppard, a Texas
barbecue, and much reminiscing.

"These activities seemed to leave Jim Bob
and Robert more breathless, despite their jog-
ging marathons over the years, than it did Mary
Ann, who only six months ago had a lung re-
moved."

Ed Ettel (Will Rice; B.A., 1963) sent the
following: "Since my last note, Mary and I have
lived in Tokyo for four months on an IBM
residency. We were lucky to be there over cherry

blossom time, when traditions include drinking
sake and beer under the trees during night pic-
nics (similar to beer and bike races, but with
blossoms and sake instead of bikes). We endured
several earthquakes, but trivial compared to the
terrible Kobe quake that occurred a week before
we arrived. Also, during one morning commute,
my subway had to stop in a dark tunnel for fifteen
minutes because we were behind the subway
train that had the poison gas attack. This inci-
dent was especially unnerving for the Japanese,
who are used to very low crime rates, safety, and
efficient subways and trains.

"Since Tokyo, we spent a week each in
Beijing, Malaysia, Singapore, and northern Italy.
Also, my family joined my wife's German cousins
near Heidelberg to help them celebrate their
golden wedding anniversary. But usually, I travel
on business to Asia and Australia/New Zealand
once a month by myself. On strip last month to
Manchuria, Shanghai, and Beijing, I ate donkey,
duck feet, and deep fried scorpions for the first
time. The donkey was tough, duck feet were
chewy, and scorpions were terrible. But after
another beer or two, the scorpions tasted no
worse than some appetizers I remember at some
Rice parties in the sixties.

"We enjoyed several Olympic venues and
were lucky to leave the Olympic Park one hour
before the bomb. My oldest daughter helped in
the opening ceremonies, and still says it was the
thrill of her life to be sitting on the track when
the athletes paraded in. My youngest daughter is
on an Oxford study program this summer and
then is backpacking an extra three months around
Europe with friends. How come I never got to
do that!"

Classmates, thanks for sending your news!
Begin making plans now for next fall's Home-
coming weekend and our thirty-fifth reunion!

Classnotes has learned that M. Kenneth Oshman
(Wiess; B.A.; B.S., 1963) has been elected a
director of Knight- Riddcr Inc., parent of the San
Jose Mercury News. Oshman is chief executive of
Echelon Corp.

1963
Class Recorder:
Kathleen Much
128 Hillside Ave.
Menlo Park, CA 94025-6538
(415) 854-8968 (home)
(415) 321-2052 (work)
E-mail: kathleenecasbs.stanford.edu

Class recorder Kathleen Much (Baker; B.A.;
M.A., 1971) sends the following:

Dr. Mary Fae Coulter McKay's (Jones;
BA.; Ph.D., 1974) husband, Dr. David McKay
'58 (B.A.; Ph.D., 1964), has been on TV a lot
recently. He was the spokesman for the research
group at NASA that analyzed the Martian mete-
orite found to contain signs of possible life.
David's team found chemical traces characteris-
tic of organic activity deep within a meteorite
that has been embedded in Antarctic ice for
13,000 years. The photos of the structures look
a lot like tiny drug capsules. If you have World
Wide Web access, you can read the Science maga-
zine article announcing the discovery.

That's all the news I can submit before 1 take
off to judge the New Zealand Rose Trials in Nov.
Send in some news—by the time you read this, it
will probably be too late to submit for the spring
issue, but we can make the summer column.

1964
Dale Gentry Miller (Jones; B.A.)
sends her final submission as class
recorder for the Class of 1964:
Michael Atkinson ( Baker; B.A.) sent
the following letter to me. Michael

writes: "This has been a banner year for me. I
won the Dean's Award for Excellence in Teach-
ing at the U. of Cincinnati, where I am now
professor of English and comparative literature.
And the U. of Mich. Press has just published my
book, The Secret Marriage of Sherlock Holmes,
and Other Eccentric Readings, which I hope my
classmates will peruse at their local bookstores or
libraries."

Edwin T. Burton (Wiess; B.A.; M.A., 1965)
writes: "My wife, Trish, and 1 have been married
for sixteen years this past Aug. and have two
daughters, Elizabeth and Lindsay, ages fourteen
and thirteen, respectively. We left the Wall Street
life in the mid-eighties and settled on a farm in
Charlottesville, Va. I have been teaching at the
U. of-Va., mostly in the economics dept. lam still
an investment banker of sorts, but, mostly, I am
now a full-time academic (if there is such a
thing). Before I stumbled onto Wall Street,! had
previously been a professor at Cornell U., having
obtained my Ph.D. in economics from North-
western U. back in 1971.

"This summer our family went to San Diego
for the Republican National Convention. My
wife and I were elected delegates from the 7th
Congressional District of Va. (That should be a
shock to some.) We took our daughters and had
a great time.

"I have returned to tennis and am planning
to play the nationals in my age group (you all
know what that is) in Sarasota this coming Feb.
The last nationals that I played was three years
ago and was won by Jimmy Parker '65 ( Hanszen;
B.A.). Some things never change.

"I come to Houston every year in Oct.,
thanks to an annual invitation by Rob Burchfield
(Wiess; B.A.), to address the Greater Inwood
Civic Assoc. (That's a very select group contain-
ing Rob and some of his business buddies.) It's
always fun, and I get my mom, Lucile Vern
Burton '39 (B.A.), and sister, Mary Jane Bur-
ton, to come along. The subject is politics and
economics, meaning that I am free to talk about
anything that pops into my head, which I do."

1965
Classnotes has learned that Dr. Cary
W. Cooper (Sid Rich; Ph.D.) has
been named dean of the graduate
school of biomedical sciences at the
U. ofTexas Medical Branch. Cooper

joined the university in 1982 as professor and
chairman of pharmacology and toxicology. He
had previously served on the pharmacology fac-
ulty at the U. of N.C. at Chapel Hill. His new
position will allow him to continue teaching and
advising students as well as conducting research.

1966
Class Recorder:
Jim Bearden
1141 Nicklaus Ave.
Milpitas, CA 95035
E-mail: jbearden@sj-coop.net

Classnotes has learned that Kenneth F. Burgess
III (Wiess; B.A.) has received a silver medal
award from the Corpus Christi Advertising Fed-
eration. The silver medal award, established in
1959, recognizes men and women who have
made outstanding contributions to advertising.
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Burgess is only the thirteenth recipient of the
award over the last thirty-seven years. He is a
Principal and senior associate of 6 West Associ-
ates Corpus Christi, Inc., a full-service advertis-
ing and marketing firm. The award was pre-
sented in a special ceremony at the American
Advertising Federation's national advertising
conference in San Diego, Calif , this past June.

1107
Class Recorder:
Patti Charter Walker
5425 Sugar Creek Dr.
Corpus Christi, TX 78413-3825
(512) 991-4408

An endowed scholarship has been established for
Fred S. Roberts (Will Rice; B.A.), who passed
away suddenly on Aug. 7, 1996. Fred worked for
Tenneco and TOSC International. His career
took him to Italy, France, Holland, Monaco,
Sweden, Scotland, and Australia. Fred's wife,
Michele Stojan Roberts (Brown; BA.), estab-
lished the scholarship in his name to provide
need-based assistance to undergraduate students.
Contributions can be made to the Fred S. Rob-
erts Endowed Scholarship, Rice University Of-
fice of Development, MS-81, 6100 Main St.,
Houston, Texas 77005-1892.

Classnotcs has learned that A. John Sustek Jr.
(Wiess; B.A.; M.S., 1969; Ph.D., 1971) has been
named manager of Texaco's Corporate Reserves
Group based in Briarpark, Texas. Sustek was the
business technical manager for Texaco Explora-
tion and Production Inc., Bakersfield, Calif ,
Prior to this appointment. Since joining Texaco
in 1967, he has had many responsibilities and has
worked in various Texaco divisions across the
U.S.

1968
Class Recorder:
Judy Malo Ragland
11250 Briar Forest #160
Houston, TX 77042
(713) 266-9688 (home)
(713) 964-5663 (work)

Judge Nancy J. Bailey and Judge Sylvia R.
Garcia

Classnotes has learned that Nancy J. Bailey
(Jones; B.A.) has recently been appointed as
judge of Municipal Court No. 10. The appoint-
ment was made by Mayor Bob Lanier and was
confirmed at a Houston City Council meeting
this past Sept. Prior to the appointment, Bailey
served as the senior executive assistant to the
director of public works and engineering. Judge
Sylvia R. Garcia, presiding judge and director of
Houston's Municipal Courts, administered the
oath of office.

1970
Class Recorder:
Ann Olsen
233 Lauderdale Rd.
Nashville, TN 37205
(615) 385-9416 (home)
E-mail:
ann.olsenemcmail.vanderbilt.edu

Mary K. Hoyt ( Jones;
B.A.) writes: "For
years I have read the
Classnotes, but I
haven't had much to
write myself, other
than still at the same
job (as twenty-plus
years ago), still not
married, still in Hous-
ton (my birthplace),
and no particular
changes.

Mary K. Hoyt Well, some-
thing finally happened in 1995. After being laid
off my job, I eventually found employment
again—in Las Vegas! Yes, I actually moved. The
timing of this move, in Nov. 1995, caused me to
miss my twenty-fifth class reunion at Rice, which
was a big disappointment, although I was very
happy to have a job again. So, a big hi to all of you
I missed seeing.

"Las Vegas is okay. One of my first acts was
to seek and find a soccer team here for people
over thirty, which I immediately joined. So there
are indeed some fun things to do here, when my
busy work schedule permits, but I miss Houston
like crazy."

1972
Class Recorder:
Tim Thurston
1944 Arlington Ave.
Columbus, OH 43212-1038
(614) 486-4846 (home)

Class recorder Tim Thurston (Lovett; BA.)
writes:

1 just returned from spending most of the
year working for a government-funded invest-
ment fund in Moscow. While in Moscow, I met
Bob Casey '86 (Wicss; BA.), who is running a
transportation company in Moscow, and Hawk
Sunshine '94 (Baker; BA.), who is juggling
Ph.D. research at MGIMO, one of the most
prestigious institutes in the former Soviet Union,
as well as working in the finance department of
a local firm.

Upon my return home, I found the follow-
ing letter from Patricia W. Barnes Ricks (Jones;
BA.), which had apparently been sitting at my
house for almost four months. I apologize for
the unavoidable delay in forwarding it.

Patricia writes: "Considering the renewed
popularity of Jane Austen's works, I should let
my classmates know that I've published six ro-
mance novels set in her period, the English
Regency, under my given name, Patricia Wynn.
Last year's book, The Bumblebroth (a Regency
expression meaning a messy situation), has been
named a finalist for a RITA award from Romance
Writers of America to be given this July. My
1996 releases will be A Country Affair in July
and, in Nov., a fantasy novel about an elf, also set
in the Regency, The Christmas Spirit.My current
project is a mystery novel set in Texas."

1973
Class Recorder:
Wes Dorman
218 Quinlan, Box 511
Kerrville, TX 78028

Class recorder Was Dorman (Hanszen; BA.)
writes:

In Aug. '96, I was promoted to area trust
manager for Norwest Investment Management
8c Trust in Kerrville, Texas. We are a $235
million trust department and provide trust ser-
vices for Kerrville, Comfort, and Bandera.

Peggy and Patrick
McKinney

Ginger and Ralph
Murphy '50 (B.S. )sent
the attached picture of
Peggy and Patrick
McKinney (Ph.D.).
The McKinneys, along
with several other
couples, cruised the
Mediterranean this past
summer. Ginger writes:
"Patrick and Peggy

were our assigned dinner partners, and we enjoyed
being with them very much! This picture was
taken on their anniversary. We all truly enjoyed the
flaming baked Alaska, champagne, and anniver-
sary waltz. Playing at the table and on a cruise is
just the way to celebrate! P.S.—Malcolm and
Elizabeth Gillis were such fun to be with. Every-
one enjoyed them!"

Classnotes has learned that Stephen R. Mut
(Will Rice; BA.; M.E.S., 1974) has been named
president of ARCO Global Energy Ventures.
Mut was formerly president of ARCO Coal Co.
Global Energy Ventures is a new organization
within ARCO Corp. created to accelerate world-
wide growth.

Classnotes has learned that Jeffrey Karl Ochsner
(Baker; BA.; M.Arch., 1976) has been appointed
chair of the department of architecture in the
college of architecture and urban planning at the
U. of Washington. Ochsner received the ap-
pointment in Sept. 1996.

1 

retired from active naval 

DC1.

assdnyduty.

otg!es (hHasanlesarnedzen;BthAat Jeffrey) h re_

. Range served with the navy for
twenty-one years. He was most re-

cently at Naval War College in Newport, RI.,
where in 1986 he received his MA.

1976
Joan Kehlhof (Baker; BA.) writes:
"An advance party of seven travelers
scouted Vancouver over Memorial
Day weekend. Only six returned to
Houston. The group was blessed

with glorious weather and consisted of ( L-R)
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(Front row): me, Kathy Gillette (Jones; B.A.;
M.Ch.E., 1977), and Vicky Colthurst Kopp
'74 (Jones; BA.). (L-R) (Back row): Philip
Easterling '82 (Baker; B.A.), Calvin Slater
( Baker; B.A.), Jason Hadley '81 ( Hanszen;
B.S.; M.Ch.E., 1982), and Veronica Martinez
( Brown; BA.). We covered food, fun, sights,
and sounds—the town was done. Unindicted
coconspirators stationed at the home office in-
clude Norma Rangel '77 ( Jones; B.A.), Steve
Gilbert '72 ( Baker; B.A.; B.Arch., 1974), Timo-
thy Gunther '74 (Lovett; B.Arch.), and Rollie
Hawk '77 (Brown; B.A.). Routine operations
involved pigs and chicken feet. Bon Appetit!"

1977
Class Recorder:
Connie Dressner Tuthill
2110 Pine Valley Dr.
Houston, TX 77019
(713) 528-6178 (home)
(713) 528-6657 (fax)
E-mail: tuthilleix.netcom.com

New class recorder Connie Dressner Tuthill
(Baker; B.A.; M.Acc., 1978) writes:

I am delighted to be the new class recorder
for the Rice Class of 1977. Every issue is an
opportunity to let your classmates know what is
going on with you. Since our twentieth reunion
is coming up next year, it is a good time to send
me any information you would like for me to put
in our Classnotes column. Please contact me at
the above address. I am looking forward to
hearing from you!

Wendy Nordstrom Wilkinson (Baker; B.A.)
writes: "This is my first note—the wonders of e-
mail. To update on the last nineteen years would
go on awhile. Just the fact that it's been that long
is odd enough! 1 live in the Clear Lake area of
Houston. I'm married, have a son (David), who
is almost thirteen and currently would like to go
to Rice when he graduates from high school. I
work for Lockheed-Martin right now, as a space
shuttle software developer. Before that it was
Loral Corporation, and before that it was IBM.
I didn't change jobs, or even desks—they just
kept selling us.

"I've been doing the shuttle software for
almost four years; before that I was a VM system
programmer (great job!) for about eight years
with IBM, and before that I job-hopped. I highly
recommend job-hopping for those who can af-
ford it.

"I don't skydive much anymore; doing it
right takes more time and money than I have to
spare right now. But I do have a new (sort of)
motorcycle! I don't get out enough—if there are
any Rice people out here at JSC who want to get
together for a lunchtime (or other time) game of
bridge, let mc know."

Jeff Donahue (Wiess; B.A.) writes: "Married
Margaret Fowler of Austin, Tcxas, on Aug. 31,
1996. We will live in San Antonio."

Classnotcs has learned that Ilse Bailey (Baker;
BA.) has recently been appointed as an assistant
Texas state attorney general. Prior to her ap-
pointment, Bailey was former assistant prosecu-
tor for Kerr County. She has gained national
recognition for her work in investigating and
litigating against militant far-right political groups
and militias. Bailey was sworn in in Austin. A
picture of Bailey and Attorney General Dan
Morales appeared in the Kerrville Daily Times,
Sun., Nov. 10, 1996.

Susan Baker (Jones;
B.A.) writes: "This is
my first time writing
to Classnotes. I have
never had anything so
exciting to report as
the birth of my daugh-
ter, Linda Sara Baker,
on Jan. 6, 1996. She
weighed eight lbs. and
measured twenty in.
It was a wonderful fif-
teenth anniversary
present for mc and my
husband, Steve
Scheid.

"I still work at
Hewlett-Packard in

Loveland, Colo.; presently, I am a project man-
ager in the test and measurement sector. I would
welcome hearing from those I've lost touch with
at 6416 Fossil Crest Dr., Fort Collins, Colo.
80525-4010."

David Smith (Wiess; B.A.; M.S., 1980) writes:
"Peggy and I just built a home on ten acres in the
Hill Country about thirty miles west of Austin. I
am a project manager for Turner Collie & Braden,
a civil engineering firm in Austin. I played golf
with Mike Lammers ( Wiess; B.S. ) in Mexico last
June and enjoyed watching the Owls beat UT in
basketball last Jan.

"If you plan to visit the Austin area, call us at
(512)264-0330, or write us at 2422 Stagecoach
Ranch Rd., Dripping Springs, Texas 78620."
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1978
Class Recorder:
Frank Duca
2795 Darley Ave.
Boulder, CO 80303-6305
(303) 543-8684 (home)
(303) 478-4593 (work)
E-mail:
faducaaouray.denver.colorado.edu

Linda and Susan Baker
on their first hike

Class Recorder:
Dr. Thomas N. Pajewski
3023 Watercrest Dr.
Charlottesville, VA 22901-7224
(804) 974-7832 (home)
(804) 924-2283 (work)

Katherine Kormcndi
(Jones; B.A.) writes:
"After Rice, wrote
freelance for Mademoi-
selle and Connopolitan,
then began an acting
career in N.Y. City,
both theater and film.

t 
I am currently acting,
teaching public speak-

'. ing at the New School
for Social Research in
N.Y. City, coauthoring
a book on stage fright
for business people,
and this year founded a

theater company, The Magellan Project—of
which I'm the artistic director. Our first major
production in June was made possible in part by
Rice alums Kenneth Cowin '77 (Will Rice;
B.A.), Lisa Blackwelder '78 ( Jones; B.A.), Baker
Goodwin (Hanszen; B.A.), Irma Birnbaum
'71 (Jones; B.A.), Luana Lewis '77 (Jones;
B.A.), and by Dr. and Mrs. Franz Brotzen, all of
whom were founding donors of the company.

Kati Kormendi and
Victor Slexak

Many thanks! The world premiere of Paul
Schmidt's translation of Chckhov's rarely per-
formed play Ivanov, it was, I am delighted to say,
a huge success, got wonderful reviews, and played
to sold-out houses. I did the dramaturgy, was in
it, and produced—a huge challenge! Next we arc
planning a production of The Eye of God, a new
play by NYSCA award-winning playwright
Howard Pflanzer about Mother Anne Lec,
founder of the Shakers, and her quest to create
the New Jerusalem on Earth. Anyone who'd like
to hear more about The Magellan Project, be-
come involved, make a contribution, or simply
reconnect can reach me at 239 Park Ave. South,
9C, New York, N.Y. 10003."

1900
Class Recorder:
Richard Morris
3859 Gramercy St. NW
Washington, D.C. 20016
(202) 364-4657
(202) 364-4656 (fax)
E-mail: rmeinterserv.com

Wes Hansen ( Lovett; B.A.) writes: "I met
California's Monica Hastings in Las Vegas in
1996 and married her Aug. 8. I always loved the
West. We have moved to Plano. Our new address
is 2205 Chadbourne, Plano, Texas 75023."

1 CBlaisIsa vRecid 

Toreador 

Borrednetr, :m 
M.D.
D .

UI 4804 
Austin, TX 78746-2413

Eleanor Lippincott Seerden (Will Rice; BA.)
writes: "We just moved from one side of San
Antonio to the other, putting us in the geo-
graphic zone of one of the area's best middle and
high schools, from which my daughter is already
benefitting.

"A few months ago, I took a job on one of
seven bases here. It put me back into a military
environment, which I really enjoy.

"The biggest recent transition for mc has
been my discharge from the naval reserve due to
Crohn's disease. Having been in the military for
fifteen years, the discharge hurt worse than the
disease, which is largely under control.

"We received a phone call a few months ago
from one of my best friends, Chuck Nicholson
'80 (Sid Rich; B.S.). He and Catherine Baker
Nicholson (Brown; B.A.) are enjoying living on
the East Coast.

"My sister, Alice Lippincott Dorman '86
(Will Rice; B.A.), and her husband, Cliff '86
(Sid Rich; B.S.), have dragged my nephews off to
a landlocked place in
Ohio. Cliff was given a
promotion with Shell.

"Kevin Otto '90
(Hanszen; B.A.) fin-
ished seminary in May.
He will be a wonderful
clergyman. When I last
saw him in May, he was
still in the naval reserve.

"Lawry Ash '80
(Sid Rich; B.A.)—
speak up! I'd love to
know how you are do-
ing."

Osmar Abib (Will
Rice; B.S. ) sent the fol-
lowing photo of his
daughter, Nicole Nicole Lanier Abib
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Lanier Abib, who is two and one-half years old
and possibly a future Rice cheerleader. "The
outfit was a gift from hcr grandmother, and
Nicole wore it proudly during the recent Home-
coming weekend."

Kevin Bartol (Sid Rich; B.S.) and Brock Wagner
'87 (Lovett; B.A.), founders of Saint Arnold
Brewing Company, announced that their newest
beer, Saint Arnold Stout, will be released in Jan.
The Stout is a home brew recipe and was selected
last summer following Saint Arnold's home brew
competition. The Stout was chosen as the best
stout recipe in Texas and tastes like a creamy,
bittersweet chocolate milkshake. Charles
Vallhonrat '90 (M.B.A.) and Steve Capo cre-
ated the winning recipe and helped Wagner brew
the first batch. Saint Arnold Stout will be avail-
able in select restaurants and pubs.

1982
Daniel David Hu (Hanszen; B.A.;
M.A., 1984) writes: "lam pleased to
announce my marriage on May 25,
1996, to Susan H. Yang. Among the
Rice alumni/staffin attendance were

Paul Nesbitt '85 (Hanszen; BA.), who was the
best man, Joe Poncssa '85 (Hanszen; B.A.),
Richard Woessner '83 (Hanszen; B.A.), Doug
Jones '83 (Hanszen; B.S.; M.S., 1986; Ph.D.,
1987), Lynn Lednicky (Baker; BA.; M.B.A.,
1991), Curt Haygood '81 (Will Rice; B.A.),
Jimmy Chamness (Hanszen; BA.), Harry Gee
'60 (Baker; B.A.), Professor Ted Lewis (chemis-
try dept.), Michelle Zingaro '75 (Hanszen;
B.A.; M.A., 1979), Professor Richard Baraniuk
(electrical engineering), and David Kilgore (Jones
School). Susan is a dentist in Houston. I cur-
rently serve at the deputy chief, civil division,
U.S. Attorney's Office in Houston. We continue
to lead a boring life. Due to my marriage, I may
not be able to return to Nepal or Tanzania in the
near future."

Classnotes has learned that Malinda Seymore
(Will Rice; BA.) has been appointed associate
dean for academic affairs and professor of law at
the Texas Wesleyan U. School of Law. She has
been with the school since 1990, where she
started as an assistant professor and then was an
associate professor. Seymore was voted Profes-
sor of the Year for 1990-91 and 1993-94 by
Wesleyan students. Prior to joining Wesleyan,
she served as a briefing attorney, research attor-
ney, and staff attorney with the Dallas Court of
Appeals.

Eric Beaty (MA.) has a new e-mail address. The
address is <Eric .Beatyarescau.galcode .fr>.

Hal Kohlman (Lovett; B.A.) and
Lou Fields Kohlman '82 (Will Rice;
B.Mus.) write: "We belatedly an-
nounce our marriage on July 6,1991.
Gil Gucrrcro (Sid Rich) and Bob

Swanson '84 (Lovett; B.A.) were in the wed-
ding party; in attendance were Kathy Behrens
'80 (Will Rice; B.A.), Mike O'Neil (Lovett), and
Sarah Herbert (Will Rice; BA.), who caught
the bouquet. After years of wedded bliss, we now
rejoice in a son, Ivan, who has already graciously
received guests Gil Guerrero and Joe '82 (Lovett;
BA.; M.Ch.E., 1983) and Kelly Bolam Shea
(Will Rice; B.Mus.; M.Mus., 1984). We find
ourselves living in Oklahoma City. What a long,
strange trip it's been.

"While still single, Lou acquired a law degree
from Harvard in 1986. She worked for the

1083

Library of Congress long enough to get used to
little respect and low pay and remains working in
the public sector. Hal received an M.F.A. in
directing for the theater from UT in 1987, and
he is now completing his doctorate through the

U. of Calif. at Santa Barbara. We welcome visi-
tors. Look us up in the phone book if you're
passing through, or reach us on-line at
<Hal KJreaol.com>." See "New Arrivals" Class
of 1983

Classnotes has learned that Joseph Abuso
(M.Mus.) is chef and owner of Abuso Catering
Co. in Houston. After receiving his culinary
degree from the Culinary Institute of America in
Hyde Park, N.Y., Abuso worked with Dcan
Fearing at the Mansion on Turtle Creek, became
a certified sommelier, and then took the execu-
tive chef position at an exclusive Mont. resort.
Prior to pursuing his culinary interests, he was a
bass player with the Houston Symphony Or-
chestra.

Abuso is one of four members of the Bob
Wires, a musical group composed of local chefs
who often play together at culinary events. They
most recently entertained celebrity chefs with
country and western tunes at Cafe Annie, where
the group was preparing for an upcoming Sun-
shine Kids' fund-raiser. The Bob Wires have
appeared on the TV Food Network with Robin
Leach and will be featured in an upcomiing issue
of Food and Wine.

1084
Class Recorder:
Kathleen Robertson Stewart
500 S. Gilpin St.
Denver, CO 80209
(303) 765-5706 (home)

Class recorder Kathleen Robertson Stewart
(Brown; B.A.) writes:

Robert and I are pleased to announce the
birth of our second child, a son, Benjamin Bailey
Stewart, on Sept. 22, 1996. lam happy to report
that it is as easy to love the next baby as it was to
love the first, as everyone with more than one
child had assured me during my pregnancy!

Susan Aldrich (Wiess; B.A.) writes that she
has moved to the Washington, D.C., area and
started work with Baker & Botts on Sept. 23.
Her address there is 10331 Storch Dr., Seabrook,
Md. 20706, and her telephone number is (301)
794-8192.

Mary Susan Wolf (Brown; B.A.) writes: "I have
been working at Turning Point Ministries Inter-
national for over five years. I work full time in the
office helping with referral calls and writing and
editing articles. I also lead music for the weekly
service."

Fritzi Scheffel Griffis (Jones; B.S., 1985) writes:
"I am currently living in dry and sunny Tucson,
Ariz., with my husband of almost eight years,
Andrew Griffis (Ph.D., U. of Mass., 1992), and
our two sons, Nicholas, four, and Alex, one. My
current occupation is stay-at-home mom, and I
enjoy it. Feel free to write me at 6922 E. 4th St.,
Tucson, Ariz. 85710-2207.

"In Aug. while on vacation, I just happened
to run into Barry Ouellette ( Jones; B.S.) in

front of the grocery store in Ludington, Mich.
He was in Ludington, a small town on the shores

of Lake Mich., for his sister's wedding; we were
shopping before returning to my in-laws' house
twenty minutes away.

"What follows are brief news clips of my

L-R Fritsi Seheffel Griffis, Barry Ouellette,
Carol Ouellette (Barry's mom), and Niehole

Ouellette (Barry's sister)

`chem-e' friends who've kept in contact. Barry
Ouellette recently returned to Houston from

Argentina, where he worked for several years on

a project for Andersen Consulting. He is still

with Andersen Consulting in Houston, and he
hopes to remain there for a couple of years. .

"This spring Brad Bell (Sid Rich; B.S.)

completed his M.B.A. from Stanford U. This

summer he returned to the Houston area to
work at Solvay's Deer Park plant, but he recently
received a different assignment; he left for Brus-
sels, Belgium, on Sept. 9.

"Carrie Brandt-Carlson (Jones; BA.) is in
Houston working through her residency for
pediatrics. She has chosen this career over cancer
research for the time being. She and her hus-

band, Curt Carlson, have one son, Andrew, who

is two.
"Lance Churchman '85 (Lovett; B.S. and

M.Ch.E.) continues to work for Aspen Tech-
nologies (formerly Setpoint). He is now in sales,

and he and his wife, Mary Alice, live in Brussels,
Belgium.

"Christine Brister Lagerlef '86 (Jones;
B.S.) resides outside of Anchorage in Eagle
River, Alaska, with her husband, David, and
their two daughters, Stephanie, five, and Meagan,

three. Christine is a stay-at-home mom who
began homeschooling Stephanie in Sept.; David
works for ARCO. Christine enjoys gardening
during the summer and doesn't even get too
upset when the local moose population also
shows its appreciation for her skill with veg-
etables.

"Brian Loftus (Jones; B.S.) married Diana
Rodriguez in 1995. Brian and Diana live in
Houston, where Brian is practicing neurology at
the Diagnostic Clinic of Houston.

"Brian (Sid Rich; B.S.) and Martha Garcia
Harkins (Jones; B.S.) reside in Missouri City,
Texas, with their childrc n, Alan, four, and Marissa,
almost one. Brian continues to also work with
Aspen Technologies. In Sept., Martha resumed
part-time work with Entrix.

"Katherine Sullivan Phillion '85 ( Jones;
B.S.) lives in La Porte, Texas, with her husband,
Jim Phillion, and her daughter, Stephanie, al-
most two. Katherine is on a leave of absence from
Exxon while she battles with metastic renal car-
cinoma, or cancer of the kidneys (which has
spread to her lungs). Doctors removed one kid-
ney in the spring of 1995, and Katherine had
been on chemotherapy (clinical trial) until this
summer for tumors. The spots on her lungs have
been regressing, and on Sept. 11, doctors re-
moved the tumors from her left lung. Katherine
expects surgery on her right lung about six weeks
later, followed by renewed chemotherapy to
eradicate any microtumors that may have spread.

"Ralph Werling (Sid Rich; B.S.), his wife,
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Anne, and their daughter, Alcxa, live in Decatur,
Ala., where Ralph works for Daiken America.
One of Ralph's latest hobbies is coaching Alexa's
soccer team."

Classnotes has learned that Guy Perry (Will
Rice; B.A.; B.Arch., 1986) has been named vice
president of HOK Intercontinental ( HOK-1). A
subsidiary of Hellmuth, Obata + Kassabaum,
Inc., HOK-I was founded in 1991 to expand
HOK's services. As vice president, Perry will
identify and evaluate potential joint venture part-
ners throughout the world. Prior to joining
HOK-1, he was with Kajima Corporation, where
he worked in Tokyo, Brussels, and Paris.

115
Class Recorder:
David Phillips
23 Fendall Ave.
Alexandria, VA 22304-6328
E-mail: contbundemoon.jic.com

Class recorder David Phillips (Wiess; B.A.)
sends the following letter from Ron Caldwell
(Will Rice; B.A.):

Ron writes: "I have a couple of pieces com-
ing out in anthologies this month—one in Boys
Like Us: Gay Writers Tell Their Coming Out
Stories, edited by Patrick Merla and published by
Avon. It includes essays written for the collection
by Allan Gurganus, Samuel Delaney, J. D.
McClatchy, Phil Gambone, Chris Bram, Scott
Heim, Essex Hemphill, Norman Wong, Stephen
McCauley, Andrew Holleran, Michael Nava, and
others. My piece is titled "Out-Takes." It's a
series of vignettes, reminiscences about coming
out of the closet to various members of my family
while I was at Rice and just afterward.

"Also out later this month, Taking Liberties:
Gay Men's Essays on Politics, Culture, and Sex,
edited by Michael Bronski and published by
Richard Kasak Books. My essay is titled "Make
Love with the Light On" and concerns my
friendship with Allen Barnett, the author of The
Body and Its Dangers, who died of AIDS-related
illness in Aug. 1991.

"I'm still living in N.Y.; besides the afore-
mentioned, I have stories and poems appearing
in U.S.- and U.K-based journals and am teach-
ing in the liberal studies program at Parsons
School of Design/The New School for Social
Research.

"If you want more writing or info, check out
my Web page at <http://ourworld .compuserve.
com/homepages/ron_caldwell>."

Kathryn McKinley Strahan ( Baker; BA.; M.S.,
1990; Ph.D., 1992) writes: "Scotty Strahan and
I had our first baby, Cooper Davis Strahan, on
Mother's Day, May 14, 1995. Scotty is an artist
and is currently working on painting and
children's books. Being a first-time parent com-
bined with an assistant professor at the U. of
Mass., Amherst, is my excuse for not sending this
note sooner. This delay works in my favor, since
I can report (gossip!) on several other Rice
friends who also had their first babies recently.

"By order of arrival, Joanie Hastings (Baker;
B.A.) and her husband, Gary Echo '84 ( Baker;
B.S.; M.E.E., 1985), added Ryan Hastings-Echo
on Aug. 3, 1995, to their family in San Diego.
Joanie works for Science Applications Interna-
tional Corporation and Gary works for ViaSat.
They have been with these companies for several
years. Paul Havlak '86 (Baker; B.A.; M.S.,
1990) and Lisa Gray '88 (Brown; BA.) wel-
comed Mary Josephine Havlak Gray into their

L-R Elisabeth Chase, daughter of Ben Chase
'84 and Sarah Breedin '88, Cooper Strahan,
and Mary Jo Havlak in Holden Beach, N.C.

family on Aug. 22, 1995. Lisa, Paul, and Mary Jo
have recently moved back to Houston, where
Lisa is associate editor for the Houston Press and
Paul is a computer science lecturer at Rice pursu-
ing a science writing career in his copious spare
time.

"Katherine E. Flecther '87 ( Baker; B.A.
and B.S.; M.S., 1994) and Luigi Bai '89 (Sid
Rich; B.A.) welcomed Maya Caitlin Fletcher Bai
on March 12, 1996. They are also living in
Houston, where Luigi has started his own com-
pany, Focal Point Software, and Kathi is finish-
ing her Ph.D. in electrical engineering. Mary
Wolcott Hall (Lovett; BA.; Ph.D., 1991) and
Mark Hall '81 (Wiess; B.S.; M.S., 1990; Ph.D.,
1992) are the most recent first-time parents
among my friends and proudly announce the
birth in Los Angeles of their Texas-sized cutic,
Jamie Michelle Hall, born Aug. 5, 1996, weigh-
ing in at eight lbs. five oz. and measuring twenty-
one in."

Class Recorder:
Greg Marshall
6320 Main #182
Houston, TX 77005
(713) 666-RICE
E-mail: gmarshalarice.edu

Class recorder Greg Marshall ( Baker; B.A.)
writes:

Sue Krueger (Baker; B.A.), who, along with
Becky Nelson (Baker; B.A.) and I, organized a
highly successful Baker College reunion during
Homecoming '96, wanted to share a photo that
shows just some of the many Baker alumni who
attended. Pictured below left to right are: Sue
Krueger, Brandon Rigney (Baker; B.A.), Scott
Brooks (Baker; B.A.), Kevin Manweiler (Baker;
B.S.), Kurt Manweiler (Lovett; B.S.), Margie
Wald ( Baker; BA.), Bill Reese ( Baker; B.S.),
Susan Swank (Baker; B.S.), Eric Salituro
( Hanszen; B.A.), Steve Blackstock ( Baker; BA.),
Becky Nelson, Richard Wells (Baker; B.A.),

Kathi Fletcher (Baker; B.A. and B.S., 1987),
Steve Reeves (Baker; B.S.), and Rachel Fulton
(Baker; B.A.).

Becky, Sue, and I wish to thank the many
current Baker students who helped to arrange
the party, and challenge all other Baker alumni to
help mount an even bigger and better Baker
reunion for Homecoming '97.

Marina Wirfel Delaney '84 ( Hanszen; B.A.)
writes: "My husband, Dr. John Delaney
(Hanszen; B.A.), was recently promoted to asso-
ciate vice president and dean of students at Sam
Houston State U. here in Huntsville. This pro-
motion added to his staff, budget, and responsi-
bilities, which now include student activities,
recreational sports, student center, students' le-
gal services, and the office of student life. John
loves his job and keeps very busy working with
students. Feel free to e-mail him at
<SLO_JMDOSHSU.EDU>. I stay at home with
the kids, Conor, four, and Brian, two, which
keeps me very busy. Any of our old Rice buddies
arc always welcome in Huntsville."

Jon Y. Vanderpool (Will Rice; B.A.) writes:
"Attending an inspiring discussion of Nobel
prizes and new buildings hosted by Dr. and Mrs.
Gillis at an alumni reception a couple of weeks
ago in San Diego, I was reminded of the need to
update my whereabouts and goings on. But first:
has word of the impending demise of the hal-
lowed grounds of the Wiess Commons, situs of
such legendary N.O.D. events as 'Coeds in
Chains' and ̀ Animal Farm,' been leaked to the
ten-plus year alums? Please let us know when,
where, and who is sponsoring the memorial
ceremony. They just don't make punch like that
anymore.

"My wife, Christine, and I are expecting our
first child Nov. 20. I ventured out to open my
own law practice since Jan. 1996, counseling
individual and small business clients in employ-
ment law. My office information: 1947 Camino
Vida Roble, Suite 106, Carlsbad, Calif. 92009;
telephone (619)431-8049; fax (619)431-2218;
e-mail <jyvesyeaol.com>.

"It pains me to admit that 1 have now missed
class reunions one through ten. I can and will do
better. Keep those calls and invites coming. In
any event, it's great to root from afar as the
Fighting Owls climb the WAC ranks. No word in
the local papers as to whether the goal posts
survived the Utah thrashing. We look forward to
a San Diego State matchup next year perhaps.

"Talk increases of an impending road trip to
Austin for the Southwest Music Festival mid-
March 1997. Who's with me? Best wishes to all
and to all a good night."
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Classnotes has learned that William H. White
(Wiess; B.S.) has received the Outstanding Young
Engineering Alumnus Award from the Rice En-
gineering Alumni (REA) board. White is the
President of BP Microsystems, Inc., a manufac-
turer of electronic device programmers. He
started the company during his senior year at
Rice. It has since grown into an international
company with over fifty employees. Recipients
for the REA award are chosen based on their
engineering experience, awards, publications,
patents, professional affiliations, and corporate
leadership and entrepreneurship. White was the
first person to receive this year's award, which
was created to recognize engineering alumni
under the age of forty.

Steve McLaughlin (Sid Rich; B.A.) writes: "Just
moved to Mexico City with my wife and two
kids—working in the U.S. Embassy political
section."

1987
Class Recorder:
John Armstrong
1112 Highland
Houston, TX 77009
(713) 880-0447
E-mail: john.armstrong@free
wheeling.com

Class recorder John Armstrong (Sid Rich; B.A.,
1988; M.B.A., 1994) sends the following:

The

filet

Compaq USA soccer team

Thought that since I was the class recorder,
I should help fill out the Class of '87 section a
little, so here's a quick update. For those of you
keeping track, I left WilTel about two years ago
to go to work for Compaq in commercial mar-
keting for the North America division. As you
might expect, there are a good many Rice folks
there, and I have had a chance to work closely
with a few of them, especially Gregg Sholeen
'86 (Wicss; B.A.; B.S., 1987) and Ken Kurtzman
'85 (Hanszcn; B.A.). In Sept., Gregg, Ken, and
I along with Compaq Owls Curt Belusar '97
and Kent Vaubel '91 (M.A.) traveled to Lon-
don to represent Compaq USA in an intracom-
pany soccer tournament. Although we didn't
win the tournament, we did run into Mark
Bolam '82 (Lovett; B.S.; M.Ch.E., 1983) who,
along with a team of fellow maniacs, had flown
up from Singapore the night before to partici-
pate in the fun. Just to show the rest of us how
tough they were, the Singaporeans kept every-
one up all night at the party following the
tourney, then boarded a plane to fly directly back
home! In the attached photo arc 1.-R Mark
Bolam, Kent Vaubel, me, Curt Belusar, Gregg
Sholecn, and Ken Kurtzman.

Just after joining Compaq, I decided that it
was time to explore the brave new world of home
ownership and bought a house in the Woodland

Heights, where I keep my suits and my growing
menagerie of two cats, a Lab puppy (and a girl).
The Heights these days is a very trendy part of
Houston, as evidenced by the growing number
of Ricers who I call my neighbors, including Ed
Graham '88 (Baker; B.S., 1989) and Marta
Fonseca '91 (Baker; B.A., 1992), Stephanie
Adolph (Brown; B.A.; B.Arch., 1989), and
Sandhya Nayak '88 (Baker; B.S., 1989). Out-
of-town visitors should always consider them-
selves welcome. Cheers!

Eric Borneman (Hanszen; B.A.) writes:
"Last time the Sallyporr featured me, I had an
environmentally conscious nightclub. Well, that's
been sold—got tired of seeing drunk blithering
idiots every night who didn't understand what
we were doing. I am now on a wildly variant and
unusually successful trail. I have just had my first
book published on corals. It has been so well
received, we have been contacted by English,
German, and Puerto Rican dealers clammering
for exclusive distribution. I am actually going to
my own book signing in N.Y. and Chicago
within the next few months. Most exciting and
strange. I am a Pct Host for the reef section of
America Online, a columnist for an on-line maga-
zine—and on the way are three more books. I
also plan to open a restaurant in the Caribbean in
the not-too-distant future, as well as become
involved in reef conservation efforts worldwide.
And to Lucy Meyers (Brown; BA.) (whom I
was so impressed with to hear she races cars)—
fascinating where life takes us, isn't it?"

Susan Buchanan (Brown; B.A.) writes: "Since
June I have been living in the thriving metropolis
of Kountze, Texas, (population 2,056 or so). I
was appointed as the pastor of the First (and
only) United Methodist Church here. It's really
a wonderful place about twenty-five miles north
of Beaumont, right on the edge of the Big
Thicket National Preserve.

"The people here are great, and Beaumont's
a large enough city that I don't feel like I'm in the
middle of nowhere. And there's the Internet. I'd
love to hear from anyone who wants to write me
at <susanlynnbeaol.com>."

Jennifer A. Savage

Classnotes has learned
that Jennifer A.
Uebele Savage
(Jones; B.A.) has
joined the law firm of
Thompson Hine &
Flory P.L.L. Savage
will work in the per-
sonal and succession
planning practice area
and will focus on mat-
ters such as wills and
personal planning
documents. She will
work in the Cleveland,

Ohio, office. Prior to joining the firm, she was an
associate with Brousc & McDowell in Akron,
Ohio.

Lt. Judy Chesser Coffman (Jones; B.S.) writes:
"Greetings! I'm coming up toward the end of
my active military service and just wondered if
anyone out there knew of any companies in the
Portland, Beaverton, or Tigard, Oreg., area that
might be looking for an experienced manager,
leader, and/or helicopter pilot. I graduated with
a B.S. in materials science (metals option), went
into the U.S. Navy and flew hclos for the next
eight years, and have been running a nine-spot
flight deck for the last two years. I've gained

about seven years of quality assurance/quality
control experience on hclos and ships and have
been directly responsible for the management of
up to 175 personnel at a time.

"My primary interest is quality assurance/
quality control or engineering management. My
secondary interest is airfield operations, with a
tertiary interest in continuing operational flying
as a helicopter/fixed-wing pilot. Résumés are
available upon request.

"I'm currently deployed to the Persian Gulf
but will be separating from the naval service as of
May 1997 and will be in the Portland, Oreg.,
area as of May 1, 1997. If you come upon
anything that I might be a fit for, please let me
know. Even if you don't, it'd be great to hear
from a fellow Rice grad! Thanks for your time
and consideration. My address until May is USS
ESSEX (LHD 2), FPO AP 96643-1661, ore-
mail <jc I Oessex.navy.mil>."

Class Recorder:
Jim Humes
1426 47th Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94122
(415) 566-5003
E-mail: Jimhumeseaol.com

Todd R. Cimino (M.B.A.) writes: "Married
Diana M. Ochoa on May 18, 1996, and honey-
mooned in Florence, Venice, and Paris. I am a
manager in Arthur Andersen's business consult-
ing practice."

Doina E. Jones ( Brown; B.A.) writes: "Since my
graduation from Rice, I have traveled to Europe
twice including to my origins in Romania. I also
moved to Fresno, Calif. For five years or so, I
worked for a newspaper. Recently, I started
working for the district attorney's office. Still
enjoying single life, travel, nature, true friends,
and the computer age. E-mail me at
<HEYDEJ©aol.com>."

Gregg Robins and family on graduation day

Dr. Gregg Robins (Hanszcn; BA.) writes: "1
have never written in with an update to my fellow
Owls and thought this was as good a time as any.
I don't know where to begin so why not with the
personal stuff. I am now married and have been
since May 1993. My wife, Jenny, is Colombian
but spent the better part of her life in Englewood,
N.J. She was born in Medellin, Colombia, which
is where we got engaged on Christmas Eve 1992.
(Yes, I'm a bit behind on my letter writing.)
More recently, our daughter, Gabriella, was born
in Nov. 1994 in the John Radcliffe hospital in
Oxford, England, where Jenny had been work-
ing in the health promotion area before becom-
ing a mom—or 'mum' as they say here. She
didn't mind, though, after trying in vain to
promote health in a land of fish-and-chips, pints
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of beer for breakfast, and soon. At the time, I was
doing my graduate work—in England they say
postgraduate work—in Oxford Centre for Man-
agement Studies. I wrote and finally defended a
thesis on banking and financial systems in tran-
sition economies. It now seems like many years
ago.

"After finishing the thesis, I joined Citibank,
where I have been working within strategic plan-
ning for the emerging markets. Before I finished
the doctorate—in Oxford called a D.Phil.—I
had done a couple of projects for the bank as an
independent consultant, and this made my join-
ing easier. I have not been disappointed, having
broadened my previous East European focus to
also include Asia and Latin America. The bank is
keen to invest in emerging markets, and I am
now working with a number of countries as they
try to anticipate the future shape and size of their
markets so as to invest intelligently. I will remain
in this position into (early) 1997 and then will
probably move from the head office in London
to a position within one of the markets, most
likely in Asia in the first instance.

"We are now living in central London. Now
that Gabriella is running around, we are enjoying
being near a park. She is busy with her growing
circle of friends, and we are now planning our
free time around her friends' parties—at least
they haven't discovered TGs (yet!). Our home
address is Flat 2,4 Queen's Gate Place, London
SW 7 5NT, UK; telephone (0171) 591 0763;e-
mail <106136.3315@compuserve.com>. I am
still in touch with a handful of classmates and
faculty and did go to the recent alumni drinks in
London. Since Saleem Assaf ( Hanszen; B.A.)
kindly gave an update on me some years ago, let
me convey to all that he is well and has landed a
position in Andersen Consulting, after a stint at
Mobil. He and his wife, Lori, have bought a
house in Dallas, and they have a little dog called

I heard that we beat SMU in football, so
things back there are definitely changing for the
better! I even ran into a fellow Citibanker, Rob-
ert Leftwich '67 (Hanszen; B.A. )—small world."

1919
Class Recorder:
David H. Nathan
2323 McClendon
Houston, TX 77030
(713) 668-1712
E-mail: dnathanetenet.edu

Class recorder David H. Nathan (Wiess; BA.)
sends the following:

He's asleep. Now that I have a moment, let
me write my first update about myself since I've
been class recorder. On June 25, 1996, at 8:37
A.m., my wife, Mandy Gilbert Nathan ( Hanszen;
B.A.), gave birth to Zachary Evan Nathan. Weigh-
ing in at five lbs. two oz., he arrived a bit early,
but I figured he wanted to see the All-Star game.

This is one amusing little baby. Although he
looked a lot like Don Zimmer at birth, Zach has
surged on the cuteness scale. This means that he
looks a lot more like his mom than his dad. Still,
I'm sure his sense of humor will somehow de-
velop from his Y-chromosome.

In just a few months, Zach has witnessed
more Rice Owl football victories (three) than we
did our senior year (zero). He has also watched
the Team Wiess Battlesows win a powdcrpuff
game, visited Wiess Tabletop to see a revival of
his old man's play A Match Made in Heaven, and
seen Nolan Ryan have his number retired by the
Astros.

Mandy took some time off from her job as an

wis attorney at Gibbs &
Bruns L.L.P., where
she works with Jean
Frizzell '87 (Wiess;
B.A.). In Oct.,! took
advantage of the Fam-
ily Leave Act (thanks,
Bill Clinton ) and took
a leave of absence
from teaching English
at Lamar High
School, so I could
bond with the little
man. At Lamar, my
mentor and trusted
colleague is none

other than Lisa Smith, the former comaster at
Hanszen while Mandy was there. Although I
don't write nearly as much as I'd like (a baby and
full-time job can do that to you),! have finished
a companion volume to my first book Baseball
Quotations (Ballantine, 1991). Now if my agent
will just sell the darn thing to a publisher.

Between Homecoming, Halloween, and the
Jill Tanke '93 (Wiess; B.A.)—Bill Davis '88
(Wiess; B.A.) nuptials, we have seen many °four
Rice friends on a semiregular basis. It's a good
thing everyone still comes to Houston, because
traveling with Zach and our two St. Bernards is
a bit hairy. No doubt Zach will one day pull an
all-fighter with Aaron Jay Penick, future Class of
2017. His folks, David (Wiess; B.A.) and Pamela
Tarr Penick (Wiess; BA.), have been preparing
us for what lies ahead, since Aaron is just a few
months older than Zach. Who knows, if "Birth
of a Nathan" remains so much fun, we might
produce a sequel.

Your obedient class recorder.

Zachary Evan Nathan

Adam Litch

Suzanne Plummer
Litch '89 (Wiess;
B.S.) writes: "On Jan.
28,1996, at 4:45 A.m.,
Adam Benjamin Litch
arrived screaming into
this world (although
no one could hear his
screams over his
mom's). He was eight
lbs. four oz. at birth,
but now he's a year
old and he's over
twenty-two lbs. (with
a ninety-ninth percen-

tile head to store all his brains). He's crawling
and standing up and seems to be about to walk.
Tim and I are busy trying to baby-proof our
house right now. Adam is so happy and fun—we
highly recommend the experience to everyone.
(And it's true what they say about remembering
labor—one minute I thought I might die, and
ten minutes later I was telling Tim that I could
do that again.)

"Adam has met tons of Rice people so far in
his life, and he's seen his Uncle Doug Plummer
'87 (Wicss; B.A.) four times in the past eight
months, even though Doug lives in Boston.

"We are living in Austin, and I am still
working at Motorola, designing PowerPC mi-
croprocessors, although I switched to part-time
after Adam was born. Tim left Motorola and is
working at DEC on the StrongARM.

"Overall, I'd have to say life is pretty great at
the Litch household. If you're ever in Austin and
feel like admiring a beautiful boy, give us a ring."

Van Ngo (Brown; BA.) writes: "Finally finished
residency in family practice and now have a real

job! My new address is 3104 Rolling Glen,
Bryan, Texas 77807."

Kelly Shurnaker Kling (Hanszen; BA.) writes.
"A lot has happened since 1 last wrote to the
Sallyport! My husband and I moved from Hawaii
to Calif. in July '93, where he was stationed at
Marine Corps Air Station (MCAS) El Toro as the
pilot training officer in VMFA 232 (F/A-18
squadron). The squadron was gone a lot on
various deployments and detachments, so I kept
busy working at Price Waterhouse LLP, where!
rehired in the MTC practice. I specialize in
sales/use tax consulting and love it. (Go figure.)

"In July '95, we moved to Yuma, Ariz.,
where my husband is now stationed at MCAS
Yuma as an F/A-18 instructor pilot in Marine
Aviation Weapons and Tactics Squadron-1. He
is home much more than he was in the fleet, but
now I've been traveling more. Price Waterhouse
was cool enough to let me keep my job and work
from my house on a part-time arrangement.
Working from home is awesome, but it keeps me
a little too busy sometimes!

"Yuma is hot (what an understatement! ),
but the quality of life is excellent. We spend more
time with each other and with friends here! We
custom built a home ins golf course community,
and we've been trying to golf in our sparc time!
We recently got a new puppy, celebrated our
fourth wedding anniversary, and now have our
first baby on the way. I'm due at the beginning
of '97—what a great way to start a new year! I've
acquired a new nickname, Kelly-Belly, thanks to
my hubby.

"On a more serious note, most people have
probably heard by now that Maureen Stewart
Webster '90 (Brown; B.A.) passed away on
Sept. 16, 1994, in Anguilla, West Indies, from
childbirth complications. She had an excellent
job with Cable & Wireless in the finance depart-
ment. Her husband, Griffin, works there as the
manager of information systems. Maureen had a
condition called precclampsia, which resulted in
an emergency C-section. The baby was born six
weeks early on Sept. 14, 1994, and is named
Maureen Gabriella Patricia Webster. Maureen
saw her little girl after giving birth and then
passed away less than two days later of an aneu-
rysm. "Gabi' will be two years old next month
and has grown from a four-lb. preemie into a
beautiful, healthy little girl.

"Maureen was like a sister to me, and I know
she was loved and will be missed by those whose
lives she touched. She had an exceptional athletic
career and a very successful professional career as
well. I keep in touch with her husband and have
his phone number, address, and c-mail address if
anyone would like to contact him. Just give me
a buzz. Griffin has also created a Web page for his
family, so we can all watch Gabi grow up on-line.

"On a happier note, my husband and I just
returned from Atlanta, where we watched my
best friend, Heather McDermid '91 (Hanszen;
BA.), win a silver medal in rowing for Canada!
She took up a new sport after a serious stress
fracture kept her from going to Barcelona in
track and has obviously been kicking ass. Forced
to give up running and determined to go to the
Olympics in something, she achieved her dream
as a member of the Women's Eight! Our good
buddy John Zurita '90 (Sid Rich; B.A.) was also
there to cheer on Heather with us! Way to go,
Heather!

"Another Rice trackster and friend, Rosic
Edeh '90 ( Hanszen; B.A.), also competed in the
Olympics for Canada. Rosie ran two rounds of
the four-hundred-meter hurdles to make it into
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L-R John Zurita, !leather McDermid, and
Kelly Shumaker Kling at the Sumnier

Olympics in Atlanta, Ga.

the finals, where she finished sixth. What a stud,
Rosie! Awesome job! (I have your race on video
if you want it.)

"Well, if you're ever passing through this
armpit of the desert (yeah, right!), please give us
a call. We're only a two-and-a-half-hour drive to
a real city (San Diego), and visitors are always
welcome in our home. Our address is 10376 S.
Fairway Loop, Yuma, Ariz. 85367; phone (520)
342-5588; c-mail <Kklingenotes.pw.com>."

Classnotes has learned that Carla Smith (Will
Rice; B.A.) has been elected to the Alpha Omega
Alpha honor medical society at Baylor College of
Medicine in Houston. Smith plans a residency in
orthopedics.

Class Recorder:
Jennifer Cooper
1616 Ridgewood
Houston, TX 77006
(713) 523-6549 or
(713) 523-2089
E-mail: flickababeeaol.com

Classnotes has learned that Donald L. Yee (Baker;
B.A.) has been elected to the Alpha Omega
Alpha honor medical society at Baylor College of
Medicine in Houston. Yee has received honors in
the basic sciences and plans a residency in inter-
nal medicine and pediatrics.

Gregory H. Kahn (Sid Rich; B.A.) has joined
the international law firm of Fulbright & Jaworski
L.L.P. in the firm's Houston office. As an asso-
ciate, Kahn will focus on bankruptcy reorganiza-
tion and litigation matters. While at the U. of
Texas School of Law, he was the editor of The
Review of Litigation. Prior to beginning his law
career, he worked as a reporter and received two
Excellence in Journalism Awards from the Press
Club of Houston. From 1995-96 he was a
briefing attorney for Justice Rose Spector of the
Texas Supreme Court.

Class Recorders:
Ross Goldberg
410 5th St. NE, Apt. 6
Washington, DC 20002
(202) 547-3382 (home)
(410) 712-7428 (work)
E-mail: gold be rgeclark. nct

Shelley Overholt
7900 Cambridge 10-1C
Houston, TX 77054-5524
(713) 796-8078
E-mail: soverhol@thesisl.med.
uth.tmc.edu

Class recorder Ross Goldberg (Hanszen; B.A.)
sends the following news:

Mandy Rappaport (Hanszen; B.A.) writes:
"I thought it's about time I contributed some
news. I graduated from the Medical College of
Pa. in May 1996, and I'm now a pediatric intern
at St. Christopher's Hospital for Children in
Philadelphia. It's always nice to hear from old
friends. Feel free to send e-mail to
<Rappaporteallegheny.edu>."

Ellen Rein (Baker; B.A.) writes: "I've mar-
ried another Baker alum, who wishes to remain
anonymous. We had a lot of fun at our New
Orleans wedding July 6. The following Rice
grads made the trip, and we thank them (all
Baker College unless noted): Mike '90 (BA;
M.Acc., 1991) and Missi Grubbs (B.A.), Keith
(Wiess; B.A.) and Shelly Jewett Darby (BA.),
Jeff '87 (B.S.) and Kelsey Skiba, Doug (B.A.
and B.S.) and Carolyn Kirkpatrick, Dan
Kirkpatrick '93 (B.A. and B.S.) and Laura
Banfield '94 (MA.), who is currently a Ph.D.
student in geology, Lawrence Lyman '89 (B.A.)
and Andrea Torrcs, Chris Jandacek '90 (B.S.),
Chuck Berry '88 (B.S.), Sandhya Nayak '88
(B.S., 1989), Dean '88 (BA.) and Beth Broz.
Our address is 109 Glenway Court, Nashville,
Tenn. 37221, and our phone is (615) 662-
8417."

L-R (Front Row) Gayle Ayers Elam, David
Lewis, Margaret Jelinek Lewis, and Lauren
Gass. L-R (Rack Row) Tanya Lowrey Si.
John, Andrew St. John, Peggy and Virgil
Haney, and Mary Bittle Teer Koenick

Margaret S. Jelinck Lewis (Hanszen; B.A.)
writes: "We did it! We finally took the plunge!
After years of long-distance dating (David was in
Ala. and I was in Ohio), David Lewis (Will Rice;
B.A., 1992) and I are finally living in the same
state and we're married. David proposed last
July: down on one knee with a twenty-five-
pound ROCK—an Ark, quartz crystal cluster.
(That's what you get for dating a geologist and
saying 'I don't want a diamond!') He moved to
Columbus, Ohio, last Aug., and then the plan-
ning started.

"We were married on Sept. 1, 1996, in
Freehold, N.J., in my parents' backyard. After
the ceremony and a quick 'set change,' the
celebration continued there with a buffet lunch
and plenty of dancing. It was a small wedding
with mostly family in attendance, but a few Rice
folks couldn't be left out: Rice roommates Peggy
Dun Haney (Hanszen; B.A.), Mary Bittle Teer
Koenick (Hanszen; BA.), and Lauren Gass
(Hanszen, BA.) helped out every step of the

way. They did more work behind the scenes than
anyone will ever know! Tonya Lowrey St. John
'92 (Jones; B.A.) did her part to keep things
going and kept the best man in line. Newlyweds
(as of June 15, 1996) Gayle Ayers Elam '89
(Lovett; B.A.) and Tim Elam also lent us their
talents and joined the weekend festivities. On the
big day, Peggy 'stage managed' the whole event
and Mary Riffle and Lauren held the poles of the
chuppah (wedding canopy) during parts of the
ceremony. Lt. Andrew St. John (Will Rice;
B.A.) served as best man and Neil 'Sandy'
Havens '57 (BA.), Rice Players director, read
Shakespeare's Sonnet 116 and spoke about us
during the ceremony. Much to our delight, Bren
Dubay, Rice Players playwright in residence, also
made the trip from Houston to celebrate with us.
Virgil Haney (Wiess; B.A. and B.S.) is an excel-
lent photographer and captured it all on film.

"We backpacked in the Adirondack Moun-
tains in upstate N.Y. for a few days then cel-
ebrated in S.C. with many folks from the Lewis
side who were unable to attend the festivities in
N.J. It was in S.C. that Rice roommate Jenni
Bausch Palocsik '90 (Hanszcn; B.A.) and her
husband, John, caught up with us. Jeff Cours
(Hanszen; B.A. and B.S.) and Eric Hahn '92
(Hanszen; B.A.) toasted our marriage at a
prewedding party at Jeff's house in Columbus.
Now that things have quieted down a bit, we're
back in Columbus where lam diligently working
on my Ph.D. dissertation in psychology at Ohio
State. (We missed the Rice-OSU game due to
the wedding, but we definitely would have still
cheered for Rice!) David finished his master's in
geology at the U. of Ala. this past year with Dr.
Lou Bartek '89 (Ph.D.). He is now working as
an assitant department head at Galyan's Trading
Company here in Ohio. (Any other alums have a
need, or know of a need, for a geologist?) We'd
love to hear from y'all. Our address is 163 East
Como Ave., Columbus, Ohio 43202; telephone
(614) 261-9170; e-mail <jelinek-
lewis.3@osu.cdu> (Margaret) or
<dlewis@nyx.cs.du.cdu> (David)."

Sue Dimenn Deigaard ( Brown; B.A. and
B.Mus., 1992) writes: "Well, our fifth class re-
union on Sat., Nov. 2, was a huge success.
Special thanks to cochair Laura Patterson Wil-
liams (Brown; B.A.) and the entire reunion
committee that included Alisa Acheson (Sid
Rich; B.S.), Teddy Adams (Will Rice; B.A.),
Julia Amborski (Baker, B.A.), Amy Barton
( Jones; BA.), Micke Bloomfield (Lovett; BA.),
Helen Anderson Branner (Will Rice; B.A.),
Tony Carmona ( Jones; B.A.), Keine Few
Clarkson (Brown; B.A.), Richie Ehlers
( Hanszen; B.A.), Kelly Norton Fischer (Wiess;
B A. ), Marta Fonseca (Baker; B.A., 1992), Dave
French (Wiess; B.S.), Peggy Dun Haney
(Hanszen; B.A.), Chris Higgins (Lovett; B.S.),
Jennifer Lapp Macia (Brown; B.A.), Mario
Macia (Brown; B.S.), and Ashley Watson (Will
Rice; BA.) for all their help. Our classmates
came from as far away as Calif., Colo., and Mass.
Between the Young Alumni Celebration and our
reunion party at Savage's, there were over 100 of
our classmates in attendance Homecoming week-
end! Even English professor Ed Doughtie showed
up for the occasion. Hope to see everyone again
at our tenth reunion in 2001 (if not before)."
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Weighted Heavily in Her Favor
What began as a way to pass time
during her husband's Downtown
YMCA workouts now consumes Leigh
Richman Smith's '91 extracurricular
hours. Previously a stranger to the
inside of a gym, Smith started experi-
menting with weights on these fre-

quent YMCA visits. Initially, she
hoped to tone her muscles, but
after a few months, Smith recognized
a noticeable physical difference—not
only had her muscle tone improved,
she had greater strength and endur-
ance. Encouraged by these develop-
ments, she decided to delve deeper.
With the help of her husband, Michael,
and Hal Hudson, a national and world
masters champion in powerlifting,
Smith embarked on her own training
program, and, within a year's time, her
exercise routine had become more than
an idle diversion.

Smith began powerlifting in the
summer of 1993. She started by learn-
ing the squat, one of the three lifts
used in competitive weight lifting. With
continued support and encouragement
from her husband and fellow weight
lifters, she gradually added the two
remaining lifts, the bench press and
the deadlift, to her regimen. "I found
myself in one of the nicest, most sup-
portive groups," Smith remembers.
The only woman in a group of six or
seven experienced weight lifters, Smith
worked hard, and, inevitably, her
newfound passion took her to another
level when she began to compete in
1994.

Since then, her accomplishments
have been anything but deadweight.
After an abysmal finish in her first
competition, followed by a second
place, Smith entered her third meet in
Beaumont and won the Natural Ath-
lete Strength Association Southeast-

ern Regional. In 1995 she won the
United States Powerlifting Asso-

ciation Texas State Champion-
ships in Corpus Christi and
the Texas Cup in Seguin.
With the win in Corpus
Christi, Smith became the
reigning Texas State
Powerlifting Champion in
her weight class. She de-

fended her title in 1996 and,
with a score of 770—the
combined weight from the

best of three lifts in each category—
qualified in her weight class for the
United States Powerlifting Associa-
tion Nationals in Philadelphia. This
past July, she competed at nationals
and came away with a bronze medal
for her efforts. She ended 1996 by
winning her second consecutive Texas
Cup in Austin. Finishing with a total
score of 805, she again qualified for
the United States Powerlifting Asso-
ciation Nationals in 1997 and had the
best bench and deadlift of any female

powerlifter in all weight classes.
In the midst ofcompeting and main -

taming a fifteen- to twenty-hour-a-
week training schedule, Smith is work-
ing on a Ph.D. in English literature at
the University of Houston and teach-
ing literature and composition classes.
Athletics and academics may seem like
a strange dichotomy, but Smith has
made them a compatible mix. Manag-
ing the two, however, isn't always an
easy task. Three days before defending
her master's thesis, Smith was to at-
tend her third meet, a regional compe-
tition. "What I needed to be doing
was sleeping at night and releasing
nervous energy," Smith says. She feared
that she wouldn't be able to defend
her thesis or compete well, but in the
end Smith channeled her anxieties in
the right direction and lifted better
than she ever had in competition. Dur-
ing that week, she went on to win her
first powerlifting competition and
earned her M.A. in English literature
after successfully defending her thesis
on William Blake and the epic tradi-
tion.
Smith credits much of her

powerlifting success to continued sup
port from her fellow competitors, col -
leagues, and students. Initially, her
family thought she was crazy. Her
father, a history professor at Stephen
F. Austin in Nacogdoches, Texas, has
since become a big fan and follower of
the sport. Although fewer women than
men are competitively involved, she is
encouraged by the fact that female
participation appears to be on the rise.
Perhaps the biggest bonus is that her
husband, also a powerlifter, and she
are able to provide each other with
constant support and motivation.
Charged with an exuberance in all

she does, Smith has recently com-
pleted required course work for her
Ph.D. and is taking the first two of
four comprehensive exams. She is be-
ginning to explore topics for her dis-
sertation and, if all goes as planned,
hopes to begin working on it this year.
Because powerlifting isn't a seasonal
sport and competition is ongoing,
Smith continues to juggle training and
academic schedules. When asked how
she manages to do it all, Smith replies,
"with a lot of hard work and sacrifice."
Most definitely words to live by.
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1992
Class Recorder:
Tom Farnen
275 13th. St., NE, Apt. #309
Atlanta, GA 30309

John D. Cowart (Wiess; B.S.) writes: "Christine
and I arc somewhat more delinquent this time
around, but it is with equally great pride that we
introduce the newest member of our family,
KayLeigh Nicole. KayLeigh was born on Feb.
22, 1996, weighing eight lbs. fourteen oz. (six
oz. heavier than her big brother). Unfortu-
nately, like her brother, KayLeigh insisted on
crawling before she reached six months. Beyond
that, she has been the perfect child.

"Christine still loves staying at home with
Philip and KayLeigh. I still enjoy my job with
Fish 8t Richardson P.C. in Houston, though I
must admit I am anxious to finish law school
(and Christine is even more anxious than I),
which should happen in May '98.

"We'd love to hear from those of you who
have moved away and lost contact. You can reach
us by mail at 13502 Greenbriar Dr., Sugar Land,
Texas 77478, by phone at (281) 494-2606, or
by e-mail at <cowartefr.com>."

Classnotes has learned that Doug Foshee
(M.B.A.) has been elected to the Texas Business
Hall of Fame Foundation (TBHFF) board of
directors. While attending Rice, Foshee was the
first recipient of a TBHFF scholarship. He is
president and chief operating officer of Torch
Energy Advisors Inc. Prior to this appointment,
Foshee was executive vice president of acquisi-
tions and financial analysis for Torch. The TBHFF
is a nonprofit organization and has awarded
more than $800,000 in scholarships to graduate
business students attending Texas colleges and
universities.

The following letter was sent by Evelyn Murphy
'43 (B.A.):

Sat., Oct. 5, 1996, was a unique wedding
celebration day for Jennifer Folk (Jones; BA.)
and Kenneth Muno (Oakland U., 1991). It was
complete with a traditional wedding and recep-
tion at noon at Stephens College in Columbia,
Mo. Early afternoon quick clothes changes and
another party at the farm where Jcnn and Ken
will live and raise goats and make goat cheese.
(Ken having been an apprentice at other farms
and a background in chemistry, it isn't totally
"off the wall.")

Sunshine and cool breezes, a fall feast and a
huge lighted tent (to fend off rain), a country
music band, every kind of western dancing by all
ages, and an opportunity for the more adventur-
ous ones to milk the goats. They performed this
feat before an impressed audience.

Guests were family and close friends of Jenn
and Ken, with an impressive number of Rice
Owls. The Classes of '92 and '93 were well
represented by: Jennifer Evans '93 (Jones; B.S.)
and Chris Arntzen '93 (Sid Rich; BA.),
Stephanie Bawler (Jones; BA.), Steve Shivers
( Jones; BA. and B.S.), Rachel Decker '93 (Jones;
B.A.), Stephanie Roe (Jones; BA.) and Brad
Shisler '93 (Jones; B.A. and B.S.), Monica
Willman '93 (Jones; B.A.), Kerry O'Neill
( Jones; B.A.) and Hunter Armistead '90 (Will
Rice; B.S.), and Libby Wilson Ferguson (Jones;
B.S.). Also on hand were Jenn's parents, Bill '66
(Baker; BA.) and Martha Murphy Folk '68
(Brown), and grandparents, Evelyn and Walter
Murphy '48 (B.S.; M.S., 1950), uncle, Walter
Murphy Jr. '77 (Lovett; BA.; B.Arch., 1979),
and sister, Torrey Folk, on leave of abse nee from

Friends and family of Jennifer Folk and Kenneth Muno

Rice to pursue aspirations for a place on Ameri-
can women's crew at the 2000 Olympics.

Peter Newton (Hanszen; B.S.) writes: "I have
concluded my time sailing the ocean blue on the
USS Curtis Wilbur and left San Diego for an
M.B.A. at UT. Starting the program with me are
Joe '93 (Hanszen; B.A.) and Jenna Salwen
Castro '94 (Hanszcn; BA.), Allison Reese
(Lovett; BA.), Steve Marzio '91 (Lovett; BA.),
and Gabe Calvetti (Wiess; B.A.). Gabe also left
the military, but while he was a marine, he found
a wife and now has a darling three-year-old
daughter.

"I'm having a great time with my classes,
and the people here are lots of fun. Kate
McPardin (Baker; BA.), who is studying his-
tory at UT, has been a great tour guide for my
new hometown, as has Ed Warren '91 ( Hanszen;
BA.), who is consulting with Oracle. I've also
run into Maureen ̀ Mo' Reed '94 (Hanszen;
BA.), among other Rice alumni in the area. I can
be reached at <pnewtonOmail.utexas.cdu>, for
anyone passing through Austin."

1993
Class Recorder:
Mimi Hu
906 Oakley Apt. #3
Houston, TX 77006
(713) 529-2956
E-mail: mhuOthesisl.med.uth.
tmc.edu

Delia Poon (Baker; BA.) writes: "I will be
joining the law firm of Baker & McKenzie in
Hong Kong as a first-year associate this fall.
Look me up if you are visiting or passing through
Hong Kong at (852) 2846 1888 or Flat C, 12/
F, 44 Kiang Lok Rd., Kwun Tong, Kowloon,
Hong Kong."

Classnotes has learned that David Wynn
Robinson (M.Arch.) has joined RTKL Associ-
ates Inc. as a project architect. Previously with
The Falick/Klein Partnership in Houston,
Robinson's professional affiliations include the
AIA Houston, Urban Design Committee, and
the AIA Committee on Architecture for Health.

Classnotes has learned that the American Ethno-
logical Society, the major group in social and
cultural anthropology of the American Anthro-
pological Association, has chosen Bruce Grant's
(Ph.D.) book In the Soviet House of Culture: A
Century of Perestroika, as the best book in an-

thropology for 1995. This is the first time this
award has been given. Grant is an assistant pro-
fessor at Swarthmore College.

Rossana Ramirez Robertson (Lovett; BA.,
1994) writes: "Andrew G. Robertson '94 (Sid
Rich; B.A.) and I got married on a Sat. after-
noon, June 22, 1996, in Austin, Texas. Rice
friends who attended the wedding were: Sarah
Wilson '94 (Sid Rich; B.A. ), Andrew C. Adams
(Lovett; BA.), Caren Chaika (Sid Rich; B.A.),
Bruce Carloye '91 (Sid Rich; B.S.), Stan
Farnsworth '92 (Lovett; B.S.), Ethan
Duckworth (Lovett; BA.), Mariano Aguilar
'92 (Lovett; B.A.), An Selignumn '94 (Will
Rice; BA.), Kay Somers (Wiess; B.A.), and
Cheryl Matherly (Rice's Career Services Cen-
ter).

"Andrew is finishing his master's degree in
environmental engineering at UT and will be
working for Border STEP, a nonprofit organiza-
tion that serves the ̀ colonias' along the Texas-
Mexico border.

"lam currently working at a nonprofit agency
that serves homeless and runaway youth. Ifyou're
around the area, give us a call at (512) 347-1037
or c-mail us at <rmragreaol.com>."

Andrew and Rossann Robertson with Rice friends

ies
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Class Recorder:
MaryAnn McKibben Dana
5525 Chaucer #1
Houston, TX 77005
(713) 524-4581 (home)
(713) 523-6737 (work)
E-mail: mam@rice.edu

Classnotes has learned that Gabriel E. Soltero
(Will Rice; BA.) has recently reported for duty at
Naval Air Station Whiting Field in Milton, Fla.

Nina Murrell- Kisncr ( Baker; B.A.; B.Arch.,
1996) and John Murrcll-Kisner '96 (M.Arch.)
write: "John and I have recently moved to the
Seattle area. Been real busy. During Aug., flew
Air Yellow Honda cargo class from coast to coast
to coast. Departed Houston to Seattle with a
stopover in N.C. to get married. (Fine weather;
sunny and temperate. Fine friends, mostly tem-
perate, including Rice grads Tim Hagan '95
[M.Arch. I, Julian Pittman [ M.Arch. I, Jane Ann
Mohring '89 [Lovett; B.A.; B.Arch., 1991],
Micah Rosen '93 [M.Archl, and Komal Shah
'95 [Wiess; B.A.].) Since arriving in Seattle,
we've busied ourselves with urban hiking (the
pedestrian city with topography), seeing the
sights, and wondering 'when will it start rain-
ing?' John is happy working with Mahlum 8c
Nordfors McKinley Gordon. Nina bides her
time with volunteer work (Architecture in Edu-
cation) while looking for that perfect job. Our
new address is 907 15th Ave. #4, Seattle, Wash.
98122; (206) 325-7540; e-mail <john.murrell-
kisner@mahlum.com>."

1995
Class Recorder:
Francisco Morales
2306 Wickersham #1600
Austin, TX 78741
(512) 389-3762
E-mail: morales@mail.utexas.edu

Class recorder Francisco Morales (Hanszcn;
BA.) sends the following:

I have learned from his mother that Dr. Jack
M. Cranshaw '91 ( M.A.; Ph.D., 1995) has
gone to work for the country of Italy in its
Instituto Nazionalc Di Fisica Nuclearc. He has
been in this position since April 1995. Con-
gratulations, Dr. Cranshaw!"

Classnotes has learned that Joseph D. Peters
(Brown; B.S.) has departed on a six-month de-
ployment aboard the guided missile cruiser USS
Philippine Sea. The 360 sailors are being sent to
support the NATO peace implementation forces
operating in the Mediterranean and Adriatic
Seas.

Kris and John Long

Joyce Pounds Hardy
'45 (B.A.) writes: "On
Aug. 17, 1996, Kris
Hardy (Jones; B.A.)
married John Long
'93 (Jones; B.S.) in a
candlelight ceremony
at St. Andrew's Pres-
byterian Church in
Houston, Texas. Rice
friends in the wedding
party were: maid of

honor Amy Farber '96 (Jones; B.A.), Thea
Kachoris '96 (Lovett; B.A.), Dave Vcrratti '96
(Hanszcn; B.A. and B.S.), Joe Castro '93
(Hanszen; B.A.), and Mike Hardy '97 (Jones).

"Kris and John are now living in Philadel-
phia, where John began studying for his M.B.A.
at Wharton in Aug. Kris left her job with Payne
Webber in Houston and is currently organizing

their new apartment and job hunting. Any friends
passing through, give them a call. Their new
address is 117 N. 15th St., #I505, Philadelphia,
Pa. 19102; telephone (215) 636-0805."

Classnotes has learned that Scott Alan Brashcr
(Jones; B.A.) has been appointed assistant direc-
tor of university relations at Rice University.
Brasher will be responsible for coordinating the
numerous community, university, and govern-
ment functions of the department. He will also
provide campus tours to VIP international visi-
tors and local school groups. Greg Marshall '86
(Baker; B.A.), director of university relations,
said, "Because of his past work for Senators
Frank Murkowski of Alaska and Kay Bailey
Hutchison of Texas, Scott brings to our team
practical 'on the hill' experience in government
relations and protocol, which makes him a valu-
able asset to Rice's university relations effort."

Class Recorder:
Erin Benson
401 Boylston St. #1
Brookline, MA 02146
(617) 566-2815
E-mail: ebensonabu.edu

New class recorder Erin Benson (Lovett; B.A.)
writes:

Hello Class of '96! I'm Erin Benson, and
I've taken the position of class recorder. It's only
been a few months since graduation—plenty of
time for change in the lives of Rice's most recent
alums. So whether you have made your home in
Houston or moved to a new city, were married or
attended a wedding, started a new job or gradu-
ate school, then you have some news to share in
Classnotcs. Hope to hear from you soon!

Classnotcs has learned that Christine Garcia
(Lovett; B.A.) has been awarded a Fulbright

grant to conduct re-
search in Spain. She
will study the molecu-
lar mechanisms of the
pathogenic fungus
Candida albicans.
One of approximately
1,600 U.S. grant re-
cipients, Garcia will
complete a year
abroad and will then
attend Baylor College
of Medicine.

Christine Garcia Sarah Syed Ahmed
(Brown; B.A.) has

been chosen as an officer of the 1996 first-year
class at Baylor College of Medicine in Houston.
Ahmcd will serve as a student affairs committee
representative.

Classnotcs has learned that Anoop Sangha (Sid
Rich; B.A.) and Henry Mok (Jones; BA.) have
been chosen as two of seven Presidential Schol-
ars at Baylor College of Medicine in Houston.
Presidential Scholars arc selected by Baylor presi-
dent Dr. Ralph D. Feigin and they represent the
most outstanding applicants for the entering
class. Sangha and Mok will receive $2,500 to-
ward their first year of medical school and, if they
remain at the honors level, will receive a total of
$10,000 toward their first four years of medical
education.

Classnotcs has learned that Patrick A. Callahan
(Sid Rich; B.A.) has recently completed U.S.
Navy basic training at Recruit Training Com-
mand in Great Lakes, Ill.

Brian D. '78 (Will
Rice; B.S.) and Lenka
Englert Johnson '80
(Jones; B.A.) write:
"We have a new baby!
Jade Marie Johnson
was born Jan. 12,
1996. Big sister Katy,
who turned 4 just 6
days later, was relieved
the baby was (a) a girl
and (11) not born on

her birthday. All doing great.
"We've been in New Orleans about a year

and a half—just finished putting in a new yard, so
now it's time to move! We'll we, should hv
soon."

Becky Morales Hairston '79 (Bross B.A.)
and Marc Hairston '79 (Sid Rich; BA.; Ph.D.,
1986) announce the birth of Roberto Morales
Hairston on Sept. 11, 1996. Pictures and info
on-line at <http://utd500.utdallas.cdu/
-hairston/beto.html>.

Perry '79 (Wicss; B.S.; M .E.E., 1980) and Emily
Pate Keller '78 (Jones; B.A.) proudly announce
the birth of Natalie Gail Keller, born Sept. 22,
1996. Natalie joins big sister Courtney, age 7

Anne Mcthenitis Amador '80 (Baker; B.A.)
and German Amador Jr. '80 ( Baker; B.S.
write: "We are pleased to announce the birth t ti
our daughter, Isabel Celeste, born June 4,1996
She weighed 4 lbs. 4 oz.—tiny but healthy!"

Hunter John Ranly

Emily DeWitt Grace
'74 (Brown; B.A.)
writes: "On June 15,
1996, our second
child, Andrew Scott
Grace, was born. We
adopted him and took
him home on June 17,
where he joined his
sister, Christine, 2 1/

Andrew Scott Grace 2, and father, Greg.
In response to Mary Degnan Ames '75 (Jones;
BA.), I guess I'm the latest known 'oldest new'
mom! We are all doing great and enjoying An-
drew tremendously. My e-mail address is
<cmgraccaaol.com>. Feel free to write!"

Jade Marie Johnson

Keith Ranly '81
(Baker; B.A.) and his
wife, Leslee, an-
nounce the birth of
Hunter John Ranly on
Aug. 22, 1996.

Chuck Fox '82
( Baker; B.S.), his won-
derful wife, Sharon,
and 2-year-old daugh-
ter, Amy, write: "Af-
ter 7 months of wor-
rying through a

igh-risk pregnancy, on June 10, 1996, we were
blessed with the birth of three healthy babies:
David Patrick, 5 lbs. 2 oz.; Jennifer Anne, 5 lbs.
4 oz.; and Joseph Michael, 5 lbs. 14 oz. A special
thanks goes to Dr. Karolina Adam '76 (Brown;
BA.), who provided perinatal care and delivered
the little ones. Watching the 15 doctors and
specialists who assisted Dr. Adam gave us a first
taste of the pandemonium that our lives had

omc."
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L-R Decal Patrick, Jennifer Anne, and
Joseph Michael Fox

Jim '82 (Sid Rich; B.A.; M.Acc., 1983) and
Ellen Spraul Ginty '84 (Brown; B.A.; M.B.A.
and M.Acc., 1985) write: "Madeleine Anne
Ginty, 8 lbs. 2 oz., arrived Dec. 28,1995, during
big sister Katie's 6-year-old birthday party. (My
mother, who had to host the party, has yet to
recover or to forgive me!) Big brother Andrew,
who still has a birthday all to himself, is not too
thrilled about sharing his room. Otherwise, he
thinks his new sister is okay."

e"

&
Katherine Eliza Alaniz

Amy Howell Alaniz
'83 (Will Rice; BA.;
MA., 1985) writes:
"My husband, Anibal,
and I would like to
announce the birth of
our daughter,
Katherine Eliza
Alaniz, on Aug. 8,
1996. She weighed in
at 7 lbs. 3 oz. and was
enthusiastically re-
ceived by her big
brother James, who is
almost 4."

Hal Koh [man '83 (Lovett; BA.) and Lou Fields
Kohlman '82 (Will Rice; B.Mus.) are aston-
ished and delighted to announce the arrival of
[van Albert Kohlman, born June 6, 1996. For
the record, Ivan's stats were 6 lbs. 12 oz., and he
measured 183/4 in. long. He scored a 9.9 on his
Apgar test and was born with more hair than his
father and larger feet than his mom. Oops—
perhaps not so much a baby as a golden retriever.
See "Classnotes" 1983

Doug Allen '84 (Hanszen; B.A.) writes: "On
Aug. 23, Julie and I had our second child,
Philippa McBride Allen. She joins her big brother
Riley, who just turned 4."

Karl Maier '84 (Sid Rich; B.A.; M.B.A., 1985)
and Allison Tinsley Maier '90 (Baker; BA.)
write: "We are proud to announce the birth of
our first child, Karl Stefan Maier. He was born on
D-Day, June 6, 1996, weighing in at 7 lbs. 5 or.
He has been happily accepted into the 'pack' by
Thunder, our black Lab."

Mike Regalbuto '84 (Baker; B.S.; Ph.D., 1990)
writes: "Since the birth °four first child, Sinbad,
in 1993, my wife, Debbie, and I have been
reproducing like crazed weasels. Our daughter,
Princess Zelda, came on board in Sept. 1995,

Princess Zelda and
Sinbad Regalhuto

Chris '86 (Sid Rich;
B.S.) and Patti Gallagher Caddell '88 (Lovett;
BA.) announce the birth of Matthew Joseph
Caddell on Oct. 17, 1995, at 10:30 P.M. He
weighed 7 lbs. 9 or. and measured 21 in. long.
"Well, better late than never. Now that Matthew

is 1 year old, we are
finally letting everyone
know about him. We
have been blessed with
a very happy and
healthy little boy. Af-
ter moving around a
little (seven times)
since graduation/
marriage, we have
hopefully settled
down. We are back in
the Houston area and
would love to hear
from long-lost friends
at 3914 Abbeywood
Dr., Pcarland, Texas

77584 or e-mail <pcaddelltkoncentric.net>."

Matthew Joseph
Caddell

and a yet-to-be-desig-
nated crew member
will be added in April
1997.

"I had the plea-
sure of attending the
wedding of Diane
Nolting '84 ( Baker;
B.S.) and Gary Wolters
in Washington, D.C.,
in Oct."

Rich '88 (Will Rice; B.A.) and Lydia Duck-
Dissly '89 (Will Rice; B.A.) write: "High time
we sent an update. We're proud to announce the
June 1,1996, birth of our daughter, Laura Emily
Dissly. Our growing family (three cats and a
dog) is enjoying living in Boulder, Cob., where
Rich is working as an atmospheric chemist for
NOAA after completing his doctorate at Caltech
2 years ago in planetary sciences. The running,
biking, and skiing are hard to beat, although a bit
tougher to find time for at the moment! We've
had lots of visitors while living here but are
always willing to entertain more!" Their address
is 3040 17th St., Boulder, Cob. 80304.

David Gano '88 (Wiess; B.S.) and Diana
Chosnek Gano '90 (Wicss; BA.; M.Ch.E.,
1991) are thrilled to announce the birth of their
first child, Hannah Michelle. Hannah arrived on
Aug. 13 at 5:30 AM. She weighed in at 8 lbs. 6
oz. and was 20 in, long. Both Hannah and her
parents arc doing great! Diana is taking a 6-
month leave of absence from work to stay home
with Hannah. David and Diana welcome any and
all visitors. Both can be reached via c-mail at
<David_Ganottmanu.con» (David) and
<rbexdcerohinhaas.com)..

Elise Bauman Neal '88 (Baker; B.A.) and Jack
Neal '94 (Ph.D.) proudly announce the birth of
their daughter, Samantha Erin. She was born
Aug. II, 1996, and weighed 9 lbs. 3 oz. and was
21 in. long.

11101(1f6 FOR Fll1ll1H OES
The Office of Admission is asking for your assistance in

identifying promising students to recruit. If you know a high

school student who might be a good future Owl, please share

the information with us by completing this card and mailing it

to Rice University, Office of Admission—MS 29, 6100 Main

Street, Houston, TX 77005.

Student Name: 

Address:

High School: Graduation Year: 

City, State: 

Recommended by: 

Address:

Rice Class Year: Relation to Student: 

May we use your name when contacting this student? 0 yes 0 no

We are always happy to hear from our alumni. The Office of
Admission telephone number is 1-800-527-OWLS, or you

may e-mail us at <abrice@rice.edu>.

tEl IIS HEAR FROM Y011
Enjoy keeping up with friends and classmates in the Classnotes
section? Why not return the favor—drop us a line and a
(preferably) black-and-white photo at Sallyport, Publications
Office, 5620 Greenbriar, Suite 200, Houston, TX 77005; or
fax us at (713) 831-4747; or e-mail us at <Sallyporterice.edu>.
The deadline for Classnotes submissions is May 13 for the
Summer 1997 issue. Classnotes received after that date will
appear in the following issue. Sallyport reserves the right to
edit Classnotes for length and style.

0 Married?

0 Promoted?

0 Moved?

0 New Job? 0 New Baby?
0 Take a Trip? 0 See a Classmate?
0 Back in School? 0 Other?

Send us details:  

Name 

College Class 

Address (0 New?) 



VORIAM
Rice Alumni

Gloria Irene Norvell Bryan '21 on Dec. 3,
1996
Edward 0. Fitch '21 (M.D.) on Dec. 28, 1996
Lola Taylor Kennedy '21 on Oct. 2, 1996
Vernon Riddick Burrows '23 on Aug. 29,
1996
Joseph Leviness Gillman Jr. '23 on Dec. 16,
1995
Marcus Alexander Acheson '24 on Dcc. 12,
1995
William Randolph Harris '26 on Eck IS,
1996
Philip Eldridge Winston '26 on Nov. 15,1994
Emerencc S. Ehlers '27 on Aug. 28, 1996
Virginia Livingston Morgan Harris '27 on
May 24, 1993
Glenn E. McKamey '27 on July 15, 1996
Henry Oliver '27 on Sept. 17, 1996
Juanita Lilian Lowther Combcs '29 on Sept.
21, 1996
Patti Jean Jenkins '29 on Sept. 3, 1996
Luke C. Patterson '29 on Oct. 12, 1996
James T. Wagoner '29 on Nov. 29, 1996
Mildred Estelle Ogg Fisher '30 on Dec. 16,
1996
Hollis C. Jacobs '30 on Sept. 17, 1996
Richard Lowell Sinderson Sr. '30 on Dec. 18,
1996
Ruby Virginia Grisham Archer '31 on Oct.
18, 1996
Chappelle Freeman Sr. '31 on Dec. 7, 1996
Albert Gus Sollberger '31 on Dec. 10, 1996
Bernard "Buster" Klein '32 on Aug. 17, 1996
Charles Mims '32 in 1996
John Blake "J.B." Hanks '33 on Aug. 5, 1996
Weldon Chester McDonald '33 on Nov. 17,
1996
Bertrand Field Richards '33 on Feb. 17, 1995
Andrew Michael "Chick" Anderson Jr. '34 on
Oct. 27, 1996
Marcella Mae Hubert Curry '34 on Sept. 29,
1996
Donald Miller Gready '34 (M.D.) on Sept. 29,
1996
Virginia Ricks Kemball-Cook '34 on Aug. 7,
1996
Alfred Tennyson Moses '34 on July 28, 1996

Claude Stanley Newberry '34 on Oct 16,
1996
David Miller Rulfs Sr. '34 on Nov. 5, 1996
Raymond Lawrence Heinrich Sr. '35 on May
28, 1996
Gwendolyn Margaret Jaster Lederer '35 on
Oct. 19, 1996
Virginia Lawson Platter '35 on Dec. 4, 1996
Ora Clemons Lewis Donoghue '36 on Nov.
12, 1996
V. Benner DOWe '36 on Dec. 6, 1996
John Sampson Drake '36 on Nov. 22, 199W:'
Joseph H. Palmer '36 on July 31, 1996
Charles Malvin Sanders '36 on Sept. 22,1996
Charles Harrison McLean Jr. '37 on Nov. 3,
1996
Estelle Carmen Thriffiley Studdert '37 on
Nov. 14, 1996
Roy Harrison Towel! Jr. '37 on April 1, 1996
Oliver Mathias Bakke Jr. '38 on Oct. 2, 1996
Lewis T. Hall '38 on Nov. 24, 1996
Herbert E. Holm '38 on Dec. 29,1996
Jack Patterson '39 on Dec. 17, 1996
Pedro Salmeron Jr. '39 on Sept. 17, 1996
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Walter Herman Carter Jr. '40 on Nov. 26,
1996
William W. Haner '40 on Oct. 16, 1996
Fred T. Maudlin Jr. '40 on Aug. 29, 1996
John Lyman Clark Jr. '41 (M.D.) on Aug. 19,
1996
William Gentry Robbins Jr. '41 on Aug. 23,
1996
Gerald A. Brewer '42 on Oct. 3, 1996
Wirt Wilsey Smith '42 (M.D.) on Mayo, 1996
Robert D. Calhoun '44 on June 26, 1994
Thomas Paschal Clarke III '44 ( M. D.) on Oct.
18, 1996
Clyde Russell Riall '44 on Nov. 12, 1996
Milton S. Scheps '45 on Nov. 10, 1996
Miles Frank Wortham '45 on Oct. 15, 1996
Clarence Allen "C.A." Gunn '46 on Aug. 24,
1996
Corbet Clark Locke Jr. '46 (M.D.) on March
19, 1994
Billy Russell Callender '47 on Oct. 9, 1996
Ira Vern Hart '47 on Dcc. 22, 1996
Ray Allen Vansickle '47 on Aug. 26, 1996
Caledonia Rosalee Parks Bagby '48 on Nov. 4,
1996
Patsy Ruth Burns '49 on Sept. 10, 1996
Bobby L. Choate '49 on Aug. 23, 1996
Jesse Allan Bonin Jr. '50 on Nov. 24, 1996
Edgar Tom Nagle Jr. '50 on Sept. 10, 1996
Harmon "Loose" Carswell '51 on Dec. 16,
1996
Carol Wheeler Bell '52 on Sept. 30, 1996
Charles Kenneth Campbell '52 on Nov. 1,
1996
Louise Clegg Holubec '52 on Sept. 20, 1996
William A. Kistler Jr. '53 on Sept. 23, 1996
Patricia Anne Cunningham Marsh '53 on
Oct. 29, 1996
David E. "Kossc" Johnson Jr. '54 on Sept. 3,
1996
Gerald Wilbur Fitzpatrick '55 on Oct. 24,
1996
Allen G. Weymouth '55 on Sept. II, 1996
Daniel M. Butler Jr. '56 in 1996
Arthur Eugene Bynum '56 on March 7, 1996
Virgie Lynne Gee '56 on July 10, 1996
Jon August Miller '56 on Sept. 27, 1996

Thurlo Page Rogers Jr. '56 on Sept. 6, 1996
Scott Donaldson Clark '57 on Nov. 14, 1995
Genevieve Erlene Hubly '57 on Dec. 27,1996
Sayra Ruth Hearn Hesselsweet '66 on Oct.
30, 1996
Stephen Fletcher Brown '67 in 1996
J. Craig Youngblood '69 on Dec. 29, 1996
Neil Walter Isbin '73 on Aug. 9, 1996
Dennis Joseph Pokluda '75 on July 19, 1996
Ann Marie Ketterer '76 on Oct. 8, 1996
Elvira Buendia Leal '78 on Dec. 18, 1993
Harold Glenn Pickett '81
Lucia Armato Allan '89 on Nov. 20, 1996
Barbara Ann Pravda '90 on Sept. 3, 1996

Friends/Faculty/Staff

Sidney Alison Adger on Dec. 19, 1996

Jasper H. Arnold (Ml).) on Oct. 23, 1996
Irma Boshernitzan iiti Dec. 30, 1996
Bill F. Bozeman on ',ept 9,1996
Hubert Edwin Braunig Jr. on Nov. 2, 1996
Jc,,, Nicholas Broussard on Sept. 22, 1996

Fred Hayes Burks on Oct. 7, 1996
Faith Poorman Bybee on Oct. 26, 1996
Allen Higgins Carruth on Sept. 12, 1996
Joseph James Chetta on Oct. 23, 1996
Rowland Thomas Clare Jr. on Dec. 17, 1996
Margaret Collier on Sept. 19, 1996
Roy David Demme on Dec. 27, 1996
Edward C. Dorroh on Dec. 15, 1996
Robert W. Dundas Sr. on Sept. 5, 1996
Jack N. Essinger on Nov. 26, 1996
Marvin Estes on Nov. 12, 1996
Junius Fishburne Estill Jr. on Oct. 22, 199c
Regine Freund on June 21, 1996
Robert James Goodall on Sept. 10, 1996
Phyllis Kendall Gyorkcy on Nov. 23, 1996
Clinton R. Hackney Sr. on Nov. 3, 1996
Eugene Fields Howard Jr. on Oct. 7, 1996
L. Frank James (Ph.D.) on Oct. 16, 1996
Frank L. Jaubert Jr. (M.D.) on Aug. 24, 1996
Beatrice Roberta Lockhart Jones on Nov. 9
1996
Elizabeth F. Jones on Sept. 16, 1996
William H. LaRue Jr. on Sept. 13, 1996
Helen Bolster Lawrence-Toombs on Oct. 13,
1996
Dianne Wagner Levitt on Nov. 4, 1996
Theodore Rolland Levy on Oct. 25, 1996
Francis L. Loewenheim (Ph.D.) on Oct. 17,
1996
Harold A. Lott on Nov. 8, 1996
Rosamond Stevens Luby on Nov. 7, 1996
Mary Draffen "Mimi" McKenna (Ph.D.) on
Sept. 30, 1996
Irving Nad on Oct. 20, 1996
Kathleen N. Perlitz on Dec. 26, 1996
Elma Beinhorn Pielop on Nov. 1, 1996
Ann McDonald Rea on Oct. 27, 1996
Carl Ernest ReistIc Jr. on Oct. 20, 1996
Mary Marshall Burlew Rives on Oct. 17, 1996
Virginia Douglas Rotan on Sept. 15, 1996
Richard Howell Rushing on Dec. 3, 1996
Charles Sapp on Dec. 25, 1996
Darcy D. Schindcwolf on Nov. 14, 1996
Helga Kristina Jacobsen Shepherd on Sept
15, 1996
William James Shirley Sr. on Nov. 24, 1996
Christine Sikes on Sept. 2, 1996
Candace Campbell Utley Slnunona on Not
10, 1996
Annie May Wood Sloan on Oct. 5, 1996
Robert Dryden Titus on Sept. 30, 1996
Vita Daniels Tuttle on Sept. 12, 1996
Alfred Cecil Vick on Oct. 27, 1996
Donald E. Warfield on Nov. 26, 1996
Robert L. Way on Nov. 24, 1996
Marshall Foch Wells on Nov. 5, 1996
John Peter Whalen on Sept. 10, 1996
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MAY IN THE SHADE

The university provided a large tarp to shade
the graduates at the 1926 commencement
ceremonies, but the ladies in the audience had

to bring their own protection from the sun.
Commencement '97 will take place on May 10

before an estimated crowd of seven thousand.
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A. 17—Lecture Series on Ethics, Politics, and Society
presents Dennis Thompson, "Democracy and Secrecy,"
location TBA, 4:00-6:00 P.m.; contact Minranda Robinson
at (713) 527-4994 or <mrd@ruf. rice.edu> or Dean of
Humanities office at (713) 527-4810 or <dhumitrice.edu>
for more information.

ApRc 18—Shepherd Singers and Rice Chorale present a
concert of choral music, Stude Concert Hall in Alice Pratt
Brown Hall, 8:00 p.m.; call the Concert Office at (713)
527-4933 for more information.

Amu_ 23—Shepherd School Chamber Orchestra presents
Ravel's "Mother Goose" Suite and Wagner's Siegfried Idyll,
Stude Concert Hall in Alice Pratt Brown Hall, 8:00 P.m.;
call the Concert Office at (713) 527-4933 for more
information.

APRIL 24—Opening reception for Rice University
Student Art Exhibition No. 34, Rice University Art Gallery
in Sewall Hall, 6:00-8:00 P.M.; call Jaye Anderton at
(713) 527-6069 for more information.

Apirtr_ 25-27—Alumni College 1997, Rice campus;
contact the Association of Rice Alumni at (713) 527-4057
or <alumnithrice.edu> for more information.

As.. 25—Shepherd School Symphony Orchestra
presents Mahler's Symphony No. 6, Stude Concert Hall in
Alice Pratt Brown Hall, 8:00 p.m.; call the Concert Office
at (713) 527-4933 for more information.
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APRN- 26-27—Rice Design Alliance annual architecture
tour, 1:00-5:00 P.m.; call Molly Cumming at (713) 527-
4876 for more information.

MAY 1997
MAY 1—Distinguished Lecture Series in Computer
Science presents John Reif of Duke University; call
Ann J. Lugg at (713) 285-5198 for more information.

MAY 9-10—Commencement 1997 activities; for
more information, call the Commencement Hotline at
(713) 737-5799, send e-mail to <sjd@rice.edu>,
or visit the Commencement Website at <http://
www.rufrice.edu/-alumni/commence.html>.

MAY 22—Rice Business Network lecture, Room 1133 in
Alice Pratt Brown Hall, 6:30 P.m.; call Ralph Midltiff at
(713) 654-7612 for more information.

WAC HOME BASEBALL GAMES
All home games are played at Cameron Field. For more
information, call (713) 522-OWLS.
APRIL 18-20—New Mexico
Amu_ 25-27—UNLV

GOLF

APRN- 21-23—WAC Men's Championship, Columbia
Lakes Country Club in West Columbia, Texas; call
(713) 527-OWLS for more information.

It.
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